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Foreword
After reading this book one sees more clearly how lucky were those of us

who entered university extramural departments soon after the war: we had

the final ten to fifteen yearswhen the Great Tradition in that work still had

its force. We revered Tawney and the high calling he indicated for us and

ourstudents; those of us who staited in Yorkshire and took WEA Tutorial

Classes were reminded constantly of the demands GeorgeThompson had

made of his tutors, and met a gentler but still highly-principled version in

his suL,:essor Fred Sedgwick; and from Leeds in those first years there came

Raybould's severe and uncompromising insistence on the Mansbridge/

Tawney educational principles for work with adults.

Over the last quarter of a century and particularly in the last decade

much in those ideals has been set aside, argued (badly) out of existence

and made to seem old-fashioned and irrelevant. The process has two

main origins, one short the other long term. The s"hort term influence is

that concentration on education as a vocational affair above all (when

adult education is being considered. this is often coupled with a suspicion

that extramural classes which have larger aims are almost certain to be

left-wing). The longer secular impulse is that movement in the whole of

the developed world towards a relativism which deeply suspects any

practice based on idealism ofwhatever kind.

..1 such a situation and even before the hard-nosed educational

pragmatism of the last decade neither the universities nor their extra-

mural departments went, most of them, in a condition to reassert the non-

vocational case for work with adults outside the university. When the

very considerable expansion of the 1960s got under way few universities

saw it as the opportunity to reconsider subjects, syllabuses or even

more the nature of the student body. More tended to mean more of the

same in aft those three areas; and a huge opportunity was lost.

The extramural departments themselves made their case too feebly.

Fearing rhetoric and uncertain of their hold on their own tradition they by

and large let their true case go by default. When later and harder times

came they again put up a poor resistance to the overweeningdemands for

proved cost-effectiveness and for a vocational slant at the expense of

those kinds of study which were undertaken for the love of God and for

the development of the personality. To get onto the vocational train

seemed a safer choice.

v



FOREWORD

Today books about university extramural education, which still comefrequently from the presses, are of two main kinds. The first have
accepted the prevailing economic determinism and self-justification and
see university extramural studies as overwhelmingly a support to the
economy. Their prose eerily mirrors iheir attitudes. The other wing is
chiefly made up of books which do seek to assert some larger nd deeper
purposes for university and other adult education. Rut they have
difficulty in finding the right language and have often been driven into a
corner because of their nervousness about sounding like 'high-principled
do-gooding members of the bourgeoisie'. So they tend to deploy a shrilland two-dimensional set of assertions about the prime role of adult
education as a way of liberating the working classes from the bondage of
capitalism's culture. They sound much less mature, much less sure of thenature of the educational process, than their ancestors who attacked theWEA on somewhat similar grounds; and they show hardly any sense of
having understood what Tawney was saying. Their 'ideals' are often ashallow ideology.

Against such a background this book comes as a tonic and corrective.To begin with, it offas a thorough and fair-minded account of thatdecline over the past forty years which I have done no more than point to
above. More important, it gives a thoughtful and often subtle evaluationof the educational and philosophical issues which lie behind all thearguments.

To take only some examples. It does not set one approach against theother; so it recognises the value of vocational studies in adult education; itdoesn't want them to be asserted as overriding, as against 'out of date'
ideals and purposes. It recognises well the value of the original high aimswithin university adult education and sees how those aims can be
trivialised and debased by activist agit-prop. It even recognises, and this is
most unusual, the valuable work being done by many teachers with 16-18year olds in local authority Further Education; and recognises too thatmost pniversity extramural departments have neglected the opportu-
nities for valuable links with that work.

Most important of all, it knows about the need for standards andchallenges in university extramural work of all kind.,. It right'.." pointshere, as to a sign of educational lack ot .,tomach and weakness of will, tothe decline of the three-year Tutorial Class and the justifications usuallyoffered for that decline ('a bourgeois concept', 'too demandingof people

vi t7..,
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FOREWORD

who have been working all day'). Hearing that, if you are one who has

conducted tutorial classes yehr after year, with all they demand from

both the students and the tutots, you feel like someone hearing a lazy

non-swimmer insisting that swimming has no value 'nowadays' and

perhaps never hae
At the end the authors bravely set out at length what in theirview needs

to be done to amend matters. It is interesting stuff though, as they will

know, not particularly new. ACACE tried to lay out much of that. So did

some of us in the 19jOs when the first big clouds appeared. It is none the

less well worth saying and in new words and ways. Bet will anyone listen?

The whole thrust of the present government is against such thoughts. Yet

you never know ... someone in there might be willing to bend an ear.

Labour and the Alliance have made the right noises anti shotfd therefore

take this book to their hearts and minds. Vice-Chancellors should take

time off from the endless struggle with resources and with the undeniable

need to protect their best internal departments as well as they can, so as to

renew their sense of a need outside the walls which has never gone away

and which has in some sense represented the best in university ideals.

Heads of extramural departments should read and mark it most
carefully, take heart from it and decide to fight with more brio.

RICHARD HOGGART

I 8
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Preface
This book was completed es..rly in 1987. Unfortunately, major events
since that time do little to change its analysis or its conclusions. The

translation of the White Paper. I/ igho Eihnanim. ,Ileaing the Challenge

into the clauses dealing with higher education in Kenneth Baker's Great
Educational Reform Bill, and the December 1987 government decision

to transfer the funding of university liberal adult education from the
Department of Education and Science to the new Universities Funding
Council, confirm the picture painted in the following pages They

represent a logical culmination of the thrust of policy-making since 1979

The dangers inherent in the new conservative settlement for university
adult and continuing education ar .. obvious ones. The developing pattern

of change in the universities will be accelerated and augmented. A UFC
with a strong business orientatioa and explicitly subordinate to minis-

terial directive is likely to channel funds to the kind of education blessed

by government. The new custom-made mechanism for this is likely to be

some variant of the contract system outlined in the WhIte Paper. Whilst
the Bill is silent on the details, it does give the new Funding Councils
'power to make payments subject to such terms and conditions as they
think fit'. Finance will be disbursed with strings attached and this will

provide scope for the DES and UFC to assess performance according
to pre-set targets. Link isities and university departments judged in-
adequate on thc new ern, ria of efficiency will encounter problems in the

following set of contract negotiations.
The Bill's ch:uses weakening the employment protection of university

teachers carry the potential for a new flexibility of labour. Those who will

not conform and are intractable, judged by the new standards of per-
formance, will vanish Nith funding. The university will move more
towards the economists"flexible firm' model with a 'core' of permanent
protected workers mov ing between jobs and a 'periphery' of dispensable

part-time and short-contract employees, hired and fired in direct relation
to changes in the external market place. A consequent convincing

scenario sees universities gradually, but remorselessly, robbed of their
autonomy. They incrementally mirror the requirements of the state, their
staff become more pliant and conformist, their teaching and research
becomes increasingly orthodox and co.' ventional, reflecting the concerns
and demands of government. civ il servants and employers.

ix
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PREFACE

These dangers all apply sharply to adult and continuing education. It is
part of the university but closer to the market place. It already represents
many of these processes in microcosm. It is increasingly self financing and
entrepreneurial and many extramural departments arc already per-
sonifying the 'flexible firm' in miniature. Until now, university adult and
continuing education has been shielded albeit in limited fashion by
direct state funding. The danger inherent in the termination of institu-
tional earmarking for liberal adult education, with the DES grant to
eYtramural departments now passing through tile coffers of the UFC,
requires little emphasis. This decision opens up the possibility that the
raoney now used to subsidise univ ersity liberal adult education will be
transferred to other purposes, most probably to vocational training. This
threat has always been there. Today's cmbination of a state sponsored,
industrialised UFC. thirsting for government approval and a financially
anorexic university hielarchy hungering for new resources give it greater
point. If funds are diverted away from litm-al education either h., the
UFC or by the universities themsels. es, the harmful tendencies traced in
detail in this book will climax.

This contemporary challenge is also an opportunity for university
adult educators. The switch in funding could conversely strengthen the
beleaguered liberal education and root it more firmly within the uni-
veisity if university leaders are prepared to reinforce the rhetorical
respect they pay to this provision with a fair share of resources. The UFC
will not be in place until 1989 and the working part). ith represemation
from the Committee of Vice-Chancellors ane, Principals, the UGC and
DES wiil wish to scrutinise the general position in order to plan the details
of transition.

Here i3 an opportunity, perhaps a final opportunity to reargue the
need for a balanceci, integrated continuing eetication in which liberal
adult education for :hose prey iously excluded from the opportunities of
university education takes its place beside increased access for adults and
educationally underprivileged groups to existing degree programmes, the
development of new degree courses tailor-made for these groups and
professional and vocational education and training. Such dn assertion
must concern itself with the detailed specifics of orgithisation and fund-
ing But it will achieve little unless it is set in , vigorous and imaginative
affirmation of the distinctive purpose of university continuing education.
There is an urgent necessity to re-emphasise the nature of university



PREFACE

continuing education as an education that is critical nd liberating, .hat
deals with ends as well as means, broad issues as well as immediate
problems, the ordering of society as well as the mechanics of work roles
and that aims to produce the thin;.ing, questioningc.tizen, rather than the

efficient, conventional technician. We hope that this book will make a
small contribution to this process.
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1
The Great Tradition?

it may be very good for the commercial prosperity of the nation that our workmen
should be higher skilled and more capable than their brethren in America or
Germany but w ben education has merely made a man into etter workman it has

not done all that it can for lum nor all that t has a right to expect.
acfoniond II Mang floss Educiaton. NOS

there is. perhaps. no branch of our ast educatmoal system which should more
attract within its particular sphere the id and eneduragenwnt of the state than adult
education. How many must there be in Brium. after the thstmbance of two
destructive wars. who thirst in later life to tear., bout the humanities. the history of
their country. the philosophies of the human race and the arts and letters which
sustain and are borne forward by the eer onqucring English language This ranks
in my opinion. far above science and tennwal instruction which are well sustained
and not without t heir rewards in our present stem. 1hm mental and moral outlook
of free men study iag the past with free nunds in order to discern the future demand,
the highest measures which our hard pressed finames Lan sustaio I hat e no doubt
mpelf that 3 man or %%kaftan earnestly seeking in groun up hfc to be poid1 to wide

and suggest:%e knowledge in its largest and most uptifted sphere will ma',..e the best of

ati lhe pupas in t age of clatter and Nu. of gape and gloat.
Wint,on Churcht.l. Lawn) the TUe. 1053

Introduction

The university adult edutation of the past often seemed a straightforward
affair. Unlike many other countries, we believed that it was both possible

and desirable fo, out universities to make their teaching and the fruits of
their research .ivailable to more than the, small elite of full time students

This, it was agreed, required some swcm of pedagogic and organisa-

tional adaptation. he majority of universities in England and Wales

organised a group of lecturers pecialising in different subject disciplines

in a department of adult education or extramural studies. Whilst a variety
of courses were mounted in business schools and departments of
engineering, medicine or araiteeture, the extramural department was
viewed as the university's main contributi )n to thc educafion of adults

The extramural tutors were selected for their academic excellence and.

to one degree or another. for Jteir established or potential proficiency in

the education of adults a field which was seen as a spccialis" area

requiring specialist techniques. This was related to a perceived if limited
obligation to working class students w ho might often be expected to lack

12



ADULT EDUCATION IN CRISIS

an initial university education. There was, moreover, a desire to relate
university scholarship to the valuable life experience aad to the practical
concerns of those who attended courses. University adult education was
seen as having a strong social purpose imprint. It attempted to contribute
to an informed democracy, to help student., make sense of their lives and
of the society in which they lived, so that action for change would be
informed and progressive. The programme. therefore, emphasised a
liberal education in contradistinction to vocational or examined courses.
Nonetheless, job-related and certificated programmes were available.

Extramural tutors taught a certain number of classes. They also
organised a programme consisting of courses open to all, as well as
provision for special interest groups, drawing on internal university
teachers and other specialists willing to serve as part-time tutors.
Democratic ideals were embodied in the right of students to choose
subjects and tutors. Hence, a large part of the programme was provided
in collaboration with a voluntary self-governing organisation the
Workers' Educational Association. The system was underpinned by a
direct grant from the Department of E,Incation and Science, which in
recognition of the universities' sense of social responsibility,, contributed
seventy-five per cent of full- and part-time tutor costs, the residue of
finance being provided by the university itself.

Like all snapshots, this account is deceptively simplistic. But, more
importantly, the established order it denoted is now in the throes of
complex revolutionary change. In many universities there are wide-
ranging discussions about the future role of liberal adult education. The
existing system of state funding of university adult education is idely
questioned. New creatures from faraway places with strange-sounding
names like PEVE, PICKUP and CET, have taken the stage. The CER
and the USR are increasingly consulted and invoked. Documents on
the future of university adult education come complete with irgon
Directory) The old extramural departments are being transformed,
their staffing levels reduced and their very raison d'être vivrously
interrogated. Ambitious new scenarios for the expansion of continuing
education by the universities are plotted and argued about.

Our aim in this essay is to try to make some sense of this upheaval.
Succeeding chapt will examine what is happening today in some detail
by discussing and analysing developments in univ ersity adult education
since 1970. It would, however, be one-sided to suggest that the present

2



THE GREAT TRADITION?

turmoil is simply the product of the economic and political trends of the
1970s or 1980s. Like most of today's problems it is rooted in the past. Vie
want. therefore, first of all to outline briefly a little of the historical
background of univesity adult education. This will show that our brief
initial sketch is extremely limited and skates over numerous problems
and arguments. A brief history appears particularly necessary as we are
hopefully addressing to a lesser degree than in the past a closed and
initiated audience. The discussion in universities on future philosophy
and structures for adult and continuineeducation has led to a greater
interest by university teachers and other educators. Understandably.
they are often not familiar with what has gone before and shaped the
issues we are confronted with today.

University adult education: a nutshell history

The roots o' ale modern uniNersity's contributiot to the education of
adults lie in the university extension movement o the last century.2
Initially, in the 1840s, this term denoted the extension of opportunities
for full-tune university study from the landed aristocracy to the newly
rising Industrial middle classe., as part of an attempt to refurbish Oxford
and Cambridge. The reform of the ancient unhersities and the establish-
ment of the redbrick institutions was accompanied by small shoots of the
kind of adult education familiar to us today. For example, from its
inception in 1851, evening classcs were a feature of the activities of
Owens College the forerunner of Manchester University. But the real
development of University Extension, in the sense of the university
catering for those who were not and perhaps were never likely to be full-
time students, was launched from Cambridge in 1873.1 In the la:e sixties,
Jarn,n Stuart, a fellow of Trinity College, had lectured all over the
country to groups of women school-teachers, railway workers and co-
operators. By 1875 lectures were being held in a hundred centres
nationally and a Syndicate for Local Lectures was established.

London followed and the Victoria University in Leeds, Liverpool and
Manchester was soon invoIN ed. Oxford established a Committee for
Extension Lectures in 1878. By that time, around 60,000 students
were attending lecture:, on history, , political economy, literature, art,
philosophy and natural stient.e. In many centres the practice developed

3
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ADULT EDUCATION IN CRISIS

of following the lecture with a discussion. Class examinations were
available but the opportunity was taken up by only a small minority.

The influences driving this movement were mixed ones. There was an
impetus to realise democratic rights, to provide learning for excluded
sections of the population and a certain narodnik desire to go to the
workers with the spiritual uplift of an education that would bind all classes
closer together. Some saw extension lectures as 'the best safeguard of the
country from revolutionary wild socialise.4 Many of the movement's
supporters we: e in the mould of social liberalism that was to reach its
climax in the early years of the twentieth century.

University Extension remained a largely middle-class matter. Finance
was a problem the majority of lectures had to be self-supporting and
attendance was simply beyond the pocket of the majority of the
population. University Extension did give a fillip to the education of
women. In certain areas the mines of Durham and Northumberland
and parts of Lancashire and Yorkshire it did invohe working-class
:tudents. But national er ents, particularly the trade union and political
upheavals of the 1890s, worked against this. There w ere differences
amongst the organisers as to whether the objective %as to create more
'pure' students pursuing an ordinary univ ersity education, or, alterna-
tively, to make university education an intrinsic part of the life experience
of those who would continue to go about their normal business. As in
Nottingham, the ev olution of an extension centre into a urns ersity college
sometimes meant the relative exclusion of both workers and %omen. the
resultant 'pure' students were on the whole middle-class males.

The University Extension Mov ement failed to bring all social classes
together in any significant gro',th of univ ersity education. It was based
upon 'a totally inadequate realisation of the extent and depth of the sense
of alienation among the working class'.c The system of organisational and
pedagogical adaptation represented by the formation of the Workers'
Educational Association in 1903 and its intimate alliance uith Oxford
University, was in all aspects a far more efficient instrument foruniv ersity
ex.znsion .6 It was built on the basis of the lessons learned and the links
made in the earlier mor ement. IN object w as more specific, the working
class activist. If the workers' w v. id was to be permeated with university
culture and values, then there %as a need for more adaptation by the
university and a better thought-out and bp ecia I i sed approach th, n the
earlier movement had represented. If the chasm between labour and the

4
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academy was to be bridged, worker students had to be directly .volt ed in
the organisation of their education. And support had to be itight from
such bodies as the unions, the co-operative societies and the Labour
Party, with which they identified. The goN erning body of thc .suciption
consisted of representatives of both the v. orking class organisations and
the universities.

There were soon more than fifty branches of the WEA. Each gave their
members the right, in the words of the WEA's founder, Albert
l'aansbridge, Io decide how, why, what or when they wish to study'? The
oranches promoted courses organised through joint committees of WE.A
ant; university representatives a system which soon spread from
Oxford to other uniNersities. The focal point was no longer the old-style
extension lecture but the new tutorial class. The tutorials were based on
sustained study, with rigorous requirements as to reading and writing,
over two or three years. Their emphasis on relatively small groups of
studentsand on dist.ussion sprang from a recognition of the inadequacy of
the mass lecture system in penetrating the educarioi.al inexperience of
the majority of students. Past financial difficulties wen. ON escome by the
payment from 1908 of a direct State grant for these classes.

The charter of the new movement, the 1908 Report: Oxford and
Working Class Education, directly related educational changes to the
political and social ferment, the development of w:rk....rg class industrial
militancy and political self-organisation that characterisLd the period. It
was informed by philanthropy, by a desire to extend the influence of the
universities and renew their composition and by a mission to control and
form the rising working-class movement.8 The Report's far-sighted
authors felt it unper.tiNe that working-class leaders 'should obtain the
knowledge necessary to enable them to show foresight in their choice of
political means'.4 The future Labour MP or trade union secretary needed
an Oxford education just as much as the civil servant or barrister.
Moreover, Ihe education which Oxford can give by broadening his
knowledge and strengthening his judgement would make him at once a
more efficient serb ant of hisow n sodety and a more potent influence on the
side of industrial peace'. 10 The initiation of change was in the university's
self-interest as %Jain the national interest, for it would involve a grave
loss both to Oxford and to English political life were the close association
that hasexisted between the only ersity and ihe world of affairs to be broken
or impaired on the accession of new classes to power') I

5



ADULT EDUCATION IN CRISIS

This approach was bound to cause problems for those wilt. socv
working-class education not as an instrument for integrating the leader-
ship ard gifted individuals into the establishment but as a means ot
ridding society of that establishment. The growing popularity of the v iew
that working-dass education must be organisationally and philosophi-
cally independent of state and university kd to the Ruskin College Strike,
to the formation of the Marxist Central Labour College and, e%entually,
the National Council ot Labour Colleges. The div ision in working-class
education endured for half a century.F2

But there were also tensions within the universities and the WEA. All
were agreed that what was requitcd was a liberal as distinct from a
vocational or technical education. There was little dissension from the
view that emphasis should be laid on the social sciences and the
humanities, that what %.as essential w as 'smut., teaching of the best and
most thorough lond on matters standing in a: intelligible rdatiun to the
life interests ot the workmen'." But the majority in the univ ersities sw
the objective dad impartial approaLh of liberalism, its rounded analysis of
all points of v iew, as developing similar attitudes within its sudents.
Mansbridge appeared to see education as an end in itsdf to clop the
mind and body in Le power the spirit', and did not dissent from th
idea of an objective university education."

Others. such as Taw ne), Wooton and Cole who amused the 'Lam of
impartiality', plat.ed greatLr emphasis on social ,,urpose, social reform.
education as a prelude to action. Cole observed 'We hay e seen too many
branches wrecked by the well meaning educationalist who is so keen on
fostering what he calls "the student mind" that he has no des,re or no
power to attract the militant trade unit aist who wants to turn his
c.ducation to definite and practical purpose. Personally,, I hay e seen too
much of "the student mind" to have any love for it or to want it to
dominate our Movement. I want te serv, the live wired practiLal worker
who wants guidance in facing the practical problems of living:lc

This remained a minority strand in univ ersity adult education (UAE).
Eut it found resonance with many WEA activ ists, such as George
Thompson, the Yorkshire District Secretary who saw the WEA as the
educational expression of labourism and a weapon in the Llass struggle."
The social purpose component IeLded sastenantx through the formula-
tion in 1919 of a more direct organisational alliance with the labour
movement represented in the foundation of the Workers Educational

6
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Trade Union Committee to provide specific courses for individual trade
unions."

The Oxford Report had seen the major purpose of the liaison with the
WEA as the attraction of more working-class students into full-time
study. It had not felt the need for any specific organisation to resource the
work inside the university beyond what had sufficed for university
extension. But it was now the part-time evening tutorials that were
flourishing. By 1918, there were around 150 such classes involving over
4,000 students. The universities were heartened by the ability of the
students to meet their standards. But in the face of further possible
growth there was an increased awareness of a need for a greater
specialised adaptation of the internal university approach. Scholarship it
was felt must relate even more closely to the life experience of the
students. Expansion might be bettcr resourced by a special agency inside
the university. . Concern at the spread of Marxist education during the war
years also provided a stimulus for further examinition of adult education
as a prelude to expansion.18

The 1919 Report of the Adult Education Committee of the Ministry of
Reconstruction saw the universities' acti vities, as had its 1908 pre-
decessor. as aimed particularly at the workir g class.° Whilst it again
stressed CAE as an aistrument of social integration, it emphasised to a
far greater a Tree egalitarianism and social reform. It was cogent and
firm on the nece.tit:, ior the state to finance social purpose education even
if provision was committed or partisan. The Report mounted a frontal
attack on the idea that adult education should constitute simply an
annexe to a university's main activities. It should be treated not as an
appendage but rather as an essential part of such activities. The Report
stated that 'the prov ision of a liberal education for adult students should
be regarded by universities as a normal and necessary part of their
functions',2° a view vice-chaneellors still feel the need to urge seven
decades later.

To this end, 'there should be established at each university a
department of extra-mural education with an academic head'.21 The
universities' existing attitude, the Report felt, created a serious dis-
equilibrium in the resources devoted to internal as distinct from extra-
mural activ ities. There was an awareness of adult education as a specialist
activity: ... [the worker] begins the study of economics not with the
abstract definition of value and exchange but from the insistent facts of
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his own wages, his own cost of living, and the aims of his own trade
union.'22

And the proposals for change were set within a framework of university
reform: the enhanced importance of adult education should touch the
mainsprings of existing research, teaching and organisation. Adult
education was 'a permanent national necessity, an inseparable aspect of
citizenship and therefore should be both universal and lifelong'.21 If this
national need was to be met the universities needed to change them-
selves. Extramural departments could act as a catalyst in transforming the
parent body. The departments would not merely be the eyes and ears of
the universities, external emissaries planting new university centres in the
surrounding towns; they would a'so act as proselytisers within the walls
influencing university policy so that 'the unsatisfactory position of adult
education would be altered'.24 Adult education was no longer seen
mainly as a means to bring more workers into the university to pursue
degree courses. It was a system sui generis with its own rationale.

What the 1919 Report was mging was a very tall order. Providing the
effective preconditions for members of the working ciass to undektake
higher education on a wide scale was a difficult task, in both ideological
and material terms, in the early years of the century. It was to become
more difficult with social change. There was a multiplicity of problems,
pedagogic and social, ranging from the unwillingness of the State to
provide resources, to the prtjudices against education which many
workers drew from their initial schooling. The siting of provision in the
universities provided advantages in terms of access to scholarly research
and academic excellence. But there was always a danger that such
resiliently conservative institutions as the universities would ensure that
UAE remained an annexe, if a some Nhat extended one, would indulge in
lipservice and utilise adult education for their own purposes, foreign to
the idealism and zeal of its architects. For example, arguments about
balance and service to the local community could ensure duplication of
the patterns of internal provision, so that the already educated as well as
the educationally underprivileged were strongly represented. The grave
imbalance of universities in both social and educational terilis would then
remain uncorrected.

From the start, this imbalance created tensions between internal and
external work. There was a danger that part-time students would beseen
as less important than undergraduates, that extramural work w tild be
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perceived as less prestigious than degree work not quite the full
shilling. To adapt the pedagogy of internal teaching for students with an
impoverished initial education required a great deal of commitment, tinv!
and trouble even a sense of mission. It re ,uired organisat:onal
prescription and planning not easily quantified in terms of the duties
and standards expected of a university lecturer. If the education of
educationally deprived adults was to be successful it w ould require, at
least to a certain degree, a break with the patterns and rhythms of internal
teaching. Yet the extramural department and its staff were part of the
university and felt pressures to conform.

The inbuilt elitism of universities which took in tiny numbers of
extremely able students from the upper classes and concentrated on their
education, in harness with the development of high-level knowledge
through research, meant that UAE was embedded in an es ,entially
hostile institution generalising bourgeois cultural assumptions. The
ideology of the universities, as many commentators hay e pointed out,
was simultaneously liberal, in the sense of dedication to the critical open-
ended pursuit of truth, and elitiq, in the sense of its restrioed social base
and its telegation of forms of knowledge which might serv e more practical
ends to other lesser institutions. The smart money, even in 1919, would
have bet that more than the social forces available to the Tawneys and the
Coles would be required if UAE was to exploit the contradictions
betw een Oxford as the bastion of liberal education and _lass privilege.
The likelihood was always that UAE would drift towards the already
educated, mounting prov ision more acceptable, less troublesome and
more intelligible from the lew poi nt of the university registry and that the
language of social purpose would increasingly sxv e as evasive and self-
justifying rhetoric.

This danger w4s related to a contradiction at the h:art of liberalism in
adult education, a contradiction which caused suspicion of adult educa-
tion amongst many in the univ ersity. It was possible to perceive the liberal
method as a broadening out of knowledge, its encouragement of
Jiscussion and criticism of a wide range of ideas as civ ilising wo:ker
students, making them see the other side of the case, weaning them away
from extremist viewpoints, turning them into responsible citizens of a
broadly acceptable .sta.u.s quo. It was, howev er, also possible to perceive
the critical probing method of liberal education as providing the
preconditions for a stronger, more intelligently based, mo,c articulate
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and, therefore, more dangerous commitment to radical social aLtion and
to disturbing social change. These opposed views have done battle
throughout the history of UAE, although the parent university and
ultimately the system of direct state finaace acted as powerful Lontrols
against an education likely to become too committed or subversive of the
established order.25 However, this did not mean tnat in many cases we
have already mentioned Yorkshire students could not utilise the
educational democracy to meet their goals. One authority writes of the
inter-war years 'We &nay generalise by saying that the WEA classes bore
the character of their locality and that in areas where Marxism was strong
the gulf between the labour colleges and the WEA was not great.'26

Imme(l'ately after the 1919 Report came a period of recession and
cutbacks in state expenditure. However, the example of Nottingham in
1920 was widely followed and by the late thirties, only Leeds, Sheffield
and Reading had failed to establish extramural departments or at least a
director of extramural studies. There had been staff tutors earlier, but
they had often been appointed to internal departments w;th respon-
sibility for specified tutorial classes. By the mid-1920s, there were more
than twenty extramural tutors and a decade later more than eighty.
Between the wars UAE remained closely aligned with the WEA,
maintained social purpose as an important component of its approach
and made a significant contribution to the education of the labour
movement.

By 1939, there were more than 800 tutorial classes with nearly 15,000
students. But many universities, such as Nottingham. mintained a
smaller group of direct extension courses of a shorter, more elenKatary,,

kind, and argued a responsibility not just to the working class but to all
seLtions of their Iccal community. This was often related to the use by
universities of their adult education bodies as a means of developing their
influenL, in their hinterland in order to extend their exisung concerns and
student bodies, not to transform them. Empire building of thi.s kind was
often accompanied by conflict with those who sought to give UAE a more
working-class and emancipatory orientation.2' The limited impact of the
new department,: within the university can be seen from the failure to
implement ce,..an recommendations of the 1919 Report. Nothing at all
seems to have been done, for example, aboat the proposal that
universities should take into account candidates snitability for extra-
mural work when appointing to internal posts.

10
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Gradually, UAL was charged by the univ ersities, not vice versa. It is
important to understand that this sprang from contradictions inherent in
the system. so as to guard against the idea of a s...-,'Lkn fall-away from the
working class and social purpose in the post-war period. It was, for
example. in the development of short courses by the universities in the
1930s that G.D.H. Cole saw competition between the extramural
departments and the WEA beginning to blossom. He claimed that it was
then that 'the long running fight about where working chir,s education
stopped and other kinds of adult education began set in'.28 These
tendencies were small-scale before 1939. they accelerated after the post-
war period.

The modern system was really the child of the 1940s and 50s. It was
then that the modern extramural department emerged on a sizeable
basis, with full formal parity with internal departments. Before the war,
extramural staff were often a group apart: 'They might be personally
acquainted with other members of the university but often were not.
They had no rooms in the university. The titles of their posts were not
those employed for other academic appointments. Their salary scale did
not correspond with any existing for intra-mural staff. No provision
existed for them to be promoted to posts of higher status and salary'.29

By the early 1950s, every university with the exception of Reading had
an extramural department and there were more than 250 staff tutors.
Extramural directors were explicitly asserting in some detail that they
should provide for 'the special needs of those engaged in the profc:ssions
or in industry'.4' and that they 'could not regard their services as available
exclusively to any one organisation or section of the community'.1' The
growth of post-14 schooling, the further education sector an-.I the
universities themselves militated against social purpose UAE aimed at
working-class groups. So did the recomposition of the working class; the
burgeoning of the welfare state; the new affluence, changes in working
class culture and community, and the grow th of a new privatisation and
instrumentalism, crudely symbolised by private car ownership, television
and washing machines. UAE increasingly took on the stamp, not c,f the
working class, social Lhange and university reform but of the parent body
and its existing functions, and the demand of the already educated for
refresher and leisure courses.

The 1950s and 60s saw a turn away from education for social change,
working-class students and intimate ,ind extensive collaboration with the
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WEA. pepartments now competed with the WEA across the whole
range of provision. Certain extramural directors found the old alliance
an embarrassment and saw the Association as a relic of a best buried past.
The appointment of subject-specialists with little interest in pioneering
work or working-class education at once reflected and strengthened
prevailing trends. Social science subjects studied to stimulate social
emancipation toppled down the league table, their places taken by
cultural and leisure subjects, patronised by a middle-class clientele.
Professional and vocational provision burgeoned. There was a new
practicality and a new social purpose; courses became shorter; award-
bearing provision, particalarly extramural certificate courses, flourished.

UAE appeared to have become a service provided by professionals.
Courses had to be mounted in an ordered, regular fashion to keep the
organisation running efficiently. The machine's demand for more and
more students excluded other concerns. The dynamic of UAE as a
movement was blunted; its staff often schizophrenically straddled two
worlds that of the university, where they were a 'deviant minority', and
that of the new and wider adult education, where they Were often
perceived as embodying the alien elitist values of the university.32

This was a period of sustained, if unspectaculai , growth. UAE seemed
to be a permanent part of a swelling educational landscape. It was a
period in which Winston Churchill blessed university adult education's
past contribution and stressed its future importance 'to the continuity of
our Island race'33 and in which a Committee of Inquiry asserted that
`... the high regard which the public has for British universities is due
partly to the fact that through their extra-mural departments they have
kept close to the people of Britain'.34 But the changes that were taking
place were the subject of detailed examination and debate.

Critics such as Sidney Raybould reaffirmed the need for rigorous
provision, for university standards and for working-class students. Others
were prepared to justify or accept what was happening. They argued that
class divisions were becoming blurred, universities had neither the time
nor the inclination to pursue the elusive and uninterested workers, they
catered for those who turned up, vocational courses could be given a
liberal bent. University standards, moreover, were ultimately guaran-
teed by the fact that the man (or very rarely the woman) at the top of the
class was a university lecturer. All too often this approach simply justified
a practice based on a promiscuous pursuit of full registers and fee income.

12
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The tendency to cut with the grain was strengthened by changes in the
grant regulations which progiessively allowed extramural departments
to move away from traditional rigorous liberal education, changes
advocated and canvassed by certain extramural leaders.35

Their opponents %vat: forced, despite their protestations which left
important benchmarks against which to judge what was happening.
significant yards down the same road. We can still study today in the past
issue , of Adult Education and The Hig;.way, the debates on the 'missing
worker students', the question of university standards in adult education,
and the relation of vocational training to liberal education.'6 These
debates were sometimes resolved by opportunistic practice intended to
boost the financial and organisational status of departments, and a florid
lip-service to liberalism which fat..lely assimilated innovat:on to past
traditions. Despite expansion, UAE remained pei ipheral to the real
concerns of the universities. The extramural department remained an
aonexe: small, below the salt, a token, nn the fringe, not a central
activity'. 47 And the contours of extramural provision established in the
years of boom, of a softening of class conflict, 'the end uf ideology' and
consensu. values were only minimally affected by the re-emergence of
social conflict from the late 1960s.

As early as the 1950s, Professor Harold Wiltshire had noted that what
he termed "The Great Tradition' the emphasis on liberal humane
studies, particularly social studies, to produce the reflective citizen
capable of understanding the great issues of life, the non-vocational
stance, the special concei n for the working class was under stress.'8
Some might argue that it had only ev er been a potentially great tradition.
Others might feel that even that statement was hyperbole. Despite its
significant achievements m the pie-war periot university ,idult education
and the benefits it brought to thousands in the post-war decades had
always been subject to internal stress. Its r,idicalism had always remained
restricted.' And its reach had always been limited by lack of resources.
Certainly by the time the Russell Committee on Adult Education
reported in 1973, UAE rather tkm imArnating one tradition represented
a pluralistic endeavour, struLturally and ideologically . courses for trade
unionists bedded down with courses for social workers, lawyers and the
poke. There was a crowing interest in part-time degrees. Professionul,
voLational and certifiLated provisiva were Lomplemented by a still large
liberal provision for the &encral publit.. Conceptions of edutAtion for
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education's sake, education to do a job. and education to change the
world all had a place at the table.

The Russell Report, seen by some as the third great ciao-ter for adult
education, did not address itself to the tensions beneath the surface.'m
Looking back, it remarked how stirring it found the 1919 Report and how
struck it was 'by the extent to which the principles and values there
enunciated arc still valid'.3' Cast very much in the traditional mould, the
Report saw education as concerned essentially with the stimulation of the
individual's ability to thirl'h; to judge, to articulate, to dcvelop sensibility
and creativity: to imbibe and develop received culture. In particular,
Russell enOrsed the 1919 Report's emphasis on the centrality of liberal
adult education and its rejection of simplistic ideologic_ which snw
education as centrally concerned with more efficient production and
economic growth. In its first paragraphs it quoted from its predecessor.

We do not wish to underrate the value of increased technical efliuency or
the desirability of increasing productivity. But we believe that a short
sighted insistence upon these things will Me .t its object. We wish to
emphasise the necessity for a great development of non-technical studies,
partly because we think that it wo. assist the growth of a truer conception
of technical education but, more especially, because it seems to us vital to
provide the fullest opportunities for personal development and fsIr the
ealisanun of a higher standard of citizenship.'

Observing that. 'these words ... are even more idevant today than
when they were written in 1919%41 Russell argued that the development
of a diverse but integratcd system of lifelong education which, it urged,
should be accorded priority by government, required a central position
for liberalism and for UAE. Despite one ot two gentle criticisms the
content and structure of UAE was given a clean bill of health. The best
classes enabled students to 'think and work independently in the best
traditions of university scholarship..." whilst organisatkmally 'the tradi-
tional department of Extra-Murul Studies or of adult education has clear
and well tried advantages ...'.45

Perhaps in a slightly shallow, decidedly in a conservative fashion.
Russell rubberstamped the traditions of UAE with all its contradictions
and all its blemishes. Lacking the 'messianic qua1ity'46 of the Tawney-
inspired 1919 document and lacking its powerfully explicit social
reformism, it failed tr, generate an inspiring redefinition of 0,1, liberal
approach in terms of the last quarter of the twentieth cen.ury. But it did
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hold the line. Its underlying conception was of a UAE embracing a
continuum of different kinds of course and different kinds of Wproach.
But liberal education would have a key place and would influence all
provision. It certainly appeared to g:ve extramural leaders the green
light for at least several more decades of progress.

The present challenge

Twelve hard years on. a prominent director described :he university adult
education fraternity as 'like survivors of a blitz'.47 The most radical
government since the 1940s has treated many established ideas and
landmark institutions, in education as elsewhere, as obsolescent. The
former chair of the Ad7isory Council for Adult and Continuing Educa-
tion trenchantly polemicises against policies which seek to subordinate
cdacation to a narrow utilitarianism, a straightened instrumentalism and
a cramped philistinism." The images of Wackford Squeeis and Thomas
Gradgrind are evoked. The situation is a `nightmare'.49 An essay on
social policy finds individual development and social purpose as a
rationale for education in the deepest disrepute. 'educational initiatives
probably stand little chance of attracting public funds if they arc justified
on these grounds alone'..

This is the product of an administration whose ideology sees education
as an agent f economic efficie, or a consumption-good to be atfained
through self-help and the market, which favours training against educa-
tion, the vocational against the liberal, science and technology against the
arts, the private against the public. I ...versifies in particular arc marked
down for reform. Viewed as strange amalgams of a monastery, a holiday
camp and a think-tank of anti-Thatcherism, they arl tieing exhot,ed and
driven to turn education into a product w .rthy of industry's purchase, to
introduce industrial norms of efficiency and measurement into their
internal operations and to make the improvement of the nation's
economic performances, as defined hy government, their raison d'être.

The universities after years of political offensive arc under siege to the
degree that a recent study argues that their traditional values of
autonomy, the free pursuit of knowiedge and critical inquiry 'may be
condemned to marginality." UAE. is ev:-.n more beleaguered. Its ruling
spirits arc said by some :o recognisc that 'The Great Tradition', the
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attempt to turn the excellence of the university to the social purposes of
those excluded from it is finished: 'what had begun as a response to social
need in the 19th Century, has become an outmoded form of provision'.52
In society at large, it is suggested, there is 'growing evidence of the
general decline of the liberal progressive idcology'.53 Far from constitut-
ing a constellation of different approaches infused with liberalism,
continuing education, to use the new terminology, is emerging as a
category 'soaked in vocationalism'.54

The Department of Education and Science, in the context of a
confident and powerfully interventionist government, appears to have
fully embraced both education for economic regeneration and crude
techniques of educational management. They argue that the major
purpose of continuing education is 'to promote economic growth'.55 The
University Grants Committee puts forward a case for the development of
continuing education 'largely founded on considerations of employment
ana zconomic prosperity'.56 The same body goes on to state that a
university is failinglf it regards cont*Nng education as simply 'the job of
the extramural department'.57 In revattionary fashion it further requests
the DES to review the responsible oody status accorded to universities.58
The case for abolishing such status is described by a defender of the
universities as 'overwhelming'.59

In the face of this onslaught UAE is divided. There are different
responses to the new political/ideological context related to the different
interests and philosophies of protagonists. This, in its turn, is related to
the distinctive history of the different departments and universities and
their specific predicaments in the new world of 'selectivity and differ-
ential treatment. In certain universities the strategy of developing
continuing education through centra! administrative arrangements
directly stimulating internal departments and with extramural depart-
ments having a specifically limited role, is explicitly justified in terms of
service to government-set industrial imperatives. The rationale is 'that
the regional economy must move further towards a high technology base
to survive, that it must be supported by a highly trained labour force
constantly updated and that it is the social duty of higher education to
commit part of its resources to these ends'.64)

Professional Industrial Commercial Updating is seen not only by
governmer t and the DES but by an increasing majority of those invohed
in the management of universities as at the root of a coming wave of
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continuing education, far different from that envisaged by Russell. It
seems certain', it is predicted, 'that the 1980s will be seen as the decade
that saw a shift in emphasis and resources from non-vocational to
vocational adult education'.61 This is seen as a shift in the whole
university. Even amongst the discerning it would appear to have almost
unanimous endorsement. There is. it is claimed, 'general agreement that
continuing vocational and professional education is a good thing and even
more of a good thing if there is more of it ... +.62

Nonetheless, there are those prepared to stand against the prevailing
current and defend liberal adult education. Although UAE is divided
amongst a range of different perspectives, cautious support for new
developments amongst extramural directors has increasingly given way
to alarm at recent 'deplorable'63 funding arrangements; concern that 'the
real issue in the DES is 'now much libera. Ault education is to be pillaged
in order to transfer funds to job-related provision9;64 worry that the
infatuation with continuing education is 'tending to make adult education
with its traditional concerns of social and educational deprivation and
alternative patterns of learning, appear to be irrelevant to the needs of
the nation9;65 and anxiety that if present trends continue in liberal adult
education 'at bcst what will remain will be a token pimple on the body of
the new continuing education9.66

State policies for higher education against a background of chronic
economic decline are provoking what has long been a potential crisis of
purpose and function in the universities. And they are, as part of this
wider crisis, bringing up to the surface tensions and contradictions built
into UAE since its inception problems which have emerged period-
ically in the past, admittedly in a less sharp form than they take today.
The initiating de.-ds of university adult education, the 1908 Oxford
Report and the 1919 Final Report were themselves contradictory and
prnblematic the products of conflicting philosophies and political
compromise. The 'Great Tradition' has always represented mingled
influences of social control and social liberation.

The extended debates c the past, never satisfactorliy concluded, left
an unk.solv ed agenda of fundamental questions. If it is true that the boom
years represented, as Fordham has argued, 'a move away from principle
and towards growth for growth's sake'67 it is surely important that in the
present struggle for survival we should return to aspects of that agenda in
an attempt to elucidate precisely what principles should govern our work
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today. That elucidation will require a connection of what we can learn
from the past with what is happening in today's far more dynamic
landscape. In many ways it is a universe away from the world in which the
pioneers of UAE thought and taught. The great industries in which many
of their students worked are empty shells. Unprecedented economic
change and class recomposition are being moulded by a technology they
never dreamed of. Revolutionary developments in communications
media have both positive and negative implications for adult education.
But they certainly open up tre-:-Lendous new opportunities. And the
challenges are sti'l present: we still confront as well, albeit in a very
different form, the educational disadvantages which fertilised the see,i-
bed of UAE. Is the game up for UAE or can we use contemporary
challenges and opportunities to overcome old stumbling blocks?

Should UAE, for example, accept a responsibility for economic
regeneration and aim to transform itself to cater for scientific, managerial
and professional constituencies essentiai to such change? Alternatively,
should UAE reassert an overarching responsibility to working-class
students and the educationally underprivileged? Or, should such students
merely hold a special place in a pluralistic responsibility to all sections of
the community? Or, should we address ourselves simply to those who turn
up to a variegated programme eschewing any positive discrimination?

Should UAE maintain the continued centrality of the critical probing
liberal approach or should it give itself over to courses taught to set-
syllabus and examinations or to more full blooded training in skills and
techniques? What should be the distinctive contribution in adult educa-
tion in the 1990s of the university as opposed to the WEA or a local
authority college? To what degree does the traditional extramural mode
remain a successful means of organising UAE? Has it not tailed as a focus
for generating an adequate response from the internal university? Is
marginality the inevitable fate of UAE? Did the fact tirt extramural
work, unlike 'mainstream' university activity, was financed directly by an
external body, the DES, play an important role in its treatment by the
universities as an appendage to more important matters?

Is the education of adults a special art with specific principles and a
distinctive methodology or could any competent internal academic
prosecute it successfully? To what degree is it possible and efficient for
extramural tutors to sustain a multiple burden of excellence in teaching,
research, educational analysis, organisation and administration?
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These questions are all, of course, inextricably interlinked. As we
reach the end of a decade of upheaval in higher educatioa the; are
increasingly breaking out of their extramural mould. These are increas-
ingly problems not of the purpose of one department but of the purpose of
the university as a whole. Those who ask what an extramural department
should be about increasingly find themselves asking what should the
university be.about? The central questions of what we should be about
and how we should organise ourselves, long pondered and perennially
debated in the past, are inherent in today's difficulties. But they have to
be seen in a far wider context.

The argwnent

It is, therefore, surprising that the present crisis in UAE has engendered
Less `pamphleteering'68 than past spells on the ropes. Perhaps this
bespeaks its depth. There has been little written on today's problems and
their immediate roots. Even the DES has felt moved to call for more
debate.69 Our purpose here is to take stock and to takc issue. we wish to
combine a review of recent developments in extramural work with a
critique of the rising sun of continuing education. In turn, this will require
an analysis of the political pressures affecting UAE and an analysis of
governmenr policies aimed both directly at extramural work and
indirectly through their impact on the wider university.

The next two sections of this essay, therefore, trace in some detail
developments in UAE over the last twenty years. We hope that this will
have some value in giVIng context and background to today's problems.
Many of the tendencies which have reached fruition in the 1980s were
maturing while the Russell Committee on Adult Education was deliber-
ating. We attempt to relate change in UAE to education in the wider
university and to the growth of political pressures. We feel that it is
increasingly essential to take this approach as education increasingly
becomes moulded by the politicians' appreciations of economic neces-
sity. These two sections also contain some assessment of developments
and argue that UAE is, in fact, in crisis. As long ago ac 1964 (in the heart
of what were termed at a Universities Council for Adult and Continuing
Education conference 'the golden sixties)7° a joint UCAEWEA
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publication was entitled 'The Crisis in Adult Education'. The argument
here is that even if we have cried wolf too often in the past, the term
'crisis' is surely apt to characterise our predicament in the 1980s. The
fourth section, therefore, moves on to discuss critically some of the issues
involved in that crisis. Recent critiques of UAE are examined, the
problems inherent in the new strategies of continuing education are
scrutinised and the question of whether the extramural department is an
adequate organisational form for adult education is addressed.

The core of our argument i. that government policies, often uncritically
embraced by university hiera.chies, are on the most sober assessment
leading to the gradual dismantling of the extramural departments and
the erosion of liberal adult education for all except those sections of the
middle class who can afford it. The reaction of the new conservatism to
the strain welfare expenditure places on private profitability, what is
termed the 'fiscal crisis of the state', has been to seek severely to
curtail state spending and encourage the creation of market-based
forms of provision. Whilst they subscribe to the manpower-planning
ideology to the extent that students are regarded as 'human capital' to be
groomed to fill pre-existing roles in tht system of production, the 'new
right' believe that the universities can best answer the 'economy's'
technical needs by entering into a dir..tct contractual relationship with
employers. The market is more efficient than state planning Subordina-
tion to its I igours will eventually produce a university sector which is not
merely more responsive to economic requirements but which, Nieved
of the re-strictive control of the state, will eventually attain a greater
measure of freedom. Public funds must still make a contribution to
higher education but one which will be considerably less than that judged
appropriate in the now outmoded Kc)nesian-consensus model. Indeed,
it is the progressive and serious reduction of state financial support,
both an end and a means, which will pierce the inertia entrenched in the
ivory tower and prompt potential entrepreneurs within the universities
to compensate for financial cutbacks by selling their services to
industry.

Entrepreneurs, links with employers, technocratic conceptions of
education have, of course, always had a role in th English university.
And their role was growing well before the arrival of Mrs Thatcher in
Downing Street. As in so many other areas of policy, the contribution of
Thatcherism is to stimulate and strengthen ex)sting tendencies and
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systematise them into a hegemonic ideology. The coultry's universities
representing, as they did, complex compromises bet Neen past aristo-
cratic ideologies of liberal education for membership of administrative
elites and more recent ideologies of education for v ocational preparation
are being wrenched from their conservative and elitist moorings and
propelled firmly towards metamorphosis into new adv anced colleges of
technology, managerialism and applied science Thatcherism in educa-
tion is strongly meritocratic-technocratic. There is no reason to doubt the
seriousness of the government's argument that universities should open
their doors to a wider range of students. But in the market model, success
or failure in increasing access will ultimately depend upon a successful
turn to Vivate finance, amid the education any extended audience will
receive will bear strongly the imprint of a vocational instrument ilism cast
in the mould of training rather than education.

The new model's lack of concern for education which refuses to v iew
students as human capital and which insists on the creation of critical
citizens rather than producers of profit is particularly cririal for UAE.
Here the new philosophy takes a virulent form. Ironically, , the talk in
universities is all about the education of adults, or rather of continuing
education. But traditional liberal adult education is seen as falling firmly
into the province of private leisure consumption and therefore private
financing.7' The programme must be 'econothically priced'. In the
context of an increasingly educated constituency : and well-established
channels of communication to consumers it can easily be mounted by
administrative staff and taught by internal lecturers. Internal depart-
ments must also be mobilised to participate in what is seen as the
epicentre of new developments continuing education. As it is evolving
continuing c lucation in the univ ersities or. continuing education and

training as ,t increasingly and aptly termed, is a long way from 'the goal
of progressive educators. a system which establishes rights for citizens to
take part in systematic education of their own choice throughout their
lifespan. Far from reflecting a strategy intended to move in this direction
recent developments, freed from obfuscatory ihetoric, illumime con-
tinuing education as essentially a sy stem providing opportunities for
employees to updete their professional and vocolonal skills at various
stages of their employment career, where employers are prepared to pay
for such provision or where state agencies judge it is required to lubricate
the labour market or to reinforce the mechanisms of social control.

3 2
0
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Moreover the new training is being established not in addition to but
instead of the old education. A variety of pressures crucially change in
funding and cuts in staffing are being utilised to turn the traditional
extra muial department into a constituent part of a new university
training agency. The function of the new training agency is to link the high
level knowledge of the internal university with the training and personnel..
departments of companies, voluntary organisations and state agencies.
The staff tutor, it is urged, must become an entrepreneur and a broker.
Nonetheless, it is asserted, with few of the main issues even being
considered, that the task of fixing contracts and hustling for business need
not detract from scholarly concerns. And it is stated the university will do
its best to safeguard critical liberal education, the needs of the individual
and the claims of the educationally deprived.

Whether it will succeed is questionable and dependent, ultimately,
upon wider political factors. Nonetheless, whatever the fate of the
government strategy for the wider university, its outpost the adult
education department seems clearly marked down for transformation,
to answer the needs of the market. The process of change has progressed
much further than many are aware or are prepared to acknowledge. In
this situation far too many have shied away from arguing the intensified
relevance of the liberal education of adults in the face of those who always
consigned it to marginality and who now wish to consign it to oblivion.

Of course, in the universities goy rnment pressures have ensured that
if adult and continuing education remains a pawn it has increasingly
become a very useful one. Its sacrificelo the market mechanism and the
needs of the economy may protcct other university activities. In relative
terms UAE never amounted to very much, it was never allowed to
anTu,cit to very much. It would, however, be a small tragedy if its flame,

. Ach has encouraged so many, were to be finally snuffed out. It would be
et airaher small but significant defeat for working-class education ill the

.UK.
Prescription is always a problem. Specific blueprints are generally

otiose in the face of the shifting sands of state and university policy. That
is more than ever so in today's harsh but volatile climate. Nonetheless, we
feel that it is _ahelpful, and to a degree dishonest, to conclude our
argument w ithout a stab at outlining in general terms some of the changes
that coul0 safeguard and reinvigorate UAE, relating them to recent
proposals from the main political parties. We argue that what the

12
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university has to offer in terms of high quality knowledge and research is
still relevant to the majority of the community whose post-initial
education is minimal. Universities, therefore, should emphasise the
importance ef liberal education for the working class as an essential part
of continuing education alongside access courses, part-timt. degree and
professional and vocational provision. And they should stop Identifying
training with education and the community with employers.

A pluralist and integrated uniersity continuing education which
seriously attempts to reach all sections of the local community requires in
the university a specialist centre of adult and continuing education which
will attempt to expand and integrate external provision, to educate for
change within the walls, so that continuing educatici becomes as
important as undergradu.tte teaching and research, and which will co-
ordinate the efforts of all involved in the field across the university.
Finally and centrally, none of this will be possible without adequate
resources. Unless those who support these objectives at the rhetorical
level put their money where their mouth is, genuine UAE will be
consigned to a twilight existence.

We make no apology for the relative introspection of this contribution.
Unless UAE gets it right where it counts first on its home turf all its
external efforts, no matter how strenuous, will be handicapped. After
years of prevarie UAE has to settle its accounts within the
university before It ,nake any adequate conn ibution to the wider
world. Our hope is that this essay will make a contribution to the
discussion that is taking place in university adult education and will
encourage more people to consider the problems. In particular. at a time
when universities are aLknowledging the central importance of the
education of adults and UAE has an opportunity to break out of its
relative isolation, we hope it will further stimulate discussion about the
problems and issues in the wider uni-versity.
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2
University Adult Education in the 1970s
Prelude to Crisis

... the ann of openniti a way, into the universities for mature students from the
working class receded nito the background while attention Loncentrated on
les eloping an Lxtra mural form oil urther or highLr eduLation regarded as Lomplete
in itself.

Brian Simon. Education and die Labour Movement 1870-1920

RILL 'I was dead surprised when they took me. I don't suppose tin: out(' have done
if it'd been a proper u ersity. The Open University's different a ugh isn't it? ...

You work inr the ordinary university don't y? With the real students
%Hy Russell. Munn!. Rita

Introduction

The purpose of this chapter is to promle some background to the
problems of UAE in the 1980s. We trace the development of the view that
higher education can and should play an enhanced role in Britain's
economic advance under the social democratic governments of the 1960s
and 70s. The consensus that educational institutions should increasingly
service industry's manpower requirements in planned collaboration with
the state, was basically shared by the Conservative governments of this
period. The increased power to the elbow of the economic ideology was
accompanied by a new interest among educators in the idea of lifelong or
recurrent education. The view that education, conceived almost entirely
as consisting of an initial block of schooling in childhood and youth was
inadequate in the modern world. th .:ducation should, rather, recur
through youth, maturity and old age, was closely related to demands from
politicians for a response from the education system to economic and
technological change. But the popularity of this idea was perceived by
many educators as providing an opportunity for educational expansion
on the basis of broader models of provision which would provide a whole
range of humanistic as well as practical educational opportunities from
the cr,dle to the grave. Hopes for an integrated and extensive system of
cont;nuing education crystallised around the work of the Advisory
Couacil for Adult and Continuing Eduntion.

Having briefly outlined the position in the Extra-Mural world in the
1960s and early 70s, we turn to examine the impact of these ideologies on
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UAE. Whilst the overall pressures created closer links between the
universities and their extramural departments than had previously
appertained, the extended discussions on the need for change produced
far less in practice than might have been expected. Governments in this
period interested themselves in most parts of the education system. They
tended, however, to prod the universities indirectly and tentatively.
Nonetheless, :he tighter financial restrictions from the middle seventies
and the increased stress on the need for education to be more relevant to
work roles heralded a deepening emphasis on the economyeducation
equation which was unlikely to leave the universities and UAE
untouched.

This was all still distant prospect as the 1950s ended and the wears of
:you've never had it so good' appeared to stretch invitin ly to the
century's end. The 1960s saw post-war UAE come of age. A striking
feature at the start of the decade was the complacency and lack of
ambition in the extramural world. A manifesto produced by the
Universities Council for Adult Education noted with equanimity that the
contribution of universities had never been great and that only around
100,0(X) Lludents enrolled on courses each year. It accepted this as the
way of the world for 'inevitably the main concern of internal university
departments is with their research and their full-time students and it
cannot be expected that they should of their own initiative make any
systematic or substantial provision of extra-mural teaching') None-
theless, the ensuing period was in relative terms one of striking evpansion
in the extramural world as it partook of the wider university boom. The
number of full-time academic staff increased from 265 in 1962/3 to 483 a
decade bter. The number of courses, excluding joint provision with the
WEA, increased from 5,610 to 9,419 and the number of enrolments from
123,503 to 205.416. Overall expa nskm shielded significant decline in the
number of longer classes, particularly the thiee-year tutorials, and a 100
drop in courses organised in collaboration with the WE A 2 It was
observed that 'the demand for more education fur the educated is both
explicit and vociferous'' and as the decade developed the reports of
individual departments are increasingly tu Jed w ith references to
courses of a vocational nature aimed specifically at professional groups.

There were, however, warnings against the temptations of adliancing
only on this front and negkcting th..1ds of adui;s whose educiition had
been minimal.' The UCAE argued that 'the most hopeful development
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in provision for adults who left school dt fourteLJ or fifteen during the
decade lay in the continued growth of industrigl day-release courses'.1
The educationally underprivileged, it was stated, still constituted a
majority of the population. To forget them would be to forget the social
purpose of adult education. Courses for industrial workers must remain
one of the objects of extramural work if departments were not to lose
touch with two-thirds of the population.'

A central issue which arises time and again in this period is the need for
more resources.7 The CCAE took on more of the complexion of a
pressure group than in the past, attc.apting to engineer new full-time
posts with the DES the full-time staff tutor being seen as the key to an
expansion which could then, in its turn. justify additional appointments.
Whilst there were small successes v .th eleven new posts in 1963/4 there
was disappointment at the unw illingness of government to maintain this
momentum.

Of course there were important differences between departments
constituted by a wide variety of factors. Some departments, such as
Lceds, had been constructed, albeit with h:gh level internal support. in
relative isolation from the parent bcidy on the basis of a strong corpus of
adult education doctrine. In other situations, such as Hull, the university
had been built around the adult education function. The position at
Oxford which still retained the remnants of its former Empire was very
different from that of a new university like Sussex. Both Sheffield and
Leeds became involved in industrial day-release courses around the same
time. But by the 1960s the former's input in that area constituted a
majority of overall provision whilst the latter's remained on a smaller
scale, even though it was a bigger department with a larger catchment
area. Bristol was a leader in the second wave of industrial courses but
soon moved decisively into the professional, scientifi, and technical field.
Some departments slavishly devoted themselves to 'the programme',
others involved themselves in teaching the theory of adult education. In
one university, , Manchester, the former approach led to a situation where
the Department of Extra-Mural Studies had no formal L. ct at all with
the quite separate Department of Adult EduLation. London sputafically
limited expansion in courses for trade unionists whilst Sheffield and
Oxford, who made perhaps the greatest contribution in that
area, did so with ery different appruaches and ideological perspectives.

The size oc the department, its internal relationships, the power and
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attitudes of the director in relation to the staff, the conception of twors as
to what adult education should be about. the degree of freedom they
could exercise, the nature of the extramural area, relations with external
clients these were just some of the ingredients which produced
different educational configurations which were themseltes. as we shall
see, subject to fairly drastic transformation over time. Whilst it is

important to bear these dininctiom in mind, .thnilar premuro were
operating across UAE and were increasingly extend...7d and legitimised by
the UCAE so that it is possible to make generalisations.

To take one example, the attempt to use the day-releaw courses for
indust rial workers as a means of arresting the dy namic toward3 provision
for the middle classes, at least countering that pressure in any substantial
way, was doomed by a caution shared throughout the extramural
hierarchy, and an awareness held by many tutors of the dangers of
appearing partial..At the root of this was the self-image increasingly held
by extramural staff of themselt es a. subjea specialists and the depart-
ment as an entity in itself rather than as a small part of ot mall unit ersity
provision. Thus. the absence of any explicit brief to cater for the working
class, and the desire for internal respectability led to the kw that it was
important for UAE to become increasingly 'a mirror of tin, whole range
of intra-mural subjects'.' This conct.ption produced considerations of
balance. only a certain amount of resources should be &toted to courses
specifically tailored to groups of industrial workers. Other demands had
to be fulfilled. Industrial w orkers. like other groups. had the full general
public programme open to them and w hilst their lak of particiption in it
was understandable 'hey Cl .kld only expect a modicum of special
treatment outside it.

The nomenclature 'courses for industrial workers' or courses for 'the
industrial cc.....lunity' designated a similar impetus. If departments
provided for trade unionists then they should also. in order to at oid
any partisan coloration and dependent.). spread the educational risk.
Provi,i.,a should be extended to othe, sections of industrial workers to
other sections of 'the industrial community', from foremen to higher
management. A variety of other factors, such as case of recruitment and
economic yield, and the tendency foi many tutors to find courses for the
already educated It...s difficult to teat.h. Lonfii int.d the elitist direction of
extramural work so that it reinfort.ed rather than redressed the social
bias of the university.
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UAE into the 1970s

The changes that the 1960s had engendered anu the greater confidence
they had provided can be seen from the evidence of the UCAE to the
Russell Committee." Hew we encounter many of the probkms which
were to take precedence in the succeedingyears. They are announced in a
manifesto very different from its predecessor prepared in 1960. The
canvas of the earlier document appears limited by comparison. There is
a new attent:on to the parent unit ersity and to lifelong education and to
the economy. Two important themes arc immediately introduced, the
preamble declares that opportum,;.:s !or university education should be
available throughout life for all able to profit from them and that this
provision should be a function of tip; university as a whole.'" Clark Kerr is
then quoted w ith approval: 'The basic reality for the university is the
widespread recognition that new knowledge is the mest important factor
in economic and social grow th'.'' The importance of post-experience and
refresher courses. arranged by internal departments. or in collaboration
with extramural departments. is noted. It is observed that 'it has become
widely recognised that it is a necessary task of univ ersities to provide the
means by which graduates may keep up to date in advance in their
subject'12 and further that 'Universities will not he able to pig their full
role in society without further de% elopment of post-experience courses
on a large scale'.11 This growth. however. 'should not be limited to
refresher courses for graduates'." The term 'continuin2, education' takes
the stage with a bit part.°

We find courses for professional and ocational groups listed under
'present growing points'. The) are arranged in co-operation with 'a ide
range of professional bodies and agencies'.'" and reflect changes in extra-
mural programmes since the 1950s." Facilities for part-time degree
study. it is argued. must be expanded to meet new requirements.
Moreover, modular struct,...es and credit transfer should be examined.'
The Hull department's pioneering part-time degree in psychology was
commended° and the attempt to involve the whole univermy in
provision for the community and integrate training and education
through the new centres for Continuing Euacation at Sussex and
Coleraine was noted?

If this al: appears almost contemporary w hat distinguishes this
document from more recent pronouncements is the setting in which the
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statement seeks to integrate novel or projected developments. Its
comatitment to egalitarianism may today appear outmoded. 'University
conoauing education', we are told, should not be 'simply a topping up
process for graduates. If it were this, it would perpetuate the inade-
quacies and ine,tualities which may arise through accidents of time and
place of birth in selection for higher education'.2i The statement's
dedication to a conception of the un'Iversity and to a style of university
teaching also sounds a little old-fasnioncd. It is forcefully asserted, for
example, that '... university 1_ fresher courses should offer refreshment
not only in factual knowledge but in a style of thinking: they should
provide opportunities to renew powers of critical analysis and judgement.
University courses should also help people to view their particular
specialisms in a broaJer context than they would do in their normal
working lives. We hope. therefore, that these wider aims would be
included'.22

The induction of new knowledge for economic and social purroses
could not he divorced the promotion of inquiry into the human
issues and the values involv, J. The well-known maxims of the fleadlam-
Hobhouse Report were reiterated and Robbins was given a fulsome
endorsement:

w hat is taught should be taught in such a way as to promote the general
powers of the mind. The ann should be not to produce more specialists but.
rather, cultivated men and women. And it is the distinguishing charac-
teristic of a healthy higher education that even when it is concerned with
practical techniques it imparts them on a plane of generality that makes
possible their application to many problems to find the one in the many. .
the general characteristic in the collection of partieulars.-3

When it came to the organisational front, University Adult Education
in the Lew; Twentieth Cent: ry confronted questions apparently con-
sidered settled by its predecessor. The experimentation of some of the
new uaiversities with new adult education formats and the fact that
others, notably Lancag..., had specifically eschewed the extramural
model had `givenfresh relevance to the wwstion of what is the best form
of organisation'.24 Alternatives such as including responsibility for a
proportion of adult teaching in the contracts of internal lecturers were
rejected and traditionalism defended. There was still a need for a
specialist agency to focus attention on adult education within the
aniversity. Those concerned professionally with teaching adults 'need
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both regular contact with each other and the support of a professor of
adult education or director of professorial standing'.2c Moreover, the
contact between experts in different specialisms promoted the essential
interdisciplinary dimension of adult education and the training of new
internal and part-time tutors. The development of qualification courses in
adult education at five universities was noted with approval. Nonetheless,
the need for the departments to be more closely integrated within their
universities and for extramural tutors to liaise closely with internal
,...:partments was repeated several times. This was undoubtedly related to
financial questions.

The hardy perennial. DES or UGC funding, remained contentious. A
'substantial majority' held for the Department on the grounds that the
system had proved itself, that dual sourcing provided a degree of
flexibility and protection. that the DES had increasingly given greater
autonomy within the tripartite partnership to the universities, and, that a
change would isolate . WEA. The well-known arguments of the
minority. essentially that adult education would never be a central
concern of the university until its fortunes were as bound up with the
universities' future as those of any other department and that DES
funding, at least in a formal sense. constrained academic freedom, failed
again to carry the field. There was agreement on one point: given the
background of new developments the Council asked for an increased
subvention from UGC funds as well as the extension of categories of
courses eligible for DES grant.26

Russell and its aftermath

The stock-taking the 1970 document involved seemed to har e stirred the
extramural hierarchy. The following year UCAE accused the UGC of
having historically neglected UAE. And they expressed in sharp terms
their disquiet that the UGC had, in their Memorandum of Guidance for
the next quinquennium, made no mention whatsoever of extramural
finance. They went on to castigate the DES for a similar lack of concern.2'
This new forthright stance heralded discussion with both DES and UGC
and a higher profile generally. But there could be little complaint about
the reception the Russell Committee gave to their evidence. The report's
recipe was for modest change. It added to the continuing provision of
traditional liberal studies the following:
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role education of a liberal and academic nature;
industrial education related to human relationships rather than technmal

processes;
'Balancing studies' to complement earlier educational specialisation,
refresher and post-experience courses;
pioneer work with disadvantaged groups;
and provision for greater access to degree studies.2'

The section on university organisation was simply confirmatory. on the
grou nds of accumulated expertise, community coritact, identity within
and without the university and research capability in the whole field of
adult education, universities with specialist Lhpartments should retain
them. This was followed by the balancing option-maintaining verdict,
'But we also follow the thinking behind the decision of certain newer
universities to eschew the traditional extra-mural department and to seek
ways of integrating the extra-mural work more closely with their day-to-
day teaching and research'.29 The existing dual grant system was also
rubberstamped largely on the grounds that the DES contribution
demonstrated the attachment of the state to adult education and that if it
were terminated the universities could not be trusted to make up the
shortfal1.1° Whilst the committee was impelled to reLo4nise the increasing
pressure on university resources, it, nonetheless, urgcu the UGC to ma'
up any shortfall occasioned in implementing its yecommendations. This
was not perceived as a problem in relation to post-experience courses for
the committee thought that the bulk of such work would be self-financing,
although there might be need for some initial pump-priming.11 Russell
was, here, following the advice of the CVCP who argued that the UGC
should assume responsibility for post-experience and updating cow ses.12

There was, in general, satisfaction with Russell in the university adult
education establishment." But It v as understood that all the helpful
analy-is and recommendations would be redundant without funding. It
was generally accepted that a was imNrative to build firm alliances if
adequate pressure to generate the resources for thc report's implementa-
tion were to be brought to bear. There N%as continued coneein at the atti-
tudes ofprorninent members of the UGC. In two speeches in 1972 its chair,
Sir Kenneth Berrill, questioned the justification for university involve-
ment in the bulk of extramural work and expressed the view that depart-
mer :s should abandon adult education to other bodies such as the WEA,
focusing their efforts rather on post-experience vocational prov ision
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The UCAE's perception of the need for increased internal links and
the desire to exploit at least part of the field of the new continuing
education led it to mount a new inity,..ive, the establishment of a joint
working party with the CVCP. Tne resultant report bore testimony to the
strength of the new thinking and the increasingly familiar terminology,
further popularised by Russell, begins to burgeon. There was now
Increasing awareness that universities should accept a commitment to
provide opportunities for learning throughout life. Activities associated
with such terms as "rust experience", "recurrent education" and
"education permanente are seen to be of growing importance'.15 With
appropriate resources universities could play 'a leading part in the
development of a comprehensive range of post-initial and comple-
mentary courses which would truly merit Cie title "education throughout
life".'36 Endorsing the value of the Russell categories, the Report
specifically ,:mphasised 'post-experience v:ourses', 'continuing profes-
sional education' and the entry of more mature students to degree
courses. Professional and v ocationally -related continuing education had
not only been discovered: in some universities its provision was now
regarded as 'considerable'. Turning to finance, the report stated that
DES grant could not be expected to support ao extension of continuing
education. Such cour-s were required to be self-financing and, in the.
present climate, 'there is unlikely to be any major increase in total
provision without radical change in the principle of support ... sponsors
are ir.zreasingly reluctant to meet the fees nec...ssary to cover even the
direct costs of particular courses.'" The Wcrking Party, therefore,
recommended that the UGC introduce into university recurrent grant
allocation an element taking into account the particular university's
commitment to adult and continuing education.

This emphasised adult education as a university responsibility. Yet
planning of programmes, course direction and administration were often
di verse and fragmented. More centralised machinery of co-ordination
was required so that the whole university might be more successfully
involved. For the working party was sure that 'the resources of expert
teaching and research experience available within the individual subject
departments are an essential Lontribution if a successful programme is to
be maintained'.18 The report went on to suggest the creation of

a special Board for Continuing Education which would bring together the
v arious university schools, departments, institutes, centres ant' ,:onimittees
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concerned with adult/continuing education. In some circumstances this
might appropriately be termed a faculty. . .. Such a Board would have
responsibilities for the good health and progress of all continuing education
within the University and membership of the Board would include
representation of all the departments substantially concerned with the
development of continuing education in all its forms'.'9

In all of this, the role of the extramural department was a recognised one It
was not to be allowed, nor had it eyer claimed. a monopolyof the adult and
continumgeducation function. But there is little doubt that the UCAE saw
its affiliates as being at the heart of any expansion. No clear internal/
external boundaries were drawn. But departments were to continue with
their own programmes whilst also facilitating the greater involvement of
the university by promoting recruitment and counselling of mature
students. undertaking research in adult and continuing education, assist-
ing in market research, publicity and administration connected with adult
and continuing education and advising the uniyersity on its development.

As this report was being digested, the UCAE (having lamented the
failure of its alliance with university supporters, the WEA and the
National Institute of Adult Education. to convince either the Heath
government or the incoming Wilson administration that they should
implement Russell's recommendations) was inquiring *whether greater
priority should be given to its role as a pi..ssure group'.4° It was also
registering satisfaction with the reLeption uniyersities had accorded the
CVCP report which it felt reflected intensifying support for continuing
education. Working parties were established in many universities at
senate and faculty leel to consider the implications of the report's
argument and to discuss its findings. Departments spoke of 'the new
awareness created inter ath, by the ( VCP:UCAE Report in many
universities of thc size and importance of their adult education role'.4'

By the mid IWOs, then, the humility and minimal ambition of UAE
had given way to a new thrust and vigour. In this cont.zxt. growing interest
in what was becoming known as continuing or recurrent education
seemed to hold new possibilities for those committed to UAE

The roots of continvi,:g cdwation

As we have seea, these development., were taking place against
the background of growin3 interest in what was variously termed
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'permanent', 'recurrent'. 'lifelong', 'continuing' education.42 University
Adult Education in the Later Twentieth Century opened with the
statement that opportunities for participation in university education
,hould be open throughout life. Russell had been asked to examine adult
education's contribution to the national system of education 'conceived
of as a process continuing through life'. The new concept of 'lifelong
education' .4s the principle of the whole process of education which it was
now ur,,,ed should continue throughout life from childhood to old age
and, therefore, required integrated organisation was dr-veloped by
UNESCO in the early 1960s. Future democratic soci,:ties would have to
be 'learning societies' to develop human potential and exploit to the full
the possibilities of scientific technological change.

'Recurrent education' which was seen by many as the strategic means
of moving towards lifelong education was taken up by the Organisation
for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD) in the same
period. Prompted by economic considerations, it was initially viewed in
fairly conventional terms as '... formal and praerably full-time educa-
tion for adults who want to resume tizeir education interrupted earlier for
a variety of reasons'.41 The French 'education permanente', articulated
by the Council of Europeigain required that initial education should not
be seen as terminal and that it should be reviewed in the context of a

system which would allow discontinuous periods of full-time study
throughout life, interspersed with work. It was sen as arising from
cultural rather than economic problems w ith an impetus to co-ordloate
and extend adult education opportunities rather than galvanise the entli-e
range of educational opportuniiies.

Recurrent education attracted ,ntensive interest when taken up by the
then Swedish Minister of Eduuition, Olaf Palme, in 1969. It was
presentet: as a means of redressin; educational inequality. This emphasi.,
was also present in the statements of the OECD. But that oranisation
placed a greater stress on utilis,ng a changed education system to meet
social and economic requiremeats and produce a more flexible, versatilc
and adaptable labour force capable of meeting the demands of new
technology and industrial transformation. Initial attention by the 'de-
veloped' nations' economic think-tank at a 1961 conference on Economic
Growth and Investment in Education has been related to the launch of
the Sputniks and Soviet techaological competition. 44 It wasit any rate,
part of the new interest in the economics of education. The existing
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education system, it was argued. VAIS dysfunctional to economic require-
ments in that it failed to adequately develop human talent at the initial
stages, so that an inadequate flow of sufficiently trained manpower was
produced. And it failed further to provide opportunities for those whose
employment position in a more dynamic economy required them to
develop later in life< Nonetheless, it was claimed that recurrent education
could meet not simply economic needs but a range of objectives which
were not held to be contradictory. . It could create better opportunities for
individual development and greater educational and social equality and
play a role in generating economic growth. Similarly, opportunities for
learning throughout the lifespan should give access to ali members of the
community to educational experience of their choice. they should be able
to study history or philo ,aphy as well as job-related skills or provision

leading to qualifications.
Little of this might appear to be very new. Many of its themes were

familiar to adult educators and, of course, the 1919 Report had spoken of
a system of education which w ould be 'both universal and lifelong'. What
were novel were the specific ideas developed by advocates of recurrent
education. A key argument was that the 'front end"terminal apprentice-
ship' model of education in which initial schooling took precedence and in
which further education throughout life was perceived as simply sup-
plementing or remedying the inadequacies of the crucial and determining
initial phase was in need of drastic revision.

In other words, recurrent education was not simply about buildini,
extensions apon a broadly adequate base. It involved a strategy for
transforming du; education system in its entirety. . There were differences
as to whether this should cch ,titute the main thrust of recurrent
education or %meth r energy should be directed first into the creation of
a comprehensive system of post-initial education. Morever, radical
advocates of recurrent education as a means of transforming the wider
society parted company with those who supported it as a vehicle for
greater equity and economic regeneration within the confines of the
social and economic status quo.'

The breadth and the imprecision of these ideas, led to criticism.
'Recurrent Education', it was said, was 'a chameleon, its appearance
changing with every observer'.47 'Lifelong education' was a 'fuzzy,
shorthand, politically expedient term offered as a solution to a clump of
ill-defined problems w hich would be thought about more usefully if they
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were kept separate'.48 In the United Kingdom the various terms tended
to be used to a large degree interchangeably during the 1960s and early
70s to apply both to the extension of opportunities for education at
intervals beyond the initial stages and to the development of a system
which would establish and co-ordinate such opportunities. There was
agreement that any progress would invol vt. relating post-initial oppor-
tunities to initial education, but the degree to which this was required r.nd
the extent to which a need to change initial education itself was insisted
upon, varied.

Terminological and philosophical confusion was common. At the
first important conference of British adult educators in response to
UNESCO's initiatives one extramural director talked of 'continuing
education', another of 'lifelong learning', although both were talking
about the same thing. Russell used the anglicisation 'permanent educa-
tion' for similar purposes.4`) The necessity for lifelong education was
argued in Britain in terms of traditional goals such as personal develop-
ment, the cretion of aware citizens and greater democracy, as well as
increased leisu-e and technological development. But the maintenance
of economic prosperity' in an ever more competitive world and,
therefore, 'most conspicuously the vocational ne, ds' were under!:..ed.5°
Such practical considerations led advocates to remark th3t 'if the
ed17:ational system ef Great Britain has been designed at all (and, of
course, it has not) it must have been designed to eliminate Britairh as a
world power in the second half of the twentieth century'.51 Another
academic took the economic emphasis to its conclusion. education wouk.
always be trying to consume more than was available aad the final test of
lifelong education must be 'how far it is more cost efficient to educate
people later rather than sooner'.52

Among the central attractions for those involved in UAE was the belief
that the interest international initiatives produced, and e new stress on
educational growth as essential to the national interest, might provide
opportunities, legitimacy and, hopefully, resources for an extension of
adult education. Permanent education, Russell observed, had 'marked
implications for adult education. staking a claim for it as an integral part
of total provision, not as something for the less fortunate or more
studious but as something to be expected and experienced by the whole
nation'." The emphasis among adult educators was 'onaddition to rather
than replacement of the familiar front end model'.54 Distinctions,
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however, were already being noted. 'Continuing Educatioa' was rejected
by one extramural director because it lacked the essential idea of
discontinuity between periods of education and because of its limiting
nature: it had in the USA an already established meaning denoting
continuing professional education.55

As the 1970s developed, however, the term 'continuing education'
became increasingly used in adult education circles at the expLnse of the
other terais as a description of the overall post-initial system.'613y 1980,
the DES itself was asserting that initial education could be defined as 'the
continuous preparatory period of formal study, to whatever level,
completed before entering employment. Continuing education covers
everything which follows'.' Nonetheless, throughout the period usage of
the term in its second narrower sense of professional vocational refresher
courses is maintained." The more radical 'recurrent' and 'lifelong
education have less resonance although the more radical ideas involved
have contir.ued to be elaborated particularly by the Association for
Recurrent Education established in I v75. This body defined `Lifehng
Learning' as a basic concept and social goal involving opportunity for
individuals to engage in systematic learning through life as and when they
required, 'recurrent education' as a strategy of provision that makes the
recurring opportunities for study possible, and 'continuing education' as
a term indicating t he post-initial stage of this process.59

And amongst all the initial enthusiasm there were warning voices. As
early as 1967 one distinguished adult educator was ruminating that the
more he thought about continuing education in relation to the traditions
of adult education the less he liked it. Its danger lay in the fact that
ultimately it justified education in economic terms and attempted to
utilise it for economic purposes.°

Education and the economy

In thc UK, education was increasingly thought of in such terms. This was
a development which was to have a crucial influence upon the future of
continuing education and of UAE. In the early 1960s. the universities
remained exclusive and aloof institutions. The English idea of
the university, of which Oxford and Cambridge were the apotheosis,
expressed itself in antiquity, , sdectivity, cosmopv'tanism, liberal educa-
tion, domesticity and intimacy!" Despite the modernity of the redbrick
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universities with thur emphasis on more links with the iot.al community, ,
a greater openness and a greater accent on vocational training, the
aristocratic principle remained dominant. It was still a powerful influence
on the new institutions established in the expansion of the 50s and 60s
which opened the universities to a greater degree to the children of
professional and white collar workers.

This coincrvatism expressed itself in terms of both access and
curriculum. Increasingly. . attention was draw n to the narrow class base of
the system compared with the 'mass higher education of the UK's
competitors in the world market, such as the USA or Germany. By the
middle 1950s there were only 82,000 students at univei shies in England
and 'Wales compared with 42.000 thirty years before. The student
population was kfra%%n o%erw helmingly from the upper and the upper
middle class. Ninety-six out of every hundred manual working-class
children %%ere eliminated from full-time education before the age of 17.
The daughter of an unskilled manual worker had a Lhance of one in fi% e or
s:x hundred of acquiring a uniersity edjcation. By the early 1960s
researchers %%ere Llaiming that the proportion of male students from
working-class families at unkersity had not Lhanged since the war.62

This was despite the fact that since 19-15 there had been growing
,:oricern about both the size and Lonstitution of British uniersities and
their responsieness to the scientific, technological and economic
requirements of society. he idea that the function of unkersities %vas to
pro% ide a liberal edmation for a small soLio-Lultural elite had Lome under
increasing challenge. The %io% that uni% ersities %%ere insensithe, if not
antipathem. to the world of industry , ignored their responsibilities in key
areas of science and engineering. that 'the medieal and aristocratic
traditions of the uni%ersities haw hitherto acted as a powerful brake
against mo% ement hmards the technologia soLiety'm became increas-
ingly preulent. The Robbins Report of 1963. the formal charter for the
expansion of the uni% ersities. witnessed a powerful infiltration of
conceptions of education as an in% estment in human Lapital aimed at
economiL and teLhnologiwl change and assertions of the necd to plan the
educational system in synchronisation %%ith industry and economy.
Robbins itself attempted to integrate he de% elopment of skills suitable to
play a role in the changing diision of labour as one objective of a
unhersity education alongside toe promotion of the intellect, the
ad%ancement of saolarship and the transmission of a common Lulture.
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There had to be a balance between the freedom of academic institutions
and serving 'the nation's needs'.

But there were many who felt that the neLds of industry should take
precedence. The 1964 L.bour government was pledged above all to a
programme of economic modernisation summed up in Wilson's commit-
ment to 'the white hot heat of the technological revolution'. The
objective was not to dismantle capitalism but to make it work more
efficiently. Industry had to be made more competitive through state
intervention whilst state t;odies such as the Civil Service and key social
institutions such as higher education also required reform. Wilson took a
personal interest in higher education and its relationship to economies
and industry. The new mood was summed up by :he nomenclature of the
new Department of Education and Science.64

'The ideological challenge to the university ideal, it has been succinctly
argued, 'is based on the idea that eduemion is ftnidamentally an economic
resource which should be employed in a way which maximises its
contribution to the development of Britain as an industrial nation ...'.('`
Labour's decision in 1967 to establish an alternativ e more vocationally
oriented system of polytechnics. more amenable to political control,
reflected this view. The universities, it was argued. could not themselves
adequately answer the demand for more vocational profes'onal and
industrially related education. Their autonomy was a barrier to a
sufficient responsiveness to the needs of the economy and to adequate
control by society. On the one hand this initiative comtituted a clear
warning to the universities. On the other kind. it embodied a recognition
of the fact that there were limits to the degree to which universities should
be expected to be directly amenable to economic policy-making. The
establishment of the Open University %vas another vital development. It
showed again a certain impatience on the part of the state with the
traditional institutions of adult education, and it showed a willingness to
innovate to go outside the established structures and make a
completely fresh start. If, in a sense. this presaged developments like the
MSC, Labour's strategies for educational reform in the 1960s were mild
ones compared with what was to come later. And ib radical impulses
towards modernisation of economy and society had evaporated long
before its term of office was up.

The same could be said of the Ileath administration of 1970-74.1n their
educational pronouncements there was some attempt to balance the new
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ideas with the old. As the 1972 White Paper stated 'ehe government
considers higher education valuable for its contribution to the personal
development of those who pursue it; at the same time they value its
continued expansion as an investmc.it in the nation's human talene.66
But like its predecessor its attention was turned towards more obvious
economic problems. On the industrial front, the trade union question
took precedence over educational concerns. Nonetheless, this period
produced a cluster of reports drawing attention to the bruin drain of
scientific and technological manpower,° arguing that there was in-
adequate _udent interest in these essential areas" and urging universities
to examine critically their methods of postgraduate training and skew
them less to academic requirements, more to the needs of industry." As
the seventies daw ned, the UGC was urging on the universities 'a
deliberate and determined effort to gear a larger part of their output to
the economic and industrial needs of the r .tkm' calling special attention
to the desirability of university-industry collaboration and recommend-
ing a greater interest in the fields of professional and vocational
trr.inin.7D

But the reality was changing, and for the worse. Concern was being
expressed at the sLowballing growth of university costs whilst there

as increasing awareness that the universities were now heavily
dependent on state finance. The 1972 White Paper embodied a realistic
understanding of the failure to expand provision in the science and
technology area as demanded by Robbins. And the political crisis of
1973-4 produced the first important reversal in what had been a
triumphant forw ard march of university funding by the state:" The roots
of the continuing education conception lay in the economic Cimate, in the
necessities of capital accumulation, economic restructuring and strategies
to meuld the labour market. Offkial formulation linked this to humanis-
tic goals. Educators sought to take advantage of the popularisation of
oiscussion to imprint continuing education with their own Nal ues and
goals. What form practical policies and their implementation would take
remained an open question. But in Britain the iew that reform of the
education system. and Apecifically here the higher education system,
t.hould tore closely align education with economic development and
utihse r t as an instrument of labour market policies was gathering strength
amongst politicians of al: parties. Universities were now continually
exhorted to look increasingly towai ds %% or k with industry and :o augment
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their professional and vocational training. The ,e was, therefore, a strong
possibility, particularly in a period of sharpening economic problems,
that the continuing education which would emerge would not be
transformative of the whole education system. There was a danger that
what would be forged would not be a progressive strategy for realising the
goal of lifelong education. But rather a supplemental and far narrower
category of professional ih..1 vocational updating and training related
in restrictive fashion to the assumed requirements of industrial and
economic change would be created.

Organisational change and financial stringency

By the mid-I 970s, then, many of the components of the future crisis were
gradually taking the stage. Against a background of growing econor.
pressures for more relevance and consequently greater in'terest in
continuing education, the extramural departments turned towards the:-
parent bodies and found that their interest was to a degree reciprocatt
The universities were not willing to revolutionise existing arrangements
to orchestrate a large-scPle expansion of continuing education. Many of
them were willing to make token mov es in this direction but were more
interested in examining the possibilities for greater control ov er extra-
mural work. This was part of a probing, a testing of the water. In
exploring the most effective mechanism for limited expansion the CVCP
was willing to sit down with the UCAE and make r. dively strong
exhortatory statements. It did far less to engineer greater resources for
adult and continuing education.

There was a feeling, expressed by one vice-chancellor, that the
universities had 'gone too far in sub-contracting their extra-mural
responsibilities to special staff having inadequate contact with the main
work of the university'," that this militated against wider involvement,
and that internal staff could 'do' adult and continuing education directly.
From the extramural side many 'felt ",emselves to be inadequately
recognised by their universities, treat _ as peripheral ahd starved of
resources'. 73 By playing an important role in leading greater involvement
by the parent body extramural staff might become more recognised,
better resourced, less peripheral, UAE could expand its role. The new
pressures on universities to produce more continuing education were
seen as UAE's opportunities. The UCAE was, however, essentially a
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careful. conservative and reactive grouping, structured by the often
different interests, Opportunities and appetites of its components.
Whether such a body could orchestrate a qualitative expansion and
engineer for UAE new internal influence as a prelude to an external
crusade was, given both its history and the conservatism of the parent
bodies, highly questionable.

It was fitting in a stIse that Oxford. the historic architect of the
twentieth-century pattern of UAE. should now be the first to move
towards greater integration and control. In 1969 the Um% ersity estab-
lished a Committee on Extra-Mnal Studies w hic l! looked forward to a
firm expansion in post-experience education. argued that employers'
ability to pay should be tesen as a token of tl?eir value, and urged
vigorous in% olvemoit on a full cost basis. A newly estabilalied University
and Industry Committee would assess demand and promote post-
experience courses w hilst the new Depaitment for External Studies
should undertake the financial and administrative work. freeing the
internal departments 'to concentrate on tile academic side:4 The
committee went on to note that the Department for External Studies
has become isolated from unisersity life and our central position is that n
should be integratcu more closely'.73

By 1973. a committee at Bristol was heart-scarching over whether 'ail
members of unixersity teaching staff [should] carry an individual extra-
mural responsibility for the whole university ... T.4' At Sheffield an
initiative was taken by the Extra-Mural Department itseh ,n the same
year. Starting from 'the emphasis of the Russell Report on Lducation as a
process continuing throughout life" for an increasing number of
people'. its report, noting the expansion of p ist-experience courses and
using the terminology 'continuing education', assumed that, '... the
teaching of adults mostly on a part-time basis w ilI become increasingly a
main function of institutions of higher education and that 'this function
can only 1=4! effeztbely performed by establishing a Faculty of Continuing
Education in a central position in plans for the long-term development of
the. University'." The chair of the UCAE was quoted in support of this
proposal: 'Theie is. I believe1 good case for establishing continuing
education as a school or faculty of the University in its own right.
membership of such a Faculty Board induding representation of all those
departments concerned with the de% dopment of continuing education in
all its forms'.78
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The UCAE, given the favourable response to the report of the working
party 'which .1 is hoped will be cne of many cooperative ventures with the
CVCP79 decided, meanwhile to pursue their internal links further.811
The vice-chancellors agreed to keep the general dei ..lopment of adult
and continuing education under review but felt that linancial.pressures
were likely to inhibit major initiatives in the near future'.hl A later
statement from them further stressed the importance of post-experience
courses and of ar. extension part-time degree study.'2 An approach to
the UGC by the working party produced. however. not greater resour-xs
for an expansion of continuing education but, instead, only discussior J on
the more systematic collection of statistics. 'This, it is hoped, will help
ensure what council has been emphasising of late, that continuing
educa .ion i regarded as the responsibility of the total unis ersity and not
just that of a specialist extra-mural departmenr.s' The valedictory
comment of Oxford's retiring director on the impact of recent change was
also cited. 'At one time we were irregulars skirmishing on the periphery .

now we are part of the establishment: a change in role that brings sonic
disadvantages but more advantages'2'4

From 1975, as the period of financial siringeney began and the
economic situation worsened. politicians looked to higher education for
economies. To sonie degree this reined in the tendencies w e have noted.
Stephens commented that unis ersity action oi the proposals of the early
1970s 'remains limited .... In a recession theie is an overwhelming
tendency to cOnse. VC." Nonetheless. in term., of curriculum UAE seems
to have continued a swing away from the social sciences w hich began in
the 1960s with economics, industrial relations, international relations and
psychology losing out to history,, archaeology. literature am1 the labora-
tory sciences.' And it was further noted that 'since the 1960s there has
been a rapid expansion in two sectors. post-experience continuing educa-
tion for graduates working in specific professional and/or vocational fields
who require short intensive high les el courses to acquaint themsels ez:with
the latest relev ant research and information, and professional adult
education work usually in .he form of part or full-time graduate diplomas
or master degrees'.K'This was seen asoperating at the expense of v% orking
class university adult education.8g Others sav% developments as stimulated
under the guise of an apparent planlessaess by the choice3 of extramural
leaderswhich 'largely escaped scrutiny' and vv hich led to the flourishing of
liberal leisure education for the middle class.'"
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But scrutiny was slowly but surely increasing as were the pressures to
develop continuing education. It could be argued that the biggest
restraint on the universities leading an extended and comprehensive
system of adult and continuing education was the competitive existence
of the Open University, as important an innovation for UAE as the
polytechnics were for the universities as a whole. The UCAE, which as
early as 1961 had been asked to investigate the educational potentialities
of radio and television, was certainly open to criticism in relation to its

-.vacillations here.w In January, 1976, the interim report of the Venables
Committee on Continuing Education and the Open University was
published. Extramural leaders saw the intention of the OU to develop a
continuing education programme of short non-degree courses utilising its
rich technology as 'a challenge'.°I Many in UAE noted with concern its
proposals for professional and vocational post-experience cuurses and its
suggestions of a system of short-course credit transfer leading to
qualifications.' 2

In addition to the already competitive attraction ef Open University
degrees to the tradmunal extra-mural student, the Open University is now
proposing direct competitive provision across virtually the whole range of
existing work ... A casual reader would be forgiven for thinking that the
word collaboration was the most frequently used word in the report and
yet, there is a striking absence of references to collaboration with other
universities . .93

A further challenge was realised by the announcement, in July 1976, of
the establishment of the Advisory Council for Adult and Continuing
Education. However, as the UCAE noted, the presence on the Council
of extramural leaders was comforting.94

More economic pressures . . . and more structural change

It was an economist who observed that, 'it is the vanity of educators that
they shape the educational system to their preferred image. They may not
be without influence but the decisive force is the economic system. What
the educators believe is latitude is usually latitude to respond to economic
need'.95 One might ald: political perception of economic need.

The Labour government of 1974-9, it has been argued, was influenced,
not only by the deteriorating economic situation, but by the belief that th,
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universities had fallen in the public's esteem." The UGC perceived the
first period of the Wilson administration as marking 'a decisive downturn
in the growth of resources which has continued for twenty years and is
unlikely soon to be resumed.'97

Against this background the Labour governments of 1974-9 believed
that it was essential to realign education with economic needs, bring the
educational system closer to work and industry and answer thc impera-
tives of the labour market. If the universities were to escape relatively
unscathed until the change of government, it was a Labour Minister who,
as early as 1975 was asserting impatiently.

it simply will not do to allow universities al.d polyteLhnics to produce
whatever people they fancy o to relate the number and kind of places they
provide to the applications that come forward. We need to estimate our
likely future needs for different broad categories of trained Industrial
manpower."

Labour's educational policy increasingly asserted relevance. economic
instrumentalism an.1 ocational training, the establishment of the Man-
power Services Commission provided a stimulas for these themes. It is in
this period that educational analysts. despite noting continued resistance
from older liberal conceptions, have seen the conversion of the DES to
both a stronger economic ideology )f education and a firmer inter-
ventionist strategy."

Indeed, many of the themes that wen: to be more stridently sounded
after the change of goveniment in 1979 were present and being developed
under the Wilson and Callaghan governments. It was Jim Callaghan
himself who publiciFed the issue of the relevance of education to
employment and the question of standards. By 1978 the chief education
officers of local authorities received a circular setting out 'the pa' t that
schools can play in the government's industrial strategy'.' The most
serious cutbacks since the 1940s took place under Labour. Moreover its
insistence that education should be an instrument of manpower planning,
in spite of its attempt to integrate the economic ideology with liberal
values and welfarism, provided an entry for the right. Their critique was
more fundamental and their prescriptions for change far more rigorous.

The increase of direct state intervention in the universities was
minimal. Hower,er, the new climate of instrumentalism had its impact on
UAE. The tension between education as the servant of specific concep-
tions of economics and education as a means of persunal der elopment,
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et.!Ication as a means of adaptation to prescribed social change and
et....teation as a stimulus to enable students to choose theit own paths, can
be seen throughout the work of the ACACE. The latter's major
pronouncements in Nation to universities were, of course, strongly
influenced by Higher Education into the 1990s. The Model E option for
making good the expected shortfall of eighteen-year-old potential
university entrants outlined in that paper provided a sharper focus for
continuing education. The resources vacated by changing demography
could be taken up by a larger entry of mature students into degree
programmes and by greater stress 'on more varied forms of study on
refresher coursJs, in-service courses, paid educational leave, part-time
study by home-based students, credit transfers and much else of those
kinds'.1°1

Extramural departments saw in the DES paper new opportunities.
Sheffield, Leeds, Durham and Hull all had working groups looking at the
question of mature students. Hull's second part-time degree course in
psychology had been completed. Kent had established BA courses in
European Languages and Social Sciences.1°2 There was a mushrooming
of preparatory pre-entry courses intended to prepare students for
qualification courses.1° Moreover, 'many departments were turning to
an increase in post-experience and residential courses'.'04 As a result of
the moves at Sheffield the Extra-Mural Department was reformed as
the Division of Continuing Education with two new lectureships in
continuing education. There was similar restructuring at Belfast, Lough-
borough and Southampton. At Leice.ter a continuing education unit was
established within the Adult Education Department to mount post-
experience courses. At London the acceptance of the 1977 Wise Report
led to a close integration of the department with the rest of the
University' and Durham altered its title to become the Department of
Adult and Continuing Education.1115

By 1978/9, the UCAE was noting:
In some cases, an existing department of extra-mural studies or adult
education has extended its range to include the provision of all the
university's continuing education. In other caseshe existing department
has remained responsible only for extra-mural work with other depart-
ments, within the university, providing post-experience courses. Many of
the newer universities operate on a third model. a department or Institute
of Continuing Education set up to prov ide mainly post-experience courses
but eventually including in this provision courses of an extra-mural type."'
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Organisational change produced further introspection and external
probing. The extramural tutor, it was asserted, was still, 'in the

University but not of it ... he is forever seeking reassurance that he is, in
reality, a university teacher and not a poor relation running the
university's dubious downtown annexe'.1U7 The existe ice of extramural
departments, it was reaffirmed, had allowed the rest o: he university to
forget its obligations. There was a need for a lectu t.. with extramural
responsibilities in each subject department, 'with the registrar involved in
overall administration and the N ice-chancellor more directly as an active
overlord.'" The need for schools of continuing educatioa was re-
asserted." A former UCAE chair now argued that the efficient
expansion of continuing education required both regional educational
organisation, the abolition of extramural departments and the creation
of sub-departments of adult edue-tion in each department, linked ur in a
faculty. II°

Despite the developments which had taken place, the ACACE chair
could describe the departments in 1978 as 'marginal to the real life of the
universities . something which comes near the bottom of the queue'. I I

But for the DES, he felt, they would receive shorter shrift. 'Senior
university people will naturally say the right respectful things about their
extra-mural tradition ano commitment and some will fully liv e up to their
words. But figures and inadvertent comments tell'. 112

The fact that these kinds of arguments, the stuff of extramural
discussion in the late 1940s, were being repeated in the late-1970s showed
how small a distance UAE had, in fact, travelled towards acceptance, let
alone wider internal influence. It undersco.ed how limited a success its
more energetic recent efforts had achieved. Cr course many of the
leading cadres had been formed in the period of the post-war 'revolution',
with the new respectability and resources attached to UAE and the
opportunities it presented, compared with the inter-war period. The fact
that extramural departments had been giv en a grea deal of autonomy by
the universities during the 1940s and 50s also probably exercised a
conservative influence. A reading of UCAE and departmental reports
affirms a strong current of continuity. The UCAE, formed in the late-
1940s, reflected this. It was initially a clearing house for information,
di. ission, cross-fertilisation of initiatis. solidifying of basic philo-
sopmcal props and the purvey...nee of broad philosophy to relevant
bodies. The 1970s did see a move towards a more initiatory and
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prescriptive role but this was still minimal. The basic concern for
extramural leaciers was their own bailiwick, the often very different
problems with their own university and their often very different position
in their educational hinterland. The members of the UCAE held
disparate views. Many were not RBs. The council therefore sometimes
found it difficult to represew the views of its members. It was not a
negotiating body and had no powers to carry its constituents with it.

Whilst these organisational changes were being implemented in UAE
the game was slipping away.. The financial background meant that by
1977/8, it could be clanned that 'mJrale has rarely been so low as gloom
and doom resulting from cuts in local authorit expenditure pervade
the fiele" and the London department was talking of 'an age of
recession'.114 If this might be thought a little precipitate, by the following
year the UCAE was referrint to 'extra-mural work in a cold climate','" a
judgement it found echoed in nearly every departmental report. More-
over, whilst Leeds w as pointing to the value of post-experience courses in
ameliorating financial retrenchment, Bristol was noting that commer-
cially successful programmes tended to attract 'those who are extensively
educated and seek further in-servict. education and training and are
willing to pay high fees or are fortunate enough to have them paid'. I I6
Whilst Bristol urged restraint on indiscriminate expansion in fa,:our of
the working out of a coherent and balanced sy tem of continuing
education many remained unimpressed by the L ACE's theorising
towards that objective.

The 1970s saw the forward mos ement of UAE arrested. The number of
courses declined from 9,624 in 1974/5 to 8,3:17 by the last year of the
decade. The drop in the total of three-year courses continued, reaching
589 by 1979/80. Work in collaboration with the WEA also declined.
Nonetheless, enrolments continued to increase and contact hours
remained steady from the middle of the decade and there were now well
over 500 Dr3S and UGC supported staff."' Despite the deteriorating
finncial position, des elopments relating to continuing education still
held promise. But a discerning eye would have been struck most
forcefully by the instrumental framewol t, in which it was increasingly set.

Theie was a lack of strategic thinking abou the development of
UAE in these new conditions. Continuing disisions further constrained
imaginat:ve responses. We have already noted how much was made in the
1950s and 60s of the industrial day -release courses which, it was argued,
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represented a reaffirmation of the approach and method of the three-year
tutorial class, its successful adaptation to new conditions and new
problems, and a re-emphasising of the link between the universities and
the educationally disadvantaged. A UCAE Working Party which
reported in 1976 recommended a substantial expansion of this work,
particularly that part of it aimed at trade unionists. The publication of the
report produced divisions and criticisms, formally articulated on the basis
that the report was too partisan in relation lir trade unions and prescribed
',coo activist and involved a role for the tutor in the concerns of industry
ard the workplace. Little was don,: to implement the recommended
expansion despite the council's acceptance of the report. By 1980 this
area of work was, in fact, in severe decline and the belated attempts by
the UCAE to pull the chestnuts Out of the fire through approaches to the
TUC were a classic case of too little too late.I18

This episode starkly underlined key problems in UAE. Divisions of
interest and philosophy weakened political action and played a part in the
further erosion of UAE's social purpose component. But despite rhetoric
about 'disadvantage' many were obviously chary about involvement in this
difficult area. There was overall a refusal to adopt strategies of positive dis-
crimioation in favour of educationally deprived groups which might hav e
challei.ged the elitism of university reaultment and ensured a return to the
compensatory ole. The ne Id for balance was applied to the extramural
department, not the university , so that the extramural del lament's micro
duplication of the univ ersity strengthened the latter's imbalance. Senior
EMD staff, indeed, questioned whether trade unionists were 'under-
privileged' and pointed out that Russell gave the WEA not EMDs a specific
brief with the educationally depr ived. Div isions even emerged between
those in UAEwho saw work in the community as the best means of carrying
out a social purpose role and those who favoured industrial courses.11°

As the Thatcher government took office UAE represented, despite its
past growth, the slenderest of commitmeats by the universities in terms of
staff and resources. Despite useful experiments it w as harmonious with,
rather than disruptive of, a conservativ e nd still complacent university
landscape. The role of the universities was being increasingly questioned
and there was no reason to believe UAE might escape the reassessment a
political change could bring. Given its limitations in terms of imagination
and strategy, there were big question marks over UAE. ility to resist
any substantial political assault.
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... thc consequences of the complex formula were that resources were tending to
move from univ crsmes in thc North to the South, from large tkputments to small,
from universities %MO had traditionally in% ested proportionally large sums m idult
education for the community and from areas with a onsiderabk degree of social and
economic deprivation to the more fortunate areas.

University of Manchester Department of Extra-Mural Studies
Annual Report, 1985-6

. . . something of a bombshell was to drop at the end of 1983 with the publication of
the working party report on the Department of Adult Education. It effectively
recommended the dissolution of the Department of Adult Education and thc
reallocation of its staff and responsibilities to thc Coninuttee for Continuing
Education and the relevant subject departments. It also saw the development of
continuing education in the area of professional training (i.e. PENT) rather than
Extra-Mural Studies.

11. Mathias, et id., Continuing Education in Universities:
An Innovation Perspective

Introduction

If the 1970s had witnessed an intensification of political strategies for
education informed by the economic ideology, it appeared that in the
1980s education had b,Len dissolved into ,tc.o omics. The lip scrvice paid
by the state to any educationr' purposes other than the neea to feed
employers with skilled job occupants became progressively more limited
as the years went by and as more and more educators bowed the knee to
the de-education of education. Bodies such as the UGC accepted the
economic ends of the state ons!aught on the colleges and universities,
arguing only about the means that should be employed to attain them. It
was increasingly clear, too, that continuing education had little political
future outside a subordination to the Lbour market and that the broader
theories of lifelong education disLusse.d in the last chapter were viewed by
the state as the pipe dreams of utopians. Recurrent systems of work-
related training were definitely on the agenda. But recurring periods
away from employment to study whatever the individual wanted had
about as much chance of implementation as Stockport County had
of winning the First Division championship! The heady thoughts of
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emulatingthe liberal education for the unemployed of the 1920s and 1930s,
for example, came down to earth with a bump as the unemployed of the
1980s were press ganged into training, training and still more training.

The policies of the 19 /9 Conservative government were based upon a
firm recognition of the gravity of Britain's economic and social problems
and a critique of the metl.ods employed by previous Labour and
Conservative governments to resolve them. The Conservatives general
stratt..gy, based upon a break with the post-war consensus, a variant of
monetarist economics and a return to fit: free market, required severe
financial retrenchment in educational expenditure. But if cutbacks were
seen as economically essential they were, also, seen as apolitical means of
stimulating the education system in the direction of serving market needs
and providing a platform for the attainment of other objectives.' Past
attempts to utilise education as a welfare-good and a means of increasing
social equality were to be replaced by a stress on vocational relevance,
value for money and excellence. This led the government to proselytise
for a professional approach by teachers and attempt to make them more
accountable to parents and the local community by defining more closely
their rights and responsibilities and by creating more efficient manage-
ment structures.

The emphasis on standards, however, was increasingly being put
forward witain a framework of narrow instrumentalism and voca-
tionalism. Education's central purpose has been increasingly iewed .s
the creation of a labour force

with the right skills, one that is adaptable reliabk nik,iti dNated and is prepare
to work at wages that employers can afford to pay.-

Education was increasingly seen as training for economic function but,
also, for social control. A DES official was quoted as arguing that

We are in a period of considerable social change. There may be social
unrest but we can cope with the Toxteths. But if we have a highly educated
and idle population we may pussibly ,intiLipatc morc serious soda! conflict.
People must be educated to know their place.3

The MSC embodied and popularised these conceptions. Since 1979 its
powers, resources and resonance have been amplified. A gr eat advantage
of this tripartite body for the state is that it is able to act as a direct arm of
central government. It can often by pass many uf the tricky problems of
winning consent and gaining legitimacy which, in a de-centralised
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ethicational system like that in Britain, can limit the impac, of centrally
determined policy objectives. Once again, it has been argued that too
simplistic a stress on the MSC role in direct skills training for vocational
purposes can obscure the degree to which its programmes act as a form of
social containment. 'the concept of training for the social orde- would
appear more appropriate'.4 The MSC Joes not simply of itself extend and
deepen the political climate of conformity and Ni ()cif tionalism in educa-
tion. Its favoured existence can also act as a competitive goad moving
other bodies such as the DES in a similar direction.

This strategy has essential limitations. Its central proposal is that it is
more effluent to align education with manpower dcmands through the
market rather than threugh direct state plannine. In terms of its overall
site, resources and required output, education will then find its 'correct'
level and sensitively react to the requirenNnts of economy and Industry.
A central contradiction has been that in order to push education into t!-..;
market place the state, since 1979, has had to play a greater role. There
has, therefore, been more intervention not less, more centralisation and
less devolution of decision making. The 'nationalisation' of the poly-
technics and the mooted national curriculum in the schools are onb the
latest examples of policies which enhance the role of the state and
attenuate local democracy.

However, at every level from the universities to the schools the
imperatives of government policies hav e been limited or distorted by
resistance. The latter has in its turn produced more draconian measures.
The removal from school teachers of their rights to collective bargaining
surely bears the hallmark of dictatorship rathei than democracy.
Moreover, even if one accepts the problematic tenet that education can
play a significant role in economic change, there are big question marks
not only over the specific relationship between education and economic
success but over employer perer' of the importance of education.
These issues will become inc. ..vingly important if eventual state
disengagement and it looks a big ii leaves employers to make their
own choices in this area.

Thatcherism and the universities

Conservative policy in relation to thc universities ha:, to be seen within
these broad boundaries. More specifialy., It has combined a strong dose
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of philistinism and elitism with the desire to integrate the ivory tower,
together with the other sectors of education, into a service industry
for the refurbishing of the economy. Conservative ministers initially
appeared to echo their Labour predecessors:

The way to economic success for Britain is not to go on lid% ing an endless
supply of people going up in the most expensive univ ersity system in the
world to read whatever course they want. That is the road to an
economic PasschendaeIe.5

If there was a degree of consensus o,r the problem, Conservative
remedies for its resolution were to be very different from those of
Labour.

The 1979 government was faced with a university system which,
compared with the UK's economic competitors, was economically under-
resoureed and socially regressive!' The post-war economic boom had led
to large-sae expansion. Seven new univers;ties were established in the
1960s a:one. Student numbers increased from 89.866 in 1956/7 to 297,200
as we entered the 1980s.' This expansion, blessed and reinforced by the
Robbins Report, did not change (!ass inputs. The gap be' ,veen the
proportion of the children of manual workers and those from other
classes entering the universities remained large,'' The rising graph of state
subvention meant that universities, by the end of World War II
dependent upon the state for half of tneir imome, were, by the end of the
1960s, drawing around three-quarters of their finances from the state
paymaster, providing strings which could be pulled if required.9 The
realisation that the planned growth of the science and technology areas in
universities, which had been the key drive behind the post-war expan-
sion, had not in fact taken place was dawning on policy makers by the end
of the 1960s. A decade later the &licit was estimated at around 150,000
newly qualified scientists and technologists."' The British university
system still retained a strong attachmet.t to freedom of choice and
autonomy.

Moreover, despite increased expenditure, the UK was still 'lagging far
behind other Western countries in the proportion of the population
benefiting from higher education'. I As the Conservatives took office an
authoritative study could state

Our evidence holds no comfort for those %vim beim.% c that Llass different., m
eduLational attainment relleLts a fair distribution of opportunities to Mom.
with the intellecmal ability or cultural capacdy to profit thei tfrom.

- 4 - 64:
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Wastage of talcnt continues and m,as massivt: over most of th. deriod with
which we are concerned.'2

Since 1979 there has 'tieen growing government support for the view
that the educational pi oduction of required skills tind attitudes, particu-
larly in the crucial area of science and technology, , can make an important
contribution to economic revitalisation, in this context there appLars an
ever increasing reahsation by the cabinet that the universities are
important both for their potential in the production of high-quality
knowledge, and because of their position, both real and sl mbolic, at the
apex of the British educational system. The fit between univ ersities and
economy would noiv, however, be produced not by planning but by the
invisible hand of the market directly regulating supply and demand. Cuts
in state funding would frt,e universities to become more efficient and self-
sustaining and serve tIte nation better by directly answering the require-
ments of capital through forming a new higher education market for
research and skilled manpower.

Despite ministers' views on expense, the government was determined
to make the universities more relev ant to their concerns without greater
state expenditure. The universities were seen in the past to have taken the
money and run. Past inducements and past exhortati.ms to the academic
elite to serve the nation were seen by the government as ha% ing been
largely ineffective. The only way to break through their shell of
antagontsm to technology and tmmmerce was by manipulating the purse
strings. Restrictions on funding were perceived as efficient means of
ensuring that univ ersiftres finally entered the industrial mai ket and mov ed
tmards training for suentific. technological and professional change. 11

The 1981 cuts were followed by the recurring programme of reduc-
tions. Between 1983 and 1986 public spending on the univ ersities has
fallen 20% in real terms. Since ;980, 20,000 student places have been lost.
The government's aversion to planning and the attitudes of the UGC
meant that the initial cuts fell on unit er: departments and subjects w hich
the government saw as relevant whilst Liing what it saw as wasteful
luxuries relatively unscathed. Thc 1986 cutbacks imposed on an alP:ady
weakened base led both the UG(7. and management consultants to point to
the strong possibility of university closures. That this was aot simply wolf-
crying or self-interested thetorie could bc seen from the case of Cardiff.
In July 1986, unprecedent..._' direct DES supervision of its faltering
financial affairs w;ach had produced an .Z8 million defiut was reported.
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If financial constraints constituted the 'ugular thrust of the govern-
ment's attempt to bring universities into the real world of the 1980s. this
thrust was accompanied by a cumulative intedinked series of purgatives
intended to ensure that the slimmt.d-down institutions w ere fit for their
new purposes. The Jarratt Report called for gi eater efficiency within
universities. recommending new administrathc ructures, the introduc-
tion of pt., onuance indicators and staff assessment schemes. Sustained
pressure was mount,td on the system of tenure. the job security of
azademic staff could be seen as factor strengthening Opposition to
change and inhibiting flexibility. Attempts to readj...st the relationship
between state and universities have led to the UGC becoming in-
creasingly interventionist. It is now to be replaced by a far more directke
body lacking an academic majority . University salaries and student
grants %Sere held down and degree of government support was given to
the questioning of subv ersive subject areas such as peace studies and
industrial relations. whilst the alleged M.axist bent of Open 1. 'niversity
sociai science materials was the subject of publicity and investigation.

By the end of 1986. the UGC's evaluation of research across the
universities and its allocation of an element of grant related to its resuIN
could be seen as a success for the government policy that different

iversities should be treated differently. More specifically resources
were now moving to the beat of gmernment priorities. Less money was
going to social-science research. More was going to the science and
technology areas. However. a change of Minister appeared to herald a
recognition that financial cuts had gone far enough if not too far.
Nevertheless. the promise of more money for the universities was tied to
the UGC be'dt able to demonstrate success in terms of better financial
management, improvi.d teaaing and I eseara furl her steps to heledivity
,ind the rationalisation in Josure of small departments. The nature of
these policies cannot be underestimated. themselves hav e
stated that four universities hal, c suffered 41 cut of more than 30% since
1980 and another ten a cut of more than 20%. counting-in extra money
for 'new blood' appointments in import,mt areas. However. the contra-
dictions in the policy must ,igain be emphasised. for in the univ ersities, is
elsewhere in education, the aim of greater freedom has led in practice to
unprecedented state control. It is, moreover. to say the least. difficult for
educationists to improve standards when resourLes are being s-vt.rely
reduLed. A polit.) aimed at boosting sLient.e and teLhnology has ensured
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that institutions like Sanrd, v hich suffered a 40% cut in its grant in 1981,
did go to the market and in aecordancL w it h government exhortations did
corkentrate on technology and developed links with Endustry so that by
1986 half of its inLome came from non-grant sources. Its grant increase in
1986 of 11%, ver . represented in real terms a cut of around 4% and
was, in the woids of its Vice-Chancellor, 'a miserable reward' for
pursuing the trajectory of government policy.

To SUM up. polky has bLLn based upon greater state intervention and a
reduction of lesourLes aimed at remodelling the function of higher
eduLation. Gov ernment rhetork has inu Lasing!) argued that univ el sides
can ar.d arust contribute to economic growth. In practice it might be
claimed that policy i hiformed by a certain agnosticism. Manpower
planning has been laid to rest and the test of w [miler or not universities
can stimulate eLonomiL development will be pros ed by the hidden hand
of industrial demand and aL idemiL SL, ply.. The universities will either
show themselv es able to help industry, , or they will emerge as stunted
institutions. Within this problematiL. the Lhanges in the eighteen-) ee.-
old population hav e not been used as an opportunity to create or plan
greater acLess and Lhanges in univ ersity curriculum and organisation. In
fact 90% of all spending on eduLation and training is Lorkentrated on
those under twenty -fi v c. Instead. demographk trends have been used as
erre justilkation for attempting to mals; the unix ersities more dependent
on industry and more responsiv e to its aileged needs for more went&
and technologkal manpow er and mcre professional training. I ligher
education has been inLre.:Lingly Wanda' is a consumption good that
must be paid for. The Consery amt. project lita4 involved the encourage-
ment of greater competition bLiween and within universities and an
attempt to div ersify and fragment the role of indiv idual universities,
div ide researa from eduLation and play dow n the humanities to the
benefit of the sciences particularly the applied sciences.

This policy has led to a great ical of heart-searching within the
universities. Opposition has been widespread. artkulate and trenchant.
On the other hand, there were those w ho wekomed many of its.. awhases
whilst lamenting the lack resources necessary to mount change in a
government-inspired direction. Others saM some virtue even in the
financial cuts w hich, it was argued. freed univ ersities from ,he Lonstramts
of state financial control. LaLk of resources, intensifiLation of work vd

plummeting salaries Lombined with the general policy framework to
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produce demoralisation in certair, quarters. Certainly the prey ailing
mood within the UGC and the CVCP was one of grudging collaboration.
if the universities wished to SUR iv e then they would hay e to go at least a
certain way along the road the government had constructed for them.

The demise of the ACACE

Extramural tutors recollccting the years since 1979 'each whit our storks
of w hat a bomb did here or a landmine there" often find it difficult to
recall Ciat the ACACE reports most relevant to their predicament were
published in 1979, 1981 and 1982 respectively. The ACACE lingered
beyond its effeetic lifespan. But the 1970s. of which it was the natural
cluld, had already seen assembled the ingredients wbich were shortly to
questton the ratsun detre of traditional extramural ork. If the politicians
were increasingly discos ering the need to bend educaoon to economic
requirements, the universitiesifter the long post-war atstinenee. were
discovering the political uses of post-initial education and beginning to
inquire into both its potential as a placebo for the politicians and 4ts a
stratagem for orgamsational'main% mince. For it the eigh'een-y ear-old
catchment area shrank then contin .d university influence anti niestige
demanded that more mature ,ige groups should be c,.,cred fo ,d such
considerations led to a greater interest in continuing edi ation, in terms
of both part-time degree provision, attraction of more mature students
to traditional provision, and short clhases of professiona: and %tied .ional

relevance.
These emphases, in turn. led to greater scrutiny of extramural

organisation and financing, which kid been observed from a distance in
the expnsionist 1950s and 60s. And, in some quarters, greater involv e-
ment with the extramural agency through organisational rearrangement
led to questioning of what the extension bodies w ere doing. a weighing
of the utility f existing programmes and a measuring of the departments'
cfficiency in ,my expansion of continuing education. The universities
were looking for possible say ings and possible profits from their
extramural arms. In the statements of those ad% o..ating organisational
ch,mge there are strong hints that in academic matt, rs the internal
departments are pre-eminent Ind that development of anything more
than normal penpheral provision would require the extramural tutors to
play an ancillary and servicing role.

06
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The departments themselves had continued their incursion into the
fields of professional and vocational education. If in 1972 they 'coni en-
trated less upon the discharge of an obligation tovvards the education of
the underprivileged" they eoncentrated upon it even less by 1980.
Increasingly they served the already educated. They had, despitz their
pursuit of the CVCP. failed in the endeavour to place themselves in the
leinkrship of an internal mobilisation in w hat now appear to be the years
of opportunity. As so often in the univ ersities progress on all fronts hau
been leisurely. The expansion of continuing education seen more and
more as professional and vocational courses was in relative terms
'trivial'.16 The erosion of laissez-faire attitudes to extramural vvork and
commitment to mobilising wider university resources to continuing,
education was gradual and uneven. Fine words came more easily than
detailed policy-making. day-to-day planning, and generation or re-
disposition of resources. To put it simply , conservative univ ersities were
not going o take the difficult wrenching steps of moving towards a new
clientele-unless they felt that there was little alternative.I7 Pronounce-
ment on the importance of continuing education. on the other hand,
came cheap.

Such pronouncements were increasingly forthcomine from the
ACACE. Their reception in the extramural world was mixed. Whilst
Stephens found the Council's Towards Continuing Eduution18 'a
splendid initiative to be warmly applauded'." Wiltshire, who had earlier
critically distinguished continuing education from adult education in
terms of 'an investment good' as opposed to the latter which he saw as 'a
consumption good',2° remarked on the danger of resources being
concentrated on those aspects of post-initial education w hieh were seen
as economically productiv e. In consequenee adult edueation would bc
left to fend for itself.21 The Council's major pronouneement which must
be read in conjunction with the dacillary document on adult edueatio17'
also occasioned criticism. It was claimed that the statement. Continuing
Education. From Polkies to Practice started and eontinued wish the need
to adapt to economic and social change, the need to boost productivity
and the need to develop a skilled find more adaptable workforce." It was
not in essence, so the argument went, concerned with the UAE addition
with 'learning characterised by a creative spirit of inquiry and by the
willingness of students and tutors alike to experiment together with fresh
approaches and angles of vision'.24 It was rather, critics asserted, about
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access to existing qualification systems and education tailored voca-
tional requirements. Because of this focus, it was claimed, adult
education was being rendered even more marginal than it already was by
subsuming it within a continuing education which was moulded almost
entirely in the image of vocationalism.

The authors of the Russell Report made their case for adult education
within the Great Tradition. The Advisory Council has succeeded where
many have failed in the past in making the Russtil Report appear a radical
and visionary document. The Great Tradition which informed the 1919
Report and which was echoed in the Russell Report is inaudible in the
Advisory Council's Report.25

The critics' contention, that, in the end, the absorption of adult
education would entail its reduction and that continuing education would
be almost completely given over to professional v ocational and qualifica-
tion provision was challenged by members of the ACACE.26 Their work
was basically in the tradition of Robbins, an attempt to integrate a
response to the political expression of economic demands with the more
traditional concerns of adult education. If the ACACE did disappoint the
wider hopes gf some supporters of lifelong education by failing to
assault the 'front-end' model of education and failed in the eyes of many
of its proponents to give its due prominence to traditional adult
education, it did think in terms of comprehensiv e post-school provision
even if its proposals %vete inadequate. Nevertheless, with the change of
governrnentone of its members could note an important development,

tin. DES anxious not to cede relevance to the MSC (though deeply env ious
of its direct financial powers) began to focus its attention and such
small sums of money as it could muster on post experience vocational
education.27

By 1980 any hope of the implementation of a comprehensive system of
continuing education wa-s wishful thinking. The term was still used in a
broad sense as a rhetorical embellishment and as a shield for the far
narrower strategy of stimulating professional and vocational training.

As the 1979 government-found its policy feet, claims from the ACACE
that ',there could be jumps comparable to those caused by Mansbridge
and Tawney'18 looked simply utopian. That the most sigmficant factor in
the future development of adult education was the political one was
increasingly accepted.29 LaVoues dedication to the economisation of
education had already led to the observation that the assumed needs of
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industry was the major force dictating cham,c in the universities and that
'should the British government decide that v ocationally based continuing
education should be a universities priority then that is what the English
universities will find them..±cs doing'. 'n In terms of adalt education
generally the government's attitude was characterised by a prominent
member of the ACACE as 'quite disturbing'.31 Whilst the ACACE
continued under Conservative rule .aitd- iiioduced much thought-
provoking and informative material its impact on practical policy -making
was negligible. Its extinction in 1982 remos ed an alternative focus to the
mainstream ideas emanating from government and increasingly au.epted
by other bodies. It signalled the tact that for at least the ioreseeable future
thcrc could be little hope for even the minimal implementation oi wider
conceptions of continuing education. Continuing education would nos%
be developed strongly in the mould of practical training for economic
efficiency.

Extrwnural work and the New Austerity

The UCACE's sense of what vs as in the an prompted a further approach
to the vice-chancellors and agreement to hold a one-day -onfcience in
May., 1980, prior to the expected publication of a DES discussion paper
on continuing education, to increase public awareness of dev elopments.
Representatives of industry , centhil and local govermnent and the media
attended.': The rather complacent theme underlying most of Cie
contributicns was that ate last decade haj seen reasonable progress but a
new initiative was now reqaired. There w ere, after all, it vs as pointed out,
some 400,000 adults following continuing edacion courses at univ ersity. ,
compared with 290,000 full-time studentsid 'the existing commitment
of the universities in part-time and continuing edacetion demonstrated by
these figures is very striking'.11 The UGC, it was asserted, Ind failed to
look after the financial developmcnt of continuing education in 1974 but
that was understandable at a time when concentration was still upcn
younger students.14 Continuing education wuld now move forwards
from an already strong base.

Some of the contributors were more frank, the slovvly accelerating
interest in continuing education in the universities had larc,cly been
rc: lted to 'encourag;ng redeploy ment and avoiding redundancies..1c
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Univ ersities had accepted the new brief w ith 'hesitation or resignation...4'
A continued public relations approach would not do:

What percentage of the population as this 400.000? If tilt possible
audience 1,as considered to be 20 million people then it 1, as a tin) share.
2. The financial conmutment of um% ersith s to continuing education
added up to onl!, I% of their budget. it 4. ould aie doubled and it 1,ould still
be trivial.

Continuing education 'v. as not being taken seriously by the universi-
ties

The DES. no doubt, agreed with the last comment although their
conception of the kind of education expansion ent.iiled 'has definitely
very different. The Department had already made efforts to stimulate
greater interest in continuing education amongst adult educators.1 Its
1980 d,ussion paper was to the point. it was about vocational education
trly. . Thc document's n- A coinage 'post-experience vocational educa-
tion covered updating in specialist ar,..as-of knowledge. appreciation of
new technologies or proLesses and acquisition of new skills for job
change. Such courses might cover other areas. such as competence in
foreign languages. 'to meet the challenge of trade with non-English
speaking areas' or statistics. 'to inform and support w ods performance'.24
This utilitarianism, it was asserted, was Pot intended to deny the need for
what was ihm termed 'general Lontilluing education for adults'. But it
was impossible to mistake thc basic message that the major thrust of
expansion had to be PEVE If managers and employees at ill levels are to
be able to meet successfully the complex challenge facint them and to
promote economic growth..44 Employers, the report argues. must 'bear
the n, iin cost of this training for they will benefit from it'. Its dev elopment
would require the involvement of employers in course design. It would
require a change of attitude from univ ersities. They must learn to ..dapt
their prov ision to empioyers' needs. which could be identified through
secondment of leaLhers and ut,lisation of zmploy er prepared materials.
Such courses must become an intcgrai part of tiniNersity ond be
taken into account in staff dzvelopmea, and promotion. There would be a
need for some staff to shed teaching responsibilities and involve
themselves .,iore in entrepreneurial, diagnostic and consultancy
functions. is talk of the need for new learning methods and credit
transfer. But w hat is beiag recommended is largely short work-reiated
training provision.
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This document was an articulate charter for the new vocationalism, a
pithy elaboration of the means by which adult education could be
subordinated to the goals of industrial enterprise. The best way of
ensuring that universities seriously turned to this market and put aside
past procrastination was to reduce funding and create a financial need.
Financial stringency was increasing. The 1980 UCAE conference was
entitled 'Adult Education and the New Austerity'. Twelve months later a
paper to the next conference asserted, 'we are now talking not of
expansion but of survive.4' It went on to note uncritically the
DES statement and suggested that 'the kinds of entrepreneurial work
described in the discussion Emper are, of coarse, what many of the staff of
extra-mural departments have becn doing for many years'.32 It pointed
out that extramural involvement in post-experience w ork might mean a
move towards more an entreprcneurial role and cited the CVCP's view
that extramural staff could play a role in the development of PEVE
provision.

The same conference suggested that a new realism was abroad. T..e
economic axe might be about to fall but UAE would have to come to
terms %kith the changed w orld and the shock might energise the parent
institutions to extramural advantage. There was deeper reflection. One
reporter felt 'There was some act., ance for the proposition that adult
education as we have known it had come to the end of a valuable
notew orthy and weighty contribution to British society '.31The 'modified
market approach' was proffered by onc director. He argued that
increasing pressure to make the universities more responsive to economic
needs was likely to intensify and this would mean leverage being
exercised to move extramural v.ork irorn 'the great tradition' to continu
ing education IA hich was at heart rrofessional vocational refresher
courses. Changes in funding to the US model would mean that universi
ties, and particularly their ad it and continuing educatioa function,
would be expected to become self-tinanung to a far greater extent. There
uas a need to tiv oid undue pressure on staff stemming from the new
mission of income generation. However, there was a possibility of
subsidising socially useful low-yield work from revenue creating prim, is-
io. Adult educators were enjuned to 'raise cash and carry on'.44

Like many others the UCACE seems to have underestimated the
government's radicalism and its cumulative, sustained step-by-step
approach. They had been raising cash and carrying on for some time. But
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it might prove a mute difficult job if UGC cuts were to be a recurring
phenomenon accompanied II reductions from the DES. Moreover, at
every level in education, the government, thc DES. thc UGC, the
individual university, there was now a strong mu% e to gieater centralisa-
tion. The Council did point out that

the debate about new structures is likely to be intensified by the effect of the
UGC letters of July 1981. In the context of reduced UGC grant many
universities haw been turning their attention to income generation as a
means of offsettmg reduced gram. with the result that faculti6 and internal
departments hitherto not conLerned ah continuing education. are now
considering the possibility of short ,ourse and summer school provision:"

At Leeds, for example, a major rev iew of structure ! I to a change of
nomenclature in 1981/2 to Adult and Continuing Education. Thc
Department was to remain thc primary agent )1- thc university's
provision of adult education but was also to tn. . to.,ards continuing
education by appointing a Director of Continuing Education at senior
level within ihe ncw department. Continuing .:.ducation was defined as
provision directed mainly at those who have benefited from tertiary
education and now wish toexamine new developments in relation to their
professional or voc,itional role. ,idult education was now dam- d largely
in terms of those who did not possess such educational experienze. 'The
development of continuing education primarily in the provision ot short
courses at an advanced level of study in association with internal
departme-qs should be a major priority Vidithin the work of the depart-
ment'.46 Once again, it was felt that the department had become too
isolated trom the mainstream university and it was to be linked with both
the Board of the Faculty of Education and a new Adult and Continuing
Educati )11 Committee which replaced thc old Board of Extra-Mural
Studies. rhis was a symptom oie thc strength of new trends. In the samc
year the UCAE became thc Universities Council for Adult and Continu-
ing Education.

The Council's new appc Ilation could be seen as asscrting widc claim
to involvement in all aspects of the education of adults. But, by this tin...
any hopes of realising such possibilities were slim ones. The revised title
could alw be perceived as embodying a distinction between the broad
adult education and the narrower continuing educalion an a desire to
assert its interest in the latter field. These ltrious differentiations were
now bemg noted in extramural discussion. 'Continuing education', it was
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stated in one inaugural lecture, 'has both a general meaning all courses
for adult stmamts which are not higher or further education and a
specific meaninz high level professional courses'. It was felt important
to add 'and in this specific sense it is marked oii from adult education'.41
Whilst tl..ts implied clear recognition of the limited natuie of the provision
that the DES wished to stimulate, nonetheless extramural directors
sought involvement in PEVE. There was talk of a

need for co-ordination between post experience and extra-mural provision
and for discussing the contributions that ex.ra-mural departments are
already making in different ways and in different universities to post
exocr:,.:nce work matters with which this council under its new
constitution and w ith its wider remit may be converned increasingly. .4'

As ACACE dies and with it any final hopes of a move towards a
comprehensive post school education. the post experience work becomes
more and more prominent. Emphasis on this provision was reinforced by
the UGC statement that levels of activity in coutinuing education would
be taken into account in assessing grant.4g As the cuts bit and student fees
increased, it was observed that current policies had, as far as the
traditional work went, 'narrowed theupportunities for adults particularly
the lower paid to become students'." The increasing understanding that
the government's position on adult education was ,,aite simple In a quite
exact sense they didn't want to know'.1 gave a iurther fillip to post
experience courses. The 13% cut m UGC contribution was accompanied
by further DES exhortation on the need to moe further into vocational
work. The stick was supplemented by the carrot with the introduction by
the DES of thc Professional Industrial Commercial Updating Scheme
(PICKUP) which provided funds for development in these fields.
Inaugurated in the ,pring of 1982 under the apposite banner 'New
Knowledge, New Skills, New Machines', its novelty lay in the appoint-
ment by the DES of ten regional agents to cover England ant: Wales and
to stimulate PEVE in universities, poly technics and colleges. For the first
time the DES would be employing its own educational staff and this was
seen by many as a confirmation of its new role as a direct outreach agency
for government policy. On tht. UCACE's part, as it became clear that
PEVE was not to be handed over to them:
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there were strong reservations about the emphasis which seemed to be
given to the vocational ds opposed to the non-vocational, The two areas,
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conference maintained, should be seen as complementary mid the 'general'
c ducation of adults as being of at least equal impurtance to the initiati% es of
PICKUP:52

This attempt to protect traditional adult education and 'to ensure that
adult education inid continuing education are both considcrLd worthy
contributors to a total educational enterprise'l was again combined with
the argument that if the narrower continuing education w as te take off
then state funds had to be made available. The DES notion of self-
funding, it was argued, was basal on the erroneous view that the
immediate interests of employers and employees coincided with what the
DES saw as the longer-term strategies needed for the national interest.54
The UCACE was here going a long way towards accepting the
government view that the adult education system should be turned to a
far greater degree in the direction of economic regeneration. They were
simply lamenting the fact that they lacked the resources to carry out the
task. The view that the government, on the contrary, saw financial
constraints not only as an essential means of reducing pub!ic expenditure
but also as a tactical method for galvanising further change, was
reinforced by the announcement in 1982/3 of a phased withdrawal of
14.3% of tht. DES allocation. This caused further consernation although
It was later postponed to 1984. It made ck r that the 1981 cuts had simply
been an overture. The future would be very rocky indeed. Despite
the stress on vocataal provision an interrogation of the admittedly
inadequate extramural statistics for 1981!2 underlined how slow
departments had been in responding and concluded that the non-
vocational courses had been remarkably resilient. It was this foot
dragging together with government pressure w hich had prompted the
UGC to establish a working party on continuing education.

The UGC Report and the New Formula

The fir 11 report of the working party reverted to a wider definition of
continuing education. this covered mature studcnts study ing for conven-
tional degrees, part-time degree studies, what were simply termed 'extra-
mural courses', and PEVE.56 In a preliminary section 'The Case for the
Development of Continuing Education the UGC specifically based their
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arguments, not on the %%ell documented argument that the UK lagged
behind other countries in university provision. but on tit, view that

continuing education must b, developed in this countr) in order to Lope
with and take full ad% antagc of the rapid pace of tec...1ological scientific
legal and social change ... Formal continuing education is. therefore, a
necessity if the natIonal economy is to al.oid bzing handicapped by crimal
skill shortages.57

This primary emphasis un eLonomic and industrial purposes stamps the
report. Personal development. education for open-ended social purposes
is always secondary.. 'Although our case for the des elopment of con-
tinuing education is largely founded en considerations of employment
and economic prosperity , we do not overlook the importance of social,
cultural and other factors'." Past prevaricatioa, the report feels, must
end. Past pieties about making continuing education an integral part of
universiLy activ ities are replaced by a formal recommendation that it
should be given equal status with research and undergraduate teaching.
The UGC itself would establish a standing committee to keep it under
review. Universities should collaborate with other institutions. particu-
larly polytechnics, but the required expansion necessitated a big Lhange
in staff attitudes, staff development. to take account of mature student
needs and the closest possible collaboration with employ ert. and profes-
sional bodies. Proposals were made for greater financial support for part-
time degrees and there should be greater consideration of a credit
transfer system. Universities should take a greater part in employers' in-
house training. They should be encouraged to expand v igorously PEVE
provision and further funds should be sought from the gov ernmcnt to
avoid the rigours of the self-financing convention.

The report was not kind to extramural departments. Internal arrange-
ments made to 'piomote a particular continuing eduLation funLtioif did
not necessarily provide the correct basis to create a univ ersity w ide
commitment to continuing education as a whole. When the report states
that there should be 'an acknowledged focus of responsibility for
continuing education, cornmandin -g respect w ithin the ani*ersity fully
integrated into acaderniL and administrative structures. ith its ow n staff
and a leader of profesorial status answerabl z to a senate committee,"
there can be little doubt that it is not thinking about the extramural
department. All staff, it goes on to assert, must reprd continuing
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education a, an integral part of their worl, and it should count towards
promotion.

By 1983. twenty-two English universities and four Wel, . universities
were funded as responsible bodies. In Scotland'. different system four
universities had extramural committees. hi England-fourken universi-
ties, in Wales three university colleges and in Scotland four universities
were, therefore, excluded from the system. In this context the report
commented that whilst the responsible body system had done very
valuable work 'by p:oviding support Jr this single aspect of continuing
education in some traiversiti ;s but not in othem, the system does produce
anomalies which we think are difficult to justify'.6" The working party
formally recommended that the DES review the position, concluding by
obsaving in final obsequiousness to government thinking, that iirsome
cases extramural fees were too low and should be set at 'realistic' levels.
Here, as elsewhere in the report, thk. dluence of adult education practice
in the USA, where un versity extension is organised on an entrepreneu-
rial basis as a fund raiser for the university, is strong.

This statement drew together many oi le strands of an argument made
since the 1970s, put the mes.age more pungently and carried the promise
of effective action. It showed decisively that the economic ideology of
education now possessed a firm footing within the ivory tower and,
indeed, demanded further imursion. 'Industry has a responsibility to
communicate its needs and to exp'oit the great intellectual msources of
the univer .ties'.6" It was a stark reminder of the fact that so many in the
university establishment have 'so much adopted a kind of language they
think the government wants to hear that by now they have no proper
language of their own, no words with which to reassert their full and true
purposes'.62

The report landed on the desks of extramural leaders in the throes of
income generation and lamenting, 'no other university teacher has to
walk this difficult tightrope between money making and academic
responsibilities'm and 'Why did we mount the courses? Quite simply to
make money. Have we got our priorities right?'64 It was reflected that

there were in the UGC report few (and only brief) references to the
traditional extra-mural history and provision and to the problems and
possibilities facing the Responsible Bodies and 'liberal university adult
education'. In contrast the attention paid to the needs and potentialities of
post-experience vocational provision was detailed and full."5
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The section on extramural work was seen as InLoherent find confused'7
And the hope was expressed that thz extra-mural provision of uni-
versities is not so to be taken for granted as to become in% isible'."'

What deflected attention from the UGC's recommendations was the
more immediate question of a new formula for funding announLcd by the
DES the month previous to the UGC report's publication.' This formula
seems to have been an attempt to foster state objectives by int roduL;ag a
form of work-studied payment by results. The formuhi was intrinsiLally
related to Thatcherite supply find demand eLonomics. And to the feeling
that extramural staff were not sufficiently producti% e. fmd that depart-
ments should move away from the leisurely teaching of leisure subjects or
questionable areas such the teaching of trade unionists. towards
scieno: and tcLhaelogy and %motional courses. fmd that in all of this, they
should play a greater organising or entreprenzurial role.

Hitherto, state finance for UAE had largely been direLt....1 towards the
maintenanLe of the full-time staa tutor. This embodied certain LonLep-
dons of the full-time member of staff as the Lustodian of exLellenLe in
terms of the standards of both thc university find of adult eduLation. thc
crucial nature of an academic and orpnisational cadre for the UAE
enterprise, the necessity for qualto Lontrol. The new formula moved
dramatically away from this model. In the context of a I4.3% cut over the
three years to 198617. 901!.. of the grant to departments would now be
based not on the co.a of md;ntaining staff but on cffeLtke student hours,

measure of success in attraLting and retaining students. Eileen% e
student hours would be based on students w ho attended tw o-thirds of the
sessions on counes of more than six hours_ They w ould be Lalculated as
the numbe: of ;Lich students, multiplied by the nunuiLr of hours of the
course. Weightings would be gi% en to different courses in terms of
number of sessioils. duration find geographiLal loLation, 10% of tlh. grant

ould be related to the use departments made of full-time university
teaching staff. This grant w ould only be Laludated from the overall sum
available after the DES had reser% ed two sums. The first, unknown
figure would be retained for remitting to departments fees. wak ed as
concession to particular groups. suLh as pensioners or uncmploy ed or
disadvantaged groups. The second 5% would be kept bf..:1 to fuld DES-
approv ed innovatory projects. To av oid too sudden a fall in inLome, in
this new competitive env i:onment. no department's grant would be
reduced by more than I("r0 on the pre% ious year's subvention.
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This mov e from the funding of teaching posts to the funding of output
would, it w in. said, 'put extra-mural departments back a hundred yea rs'."
Apart from its Byzantine complexity, , if applied efficiently, it would
replace courses of quality and educational purpose by those w hich simply
took account of numbers. It mmld pay to concentrate courses in
conurbations and ignore rural areas. The formuk: was a directiv e to
ignore pioneer and experimentid provision. careful work with small
groups of disadvantaged people'.'" in favour ol coursc work with a well
worn record, 'abandoning projects which bring extra-mural teaching to
ethnic minorities and other underpriv ileged groups ... expensiv e in
resources and relatively unproductive in student contact bours'.." The
formula would encourage wmpctition not collaboration between insti-
tutions and would, in fact, be dysfunctional for gov ernment purposes.
'the wise course would bc to build a maximum programme in subjects
which carry the highest enrolment, history, archaeology . literature. the
fine aris and the biological suences and to cater only for the established
educated extra-mural public ... contrary to most of the DES
objectives'." The formula encouraged, it was argued, the employment
on a part-time basis of already salaried full-time acadeinks at the expense
of the unerrployed, and those lacking in adult education skills at the
expense of experienced tutors who worked for other educationid bodies.
The innovatory project scheme was opposed on the groun Is that the DES
lacked the expertise to evaluate such projects and on the grounds that
funding for one or two years was, in reality too short. It was only half
humorously rumoured that departments were ,:xtending kliy schools
from six to six and a half hours to attract ES11 points. The formula was
said to hay e enthingered trust and respect between the DES anJ the
extramural world. It was tizarre' and it was 'Orwellian'."

UA E's response to continuing education

By the mid-decade the established buttresses of extramural work were
being eroded. The DES discussion paper had sketched a system where a
cent ral purpose of the un; ersity was the promotion of economic grow th,
where courses were to be oLItionIl training, where the need was for
wnsultation on course syllabus and materiids with the employer not
the students. where the education of iidults was a matter of selling
employers and professional bodies wh,it the market required at a prke
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the market would bear. The UGC expression of tui essentially similar
perspective was more sophisticated. Whilst it did devote attention to
questions of part-time degrees. access and credit transfer. few could
doubt that for it, too. the central focus of eontiiming education was
PEVE, thc Lase for duinge based first and foremost on 'economic
necessity'.'4 Under their careful wording the UGCs liek of supprt for
traditional liberal adult education was cleat It was pointed ow for
example. that w hilst the decision on RB status had been formally
ducked '... informally the wording of their it:port lea% es little doubt that
they would support its abobtion'." A later UGC eireular, hilst arguing
that continuing educatkm Nhou Id Lo% er its costs w ithout significant
subsidy from reeurrent grant. recognised th, % aim: of some pro% ision
from central funds. 'for pump-priming for Loiases other than extra mural
courses of liberal adult edus:ation for whieh s,:pport i prov ided by the
Education Department and local authorities'.Th

The UGC's advice to the DES on the Green Paper was in the same
mould, its new preferences unmasked by its prose sequences.

pro%nling iastroukm an bkillsamlpromotulgthc ptmcrN ul tlic nund 1,mam
the niain teaching purposes of higher eduLation. hi arry mg Out tIlis
higher eduLation attempts to met_ Will thc nccds of the economy for luglil)

illcd manpower and the .ispaations of indi% kith& (ul an educational
ekderience which will provide for personal development."

It laid bare under balancing protcqtttions %%hat intensify ing political
ent.roachment had madc of Lontinuing education. Of partieular interest
in connection w ith the generation of iiwome tire courses of post-
experience % motional eduLation which tire tailored to meet thc needs of
individual companies or local groups'.78

The 1985 Greei 'aper'" ith its forty-three commendatory lines on 'In
Career Vocational Study (in the context of a document which mentions
the countr) 's economic performance three times in the first main
paragraph) as against nine dismissi% e lines on liberal adult education
made the point to e% en greater effect. The go% zrnment wa:t not interested

uca..on..n c_twationin liberal adult education. in critical opt.n-ended ed d

for personal deelopment. in eduLatioa to understand and perhaps
change society. Those who wanted such thint.,:t should pay for them
themselves.

ThSt continuing educ,ition would not. in reality. consist of an
grated system expanding and interrcloting %motional courscs. part timc
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degree provision and traditional adult education infusing them all with
the liberal method was now almost univ ersally recognised. By continuing
education. 'the universities generally mean self-financing refresher
courses aimed at the graduate profe.sions';" observ ed one writer.
Another 'distinguished between adult edui.ation 'rkh he defined as the
"great liadition" of extra-mural and extension work and ,ontinuing
education which he saw as being mainly concerned with providing
vocational refresher and retraining courses'!"

The way the wind was blowing could be seen from Manch rr where
the universities of Manchester and Salford together with the Institute of
Science and Technology established a Consortium for Adv anced Con-
tinuing Education (CONTACT). The schemes initial financing of
£250010 contrasted starkly with the funds available for extramural w ork
and the project was stimulated by the view that '.. there is iaereasing
scope for a major expansion of ad% anced cominuing training othcrw ise
known as PICKI. ... or PEVE ral adult education. the
initiating statement wmplacently c!aimed. already w ell c.acred for
by the Manchester Extra-Mural Deparun .t and the WEA. The
pressures affecting these bodies received no comment. \nil:.
CONTACI' would helo by referring enquiries about such provision to the
Extra-Mural Department 'its major thrust is likely to be the expansion of
adv anced work-related training'.° The importance of this approach is
that it now sees liberal adult education as organisationally and philo
sophieally distinct from continuing education.

Moreover. this new professional adv anced continuing education was
aot a simple co-exbter with liberal adult education. it wa,,, a possible
predator upon the latter's already limited resources. Another director
noted that 'there is a greater stress laid on v ocational education and
professional courses under the title of continuing education than ev er
before at the e yew. of more traditional fields of adult education"' (our
emphasis). Yet another hoped that adult education's meagre -esoUrce..
are not to be :,cen as too readily transferable to other. albeit legitimate.
areas of continuing education%'''' Such a transfer Ira., itnessed w hen the
DES utilised some of the funds cut from the extramur d. grant to financ,
PICKUP in 1982 and the same process was dramatically 'righlighted in
1986 when the cost of extending the PICKUP scheme to Scotland w as met
by the government axing complcidy its grant to the Scottish extramural
departments.'5
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Despite the volume of piutestation the UCACE eschewed any politica!
campaign of opposition. They placed their taith in low key argument -ind
restrained canvassing. Many in UAE supported this approach. Its
leadership was, however, seen by others to has e 'essentially agreed to
their fate'.g6 At the 1985 conference it was felt by some observers that 'the
general mood was one of resigned acceptance° The UCACE were
criticised for not mounting 'a public campaign igainst the DES cuts on the
lines that the WEA is following'.8's

The new formula was seen as part of a wider amstellation of pressures
stimulating movement to the entrepreneurial model of US extension but
concern was expressed:

Along with the new formuhi goes d new flexibility in interpreting the rok of
full-time staff, releasivg them if neLessary for do elopmc..: rather than
mainly academiL duties. Some measure of such flexibility is welcome but
when it ic the result of automatic Lonstraint it carries dangers for the
integrity of the department. How long does a department remain an
academic department when its most direct skills hate become mainly
managerial?"

Nevertheless, the battery of stimt:' deployed against the universities
was creating a turmoil-induced in their extramural departments.
A further growth of PEVE courses in collaboration with internal
departments was notedK)T1._ ,ntensified decline in pros ision foi working
class students was highlighted by the increasing reduction in industrial
studies courses mounted on a day -releas,: pattern which had provided-an
important component of the A ork with the ciisadvantaged: A distressing
example was the G.,ford 11..partment which had fathered university

education and which in the mid- l 970s had four staff tutors

back a greater proportion of the income acauing from WEA classes
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day-release courses organised with the WEA." The turning in to the

ventures with the WEA and 'strained relationships with the Association
aggravated by financial arguments'.92

and, instead, use their grant aid for their own courses producing 100% tee
income for the university. This could result generally in friction a n d

inv olved full-time in this provision. It hid ithdraskn mannu totally frunt
this field by 19E5. The early l 980s saw a :3% drop in one year in these

University of UAE was underlined by a further fall in collaborative

taug1., by extramural staff, to reduce the amount of such joint prokision

One answer to the problems dcpartments faced was to attempt to claw
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fragmentation in the field of liLeral adult education, g field which
demands collaboration, particularly in hard times. And it Lou Id produce
further reduction in the already severely curtailed element of demo-
cratic voluntarism in adult education if WEA branches ran smalle.r
plogrammes. It might also lead to an oierall reduction in programmes
if extramural tutors already. under intense work pressure were unable
in practice to take over the organising work carried out by WEA
volunteers, particularly in areas distant from the university . This, in turn,
cJuld lead to a programme concentrated on campus, inadequately
rdlecting the requirements of the local community . The WEA itself felt
that 'there is evidence of an acceleration in both "fee clawloack- by the
univ ersities and in the reduction of j.,int prov ision. A point may be
reached w here the WEA itself can no longer afford to be inv olved ith
joint provision'."3

Overall the situation was a complex one. Some universities w ititout RB
status showed no desire to embrace either the DES system or any form of
tiaditional extramural organisation. At universities as Brunel.
Aston and Fleriot-Watt, small groups of 'brokers' and laLilitators' whose
job w to stimulate direct liaison between internal departments and
employe.s were established, located at the heart of the unive ies'
admin:strative structures.'" At universities with traditional depart, tits,
such as Liv erpool and Manchester, similar bodies of non-teaching PEVE
facilitators were also established, initially w ith no formal links w ith the
extramural department. Essex, for example. specifically eschewed after
an inquiry the idea of an extramural department. This was not necessary. ,
indeed might distract from the need to galvanise each and ev ery internal
department to regard continuing education as a part of its normal work.
The tasks of stimulation and Loordimition could be carried out more
efficiently by an adminitiativ e catalyst, a new Office of Continuing
Education. A third variant was for previously non-RB universities
to move to a new model extramural department w hose 'organisation
and aims would differ from traditional extra-mural departments with a
strong emphasis on post experience-upi_ ong-continuing education
... Staff would have an entrepreneurial role, matching up clients who
.ould be commereial or traditional liberal education students w ith other
university departments'.'" This model, established by Warwick and
contemplatei. oy York, was seen as 'a DES attempt to alter the pattern
of extra-mural studies and set a pieLLLIent for Win. t institutions to follow'.
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Indeed, it was stated that 'the title -extra-mural- is somethine of a
misnomer .96

A key problem w as this. how serious were the uniersities about their
statements th it continuing ed mation would become a c ntral part of
aetivitiesof andepartments? If tht.y v cre serious how sLet.essful were they
likely to be in stimulating those departiaents into this new field? Had any-
body asked Mternal staff how the) felt? In a situation of diminishino-csour-
ces for Internal departmerns w hat else was to go to make room for this itew
responsibility ? Bel) body seemed tube in fa% uur of Lontinuingeducation.
But exactly who w as to do the hard eraft ? Obs iously thinkine on these
questions influent.ed thinkinit on ucgaaisational solutions. But in this
context one thingseLmed tc be uear to unis ersity managers. nothinew hen-
boo, er was to be lost by pushing extramural departments in an income-
eeneratinedirection. And there w as litile point in throw ing more resources
into an t:,xtra mural pot tLat might shortly be replaied by a new model.

Of course, w hates er the r)ES stance. it was diflIcult for universities
with established strmaures to mos e immediately to new models. Despite
the ultimate eftt.ctivenc,,s of the government repertory of change-
inducing intents. extramural staff w ith tenure still had a number of
Lhoices. The problematic status of the RB question also inhibited change
in some institutions. How ea,e. . by 198...e3 extramural departments had
lost fifty-three staff, half of that figuce in the ore% ious twele months.°
The following academic year sav a further decrease of 5.3% in DES-
funded full-time posts and of almost 4% in those funded by the UGC." In
extramural work such falls in staffing c in be crucial. Despite this. Tabk I
r -lows an incretbe of extramural courses in the eighties of well er 10%.
As one department explained,

In !MAU an academic staff of 29.5 with 3 administrators .md I .,ecreta:ies
mounted 626 coui-cs %.% ith 16.471 enrolled students. In 1984;85 an academic
staff of 26.5 with 2.5 administrators and 17 secretaries ran 684 courses with
19.032 students on the adult programmc anu ar additionai 20 A le% el day
schools which attracted 3.77? students.

By :985/6 that department's owrall budget of £1.1 millioa w as funded
by the DES 30% by the UGC and 39% from fee income. This last

itm had increased from 21.2% of the total budget in 197516 and
drama:I:Ay from 25.2% of the total budget in 1980/l

This suggests w hat more general expzrience warms tutors were
answering the push to a more int.ome-gLnerating entrepreneurial model.
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There was talk of groups of tutors being constituted as 'profit centres'. In
at least one department it was accepted that ...nancial earnings targets
should be s,-,t for individual subject areas and .ors. Whilst it is clear that
some departments have tried to resist the regressivr: aspects of this
strategy it is also clear that prominent departments now have pro-
grammes dominated by a mix of piofesional and vocatioaal work,
certificate courses, a high-cost liberal ::.ctor catering for the middle
classes and a strong interest in foreign earnings.

The speed-up in extramural work has been accompanied by an
expansion of PEVE. As Table 1 illust:ates. the short courses, largely
PEVE. mounted by internal departmentsshow an increase of th .. order of
45%. Using different figures the UGC calculated an increase of almost
24% in PEVE provision between 1977/8 and 1981/2.

Table 2 shows progress in the attraction of mature students to degree
programmes. Whot is Licking is mote detailed information on tailor-
made part-time ....grecs. However, one survey conclude.; that 'the
development in uniyersities other than ,he Open University of a
specificall; designei, part-time dege schen% to fit the practical require-
ments of aduk., (e.g. involving, c ning and off-campus teo,hing) has
been remarkably restricted'." The questionoble fre.ure of any significant
expansion of part-time degree proy ision has been highlighted by the
trcatment accorded Birkbeck College, the only universit body in the UK
entirely committed to teaching part-time students. By reduciag thc part-
time to full-time student finance ratio from 0.8 to 0.5, the UGC
stimulated a potentior reduction of around 30".:, in the college's incomes.
By dora, this it gave sustenance to the view that it r,:gards part-time
degree prov ision Ind indeed all continuing education that is not self-
financing or profitable, as an unimportant side how.

The initial adv ances represented by the department, at HO and Kent
hav e not been extended on a w ide scale. Sc le departments, such as those
at Lceds and Liverpool, hay e been able tt. iollow this path. At the other
end of th scale Manchcster it has been specifically asserter' "'at part-
tim.; degrees are the preregatiy eicademicallv of the relevant internal
tlevartments and faculties and organisationally of a central Office of
Part-time Education. In other universities. extramural bcoies have not
mounte.1 part-time degree programmcs. although indiv idual tutors have
taught on such programmes. and dcp...tments have been involved in
counselling and in access courses. At a n.zeting in late 1986, the CVCP
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Table 1- University Continuing Education Provision

Extramural

Number of Courses

Extramural/ Other
WEA Depts Total Extramural

Number of Enrolments

Extramural/ Other
WEA Depts Total

1979180 8403 7236 2292 13631

1980/81 9037 2147 2837 14011 209.392 36.567 83.590 328.549

1981/82 9531 7740 3583 15354 222,939 37.437 100.73$ 361,114

1982/83 9978 2411 3835 16224 230.792 42,259 102,513 375.564
1983/84 11158 1932 4107 17197 253.764 32.599 117.730 404.093

1984/85 11279 1949 4761 13071 255.71() 33,825 130.309 419.844
19s5/86 11644 1990 4W, 18190 264.307 35.501 177.778 422.536

Source: UCACE Annual Reports.
Figures exclude Postgraduate Medical Departments.

Table 2 - Aumber of Minure Laukrgradtune and Po.stg,...btak suultin entrants c.tprosed as a ihrtaugc of fall-thru,
student entrants. 1974175, 19791804984185 i( '1: domiciled).

1. Undergraduates

1974/75 1979/80 1980181 1981/82 1982/83 1983/84 1984/85 1985/86 1986/87

Mature 7,218 8.000 7,811 7,656 6,828 6.657 7.109 7.373 8.003

Total 63,017 74.651 76,387 74.048 t .f.56 69.153 70,506 70,305 70.731

Mziture as % of total 11.5 10.7 10.2 10.3 9.5 9.6 10.1 10.f: 11.3

2. Postgraduates

1974/75 1979/80 1980/81 1981/82 1982183 1983/84 1984/85 198. 1986187

Mature 6.683 7,559 7,498 7.317 7.105 7.808 8.207 8.829 9,683

Total 20,063 19.820 20,107 20.159 19,483 20.820 21,168 21,730 22,802

Mature as 64) of total 33.1 38.1 37.3 36.3 36.5 37.5 38.8 40.6 42.!.

Source: UGC, University Statistics 1986/7. Vol. I . published December 1987.
Universities Statistical Record. Extracted from Tables 7 and 10.
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established a study group on widening access to higher LduLation and the
government has now promised. in its 1987 White Paper considered later
further support for tais objective. By 1987 some in the UCACE saw a
more fav ourable response to part-timt. degrees and the involvement of
UAE in them beginning to take root. It is to bc hoped that such a change
will develop. Excluded from any major organisational in tolvement in the
degree componcnt of continuing education extramural departments w
be destined for an even greater immersion in PEVE.

However. 1987 did bring some respite. I.: the context of a partial
acknow ledgement that its educational policies in general. had been
pressed too far or. at least. too lluiLkly upon the system. the government.
apptoaching the end of its term. agreed to a revision of the DES funding
formula. in the %val.,: of a UCACE report hich illustrated 'that w hen the
varied work of twenty um. different EMDs is translated into the figures
required for assessment of grant under the new formula. ther are

discrepancies. inconsistencies and unresolved tittestions at ev ery turn',"
the minister respor Able. George Wa:den. decided on importaft_ invs

hich helped departments. particularly those who had been thc. orst hit
by the formula's gradual implementation. The gi ant would now no longer
be related to the us t! of university fuli-time staff and Effective Student
Hours' would no longer be weighted for length of course a dubious
advance in that it might encourage still more short provision. What nay
ttseful was the a.,surance that a limit would be placed on grant variations
to ensure that no department would experience more than a the per cent
loss or gain in income in any um. year. Moreover. noting the UCACE's
support for the undet lying aims of th DES. the Minister agreed that only
half of the total resources vailable would be related to the effective
student hour!, count. rather than the two-thirds initially planned for.
Finally. the *roublesome innovative project fund would be abandoned
although a pronortion of grant would be held back contingent on
evidence of pioneering activities.102

Some conclusions

The speed at whiLh poliues for higher cduLatIon are being initiated and
de v eloped means that specific conclusions must bc tcntativ e. Nonethele: s
the general direction of present trends is very clear. The 1980s ;lave
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witnessed n intensifying drive to subordinate all aspects of UAE to more
direct infltnce from the state and ensure that it responds more efficiently
to government policies. That political influence is more firmly than ever
in the saddle, can be discerned from recent statements of those charged
with supervising adult education. 'HMI is not a free agent and operates
within a given framework i.e. current areas of political concern of the
centle become the areas of concern for HMI'.1"1 And the same might be
said of every body else involved in the field! Given this context, .
criticisms of UAE not entrepreneurial enough, it doesn't generate
adequate self-financing, it's miles away from the norms of business
efficiency'"" directly reflect government thinking and so does the
funding formula, the central instrument of policy.

The formula is at one with the general trajectory of government
policies, intended to introduce the discipline of the market aod competi-
tion between suppliers in the Lontext of centrally defined Lash limits. The
key word is 'cost effective'. it speaks not at all of eduLation. The nature
and conditions of funding have always been thc key to the development of
UAE and the kind of education it prov ed. The essential messatre that
the new arrangements are intended to realise, is that education is a
commodity something universities should sell to the highest bidder
that successful education is education that you can sell at a handsome
profit, regardless of its intrinsic worth or purpose. What Taw ney called
'one of the besetting sins of those in high places in England ... bad
utilitarianism" is at the centre of a polk, wliose stress on quantity and
income generation directs the Department to the banal, the popular, the
immediat, xlevant. Welccme as the 1987 funding revision is, it is a
change of degree not of kimi. The direction of future Lhange remains
unpredictable.

As with laost systems of crude quantity targeting, the final output may
turn out to be cheap, shoddy , and unserviceable. The new arrangements
are partic.ilarly surprising when measured against the IIMIs' view that
the quality of some extramural work is already lacking, with too feu
demands being placed on students and inadequate rigour being
demonstrated by tutors."' Cert.,inly the continued emphasis on Effec-
tive Student Hours means that the most urgent and detailed reports
prepared by the IIMIs after Lareful and time-Lonsuming inspeLtion of a
department will, perhaps, be viewed as of minimal relevance. Not
surprisingly, therefore, interest is bLing displayed by the DES in broader
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means of evaluating the wurk of the responsible bodies.1° And there is
new scrutiny of the role of the full-time tutors from UCACE acting in
concert with the DES and the FIMIs."18

It not do, however, to view DES policy in monolithic terms
Despite its desire to create a market economy. , an 'enterprise Lonscious-
ness', and a 'stand on y our own two feet' self-help society. , the present
administration sees as a necessary ancillary to its main policies, expendi-
ture on MSC schemes, retraining targeted at specific gri ups previously
handicapped in entering thc labour market, and special provision for
ethnic minorities. These aspects of gov ernment policy may be perceived
simultaneously as the sinews of social controlis palliatives or safety
I/ all, es and as removing, m the language of monetarism, 'frictions' or
rigidities which inhibit the free play of the labour market.

Policies for higher education replicate this complexity. . The determ-
inant ingredient of Thatcheiism in UAE is the drive to move UAE
into the market place and transform its staff into cost effective,
more productive entrepreneurs, shedding 'outmoded' conLeptions of
liberat humanism and social purpose. But the directions are more
cunt- adictory and 'he pkture more subtly coloured. If the framework
of policy is turning the University out to flee the harsh realities of
Britain in the 1980s. social and eduLational denrivation is part of those
realities.

A subordinate theme of policy, , therefore, appears still to see some role
for cumpensatory education. There is a Lontinued illingness to support
areas of rk which might meet some of UAE's traditional aspirationt,
This seem be affirmed in the DES 1987 communication on fundine.
Resources Jr work with the unemployed, for examplc, remain at a
relatively generous level. This wuld produLe in one department courses
of the 'how to get a job' type but, in another department, courses of the
liberal issue-oriented type. Similarly, it is Lommon knowledge that the
government is only too eager to will funds for research and provision
involving ethnic minorities. The DES also seems sup; vrtive of work in
other areas such as ,iccess to higher education, new technology and
courses for women, provision w hith could potentially meet many of the
goals of those who still see themselv es as operating within the liberal
tradition. The innovative projeas introduced by the new formula also
Nov ided opportunities for exploitation by educators, opportunities for
tne liberal approach and work with the disadvantaged rein .;n.
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Events since 1979 have confirmed the view of the leadership of UAE as
a cautious reactive body. . Basing themselves largely on the view that If
the government insists on reducing its expenditure there is not much we in
universities can do about it our constituency is weak and we have little
industrial muscle'," they have not mounted any visible campaign,
succeeded in turning aside government intentions through behind-the-
scenes methods, nor developed and publicised an alternative reaffirma-
tion of liberal education. There has, for example, been no declaration
from the UCACE seeking to assert the continued relevance of liberal
values, no well-publicised, well-argued case attempting to insist on a
liberal setting for vocationalism on the lines of the 1970 document.

This may be seen as a judgment at once too harsh and too abstract.
Flow could the UCACE be expected to succeed where the CVCP and the
National Union of Mineworkers he failed? The revision of the DES
fu.inula may be seen as a small le ictory for sustained patient reasoning and
research. The UCACE has, moreover, issued guidance to affiliates on the
necessity for a boundary abound liberal adult education to prevent the
DES grant being diverted into continuing education largely ocational in
orientation, for which it is not int..nded. In healthy contrast to the
gaming volume of pronouncements which avoid or elide important
educational distinctions, the Council points out that whilst provision of
vocational relev ance is not necessarily outside the grant, a judgment is
required as to whether the main emphasis is on job training and
instruction in techniques or alternatively, on an open-ended critical
examination of the. subject."

On the other hand, the UCACE have asserted that the objectives
informing DES pay), specifically the new formula, are not in dispute
and are not to be decried. What causes disquiet at Departmental level as
well as nationally in the UCACE is that the new funding policy will
seriously inhibit their achievement.° Noneth ss, governm .nt policies
have been criticised. In its comments on the Oreen Paper, the Council
argued that the attempt to force a stronger le ocational, scientific and
technological focus on universities at the same time as resources were
being drastically reduced, wouid produce imbal,ince. The humanities,
they urged, were not a luxery to be catered for only at certain levels of
economic grow th. Rather their study w as a sine qua non for any healthy
higher education system. There was, they argued, no couclusive evidence
on the link between increased academiL Thasis on voLational science
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and technology and economic performance. Tnere could, moreover, be
conflict between employers' perception of their own needs and the
economic needs of the nation."2 The UCACE, therefore, if it has not
decisively rejected the government's oserall philosophy, , has not en-
dorsed it.

Statements such as that referred to abose on liberal education and their
detailed and continuing guidance on the new formula couched in terms of
'recommendations intended to introduce greater 'consistency' illustrate
the UCACE's present role. A certain straining towards a greater co-
ordinating role has rgmained arrested by the Coancil's increasingly
disparate nature. All UK unisersities exemplify ing the entire range of
different methods of orgaiusing adult and continug education are now
members. Moreover, even in the RB sector it is .he unisersities, not the
departments. who are the responsible bodies. And the UCACE unnot
make policy or talw initiatises tha bind the parent bodics. Indeed a
certain tension ha \ o'.:curred as the DES has tended to see tly: Council as
an embryonic ceniralised cons ey or belt for its policies and angn it to the
role many see the UGC as incr:asingly playing in relation to inter-
univ ersity policy. The Council had to inform the Dt.partment that it was a
consultatise body operating through informal consensus not a negotiat-
ing body. If a lack of imagination and will at times characterised the
UCACE, the real problem was objective constraints emanating not only
from the government but also from the par-nt universities.

If on matters of educational philosophy the UCACE has, to a degree,
kept out of the firing line, at least it has not declared itself a consert to the
Thatcherite economic ideology of education.'" The UGC, however,
moved important miles down the road to the technocratisation of tlre
higher education system and it was the UGC which called the shots. The
unisersity establishment has alway s been unea,s about the contradictory
nature of UAE and particularly its social purpose component, messy,
time consuming, possibly subsersise. In the past there hake been times
when the line has had to be drawn and the proper pros ince of extra Aural
staff and the permissible approach to teaching demarcated. In the p,esent
climate of government support . . and amplification of, concerns about
subversion in higher Auwtion such unease is likely to grow. It has been
stated, for example, that ministers attempted to steer the ACACE away
from examining political education, that the gosernment perukes
liberal adult :Llucation as either pris ate consumption for W hich a full
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charge should be made 'or a seed bed for subv ersion' and that serious
attention will be given to any complaint made to the DES, a charge given
substance by the comments in the Green Paper."4

Professional continuing education in contrast is relativ ely safe and
straightforward. A commitment to educate society's professionals,
cntrepreneursind technicians sits more comfortably w ith mainstream
university ideology than the mission to the working classes and the
educationally disadvantaged. If there is, therefore, ideological commit-
ment amongst leading academic politicians to the new vocation&
continuing education, an expans,on of PEVE by the universities can
invalidate the government attacks, placate the DES and make good
the state's financial depredations. Put crudely , but essentially. , PEVE
AppL...rs an attractive and direct money-spinner and an antidote.

If the token involvement of the 1970s in this area was prompted by the
impulses of routine organisational maintenance, w hat we -re witnessing
today is an ideologically acceptable stratagem for crisis resolution.
Consequently, there appears within the universities to be almost general
agreement on the need to follow the trajt..ctory charnti in the DES and
UGC reports and a strong desire by university strateg.sts to ensure that
this time prescription does not remain at the level of rhetoric. In the
words of one of the members of the UGC working party. 'w hat we must
make sure of now is that universities take up this new emphasis so that we
achieve an attitude change throughout the system'. lb

Universities will not, it is hdd, do this if expansion is resourced through
extramural departments. Despite all the UCACE. efforts, the suspi-
cions voiced by the uGC as long ago as 1948 about the work of the extra-
mural bodies .ind need to make adult education 'a necessary and
integral nare" UL university activity finally seem to have come home to
roost. If expansion is to be organis_d properl, 'hen it must be engineered
by internally baseJ profemionals id flow outwards, not along the bed of
the sluggish extramural rivulet but along a new coarse, flowing to the
customer direct from the centre of the university. If extramural
departments are to be involved they must themselves 1-e transformed and
this will require greater Lentral Lontrol and supervision. Integration of
extramural work 'will go further" 11 and the desire to control and
orchestrate a univet.ity's adult and Lontinuing eduation from the highest
internal power centres will be the key influenLe on the creation of new
organisational forms.118
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Analysis of the organisational repercussions of present trends, such as
Professor Harold Wiltshire's paper to the 1983 UCACE conference
which seemed to see internal resourcing of PEVE as leaving the extra-
mural departments relatively autonomous, novv appears to have under-
estimated the process of internalisation'. Of course, this process is
developing with differing intensity in different univ ersities and within the
broad framework there still seems to be some hard thilking about
optimal models of organisational rearrangement. Diversity All compli-
cates analysis. In one univ ersity it cal1 be asserted without fear of
contradiction that 'one model does not realistically exist as an option, the
creation of a macro EMD in which all CET functions are nlaced'.119
Whilst this undoubtedly represents the mainstream thinking of university
administrators, it can All be slated elsewhere that 'this department has
as rted its role in the whole context of continuing education and has
confirmed that it should be perceived not simply as an agency for the
prov ision of liberal adult education to the general public but ratite as a
principal agency of continuing education of many kinds'.12"

At Universities such as Sheffield or-Nottingham, for example. depart-
ments are still in a position to integrate dive,,,e aspects of adult and
continuing education running a programme w hich ranges from involve-
ment in an MEd in Continuing Education through PEVE and PICKUP to
;one, courses for trade unionists and liberal adult education for the general
public. At Hull, the department has assumed responsibility for the co-
ordination of continuing education throughout the univ ersity with special
emphasis being given to PICKUP and PEVE programmes. At Man-
chester, at the other end of the s, .:etrum, the extramural department has
no professional adult education teaching function and the PEVE and
part-time degree offices are located outside the department. To add to
the complexity, some of the departments such as Bristol and Oxford,
which have moved a great distance tow aius answering goy ernment
demands, are amongst the sternest critics of(the few DES formula and
see it as radically dysfunctional tc a mov e towards the new income-
generating instrumentalism.121

Whilst It is evident that 'economic pressures hay e ailed into question
the existence of extra-mural o ?artments','22 the speed and nature of
transformation is more difficult to estimate. The continuation or aboli-
tion of DES grant is, of course, crucial here and there is an increasing
belief that 'the present system of support for lit ,ral adult education will
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not survive the deLade. 42' The alternative argument that DES support
gives government a direct povver to moult.' orov ision and goes to the
maintenance of RB status. may &Pend on Jegree to % hieh it is felt
that the UGC can be relied upon to Larry out present strategies and the
speed and nature of continuing et: 'cation takeoff.

In some cases extramural departments may ev oh c into Centres for
Continuing EduLation. In others gradual dissulutkm may in% oh e transfer
of sta ff as 'energisers to Internal departments organising PEVE turd part-
time degrees or as 'facilit:ttors' to PEVE and PICKUP functions. The
universities are keenly a% are of governmeht pressures for closure of
departments and rationalisation. Some mai sun iv e as organisers of the
ne% high .eost liberal ati,dt edov.at ion scum. %here aLLording to .t nPnister
realistic pricing poliLies %ill expand resourLes and maintain the %ork.'

Again the attraction of the PEVE role appears a crucial influence. The
dozen or so departments % ith a Lommitmcnt to tits. study and teaLhing of
adult education as %ell as extramural teaLhing are. perhaps. in the
strongest position. All their eggs are not in one basket. Their risl.s .tre
spread. Moreover. the interest in adult eduLation method inside the
university provides. for these departments. a potential bridge to involve-
mcnt and influenLe in internal dev clopmLnts. I lo%cer. statements to the
effect that 'there is gro%ing recognition b) the DESI that some of the
personal development teLlunques employed in 11, teaLhing of adult
general eduLation %ill be needed in the oLational ourses to realkc the
full potential of employ ecs'"C are oftLn alsc motivated by the desirc to
attr.Act traditional eduLators into PEVE. 'anyone %ho is wnLerned with
the r. Juitment of staff for the promotion of wntinuing duLation %ill bt.
only too aware of the pauLity of at...idemk entrepreneurs in ou; higher
education sYstem who hay e the necessary skills and experienee'.1='"

If tuch 'pillage' represents the speediest rate of hange. the sltmest %ill
governed by retirement and FeplaLement. if t all, of the rounded

academie tutor %kith the ne% entrepreneurial administrator. The DES
certainly desire a mc .c in the direction of the CS system %here 'a small
v.ure of entrepreneurial aLademiL and business oriLntatd administrators'
have created 'an educational po% erhouse.."' A DES c....course on the
virtues of the ArneriLan systc t onLludes 'Could this not be a model for
extra-nwral provision in this L 'ry for the I9900.128 The question is
rhetorical and the %eapunry to ensure that the ans%Lr is affirmative has
been amassed. One must guard agaInst alarmism as against v.omplaenLy .
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But one hitorically pmetful extramural department firmly committed to
the liberal tradition has been informed that the university wishes to cut
the number of full-time lecturers, already reduced by the 1981 exercise,
from the remaining 21.5 to 12 over a three year period. This is explicitly
motivated by the greater cost effectiveness of part-time staff in generating
ESHs under the new formula. Almos all the trends and rrtents point
one way: to the reduction of traditional UAE and a switch to the
administrative bureau model developed in the USA.

f?C
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4
Issues and Arguments

Wolves shall succeed for teachers, grievous wolves
Who all the sacred mysteries of heaven
To their own vile advantagei shall turn
Of lucre and ambition ...

Milton. Paradise Lost. Book XII

'George'. Lacon intoned gravely as if he had belatedly found his place in the prayer
book. 'We are pragmatists George. We adapt. We are nor keepers of some sacred
flame. I ask you. I commend you to remember this!'

John Le Carrd, Smiley's People

So far we have tried to trace the trajectory of UAE since the 1960s, setting
it within the framework of wider educational and political pressures
which have done so much to mould that development. We have ..irgued
that post war developments weakened the social purpose component of
UAE while the last decade has witnessed a frontal onslaught on the
liberal approech, on the pluralistic programme of provision which
developed from the 1950s and c., extramural departments as organisa-
tions. We now turn to look in more detail at some of the issues which arise
out of the challenges proffered to liberal adult education by the state and
by the universities themselves. We will look first at some of the views on
the future of UAE recently expressed by those involved ... the field or
close to it. We then move on to examine critically the rationple of the
drive to vocational and professional continuing education which is
putting liberalism under siege and some of the problems inherent in the
pursuit of this strategy. Finally, we give some consideration to the
organisation of UAE in the context of the changes of the last two decades
outlined earlier in this essay.

The challenge from within

The history of UAE is a history of changes of direction, movement into
new fields, the pursuit of new audiences. In the past those who justified
innovations have generally attempted to infuse them with the liberal
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approach, as in the 1970 UCAE statement, or taken care to assimilate
.them to at least certain aspects of 'The Great Tradition'. The explicit
criticism of that tradition embodied in some recent literature stands in
stark contrast to the partial polemics of those who sought to redefine and
extend UAE in the 1950s and 60s. At least some of the emphases echo
and reinforce the challenge from politicians and from the DES. This does
not, however, limit their value. We owe an obligation to those who ha ,e
taken the field when so many have, through obligatiott, and/or inclina-
tion, been immersed in day to day problems. Given the developing crisis
whose salient features we have tried to sketch, it is essential to inquire, as
some of these critics have, whether or not the liberal approach is still
relevant, and whether or not there is still a role for social purpose UAE
with a strong bent towards the working class.

The strange death of liberal adult education

One useful critique by Harries-Jenkins argues that for a number of
reasons the liberal tradition's hour has passd. It has ceased to be
relevant. It has been undermined in British society because of the decline
in liberal progressive ideology, because of social change, involving an
extended role for the state and, because of the growth of more extreme
ideological positions, the erosion of the consensus which previously
existed in the traditional belief system and in the political sphere. The
related decline of liberalism in UAE can be observed from the continued
decline of the longer tutorial class; problems of recruitment to those
classes which are mounted; the questionable nature of the claims made
for the excellence of such provision in terms of duration of study and the
productior. of written work; and the denial of applied and utilitarian
subjects and popular cultvre by a UAE programme still structured by the
ideology of the long tutorial class. The seal is set on the terminal decline
of liberal adult education hy the increasing and apparently irresistible
political power of manpower planning strategies and the insistence of
their sponsors that they must be app'ied to UAE. The conclusion to an
insightful polemic is that if we are to capture the imagination of toda. 's
potential adult students and meet the requirements of the manpowa
planners, then we must forget the social conditions of students, reject
adult educatioh as a means of overcoming deprivation, lay what
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Harries-Jenkins terms social engineering to rest. Instead, we must,
eschewing such political aims, turn to access courses for mature students,
part-time degree courses and, apparently, some PEVE.1

The history here is at least questionable.2 The 19 years preceding the
Fina. Report, the :Tars of 'The Great Unrest' and the Great War, the
years which forged the Great Tradition, have been observed by contem-
poraries and by modern histurians as themselves representing a dis-
integration of consensw, 'the strange death of Liberal England', the
growth of class conflict and the striking of extreme ideological stances.
Many would argue that the year 1919, itself, was as near as Britain has
come to drastic social upheaval this century, and since 1848 in the century
before that. As we write, the break from thirty years of political
consensus is only recent and political trends show at least some desire by
the electorate for a movement back towards the centre.

But even if we concede Harries-Jenkins's contentious argument and
accept t he fact that we live in troubled, polarised times, days where what
have been regarded as civilised and piogressive values are under threat,
should our response be to knuckle under? Surely we should strive to do
the little we can do as educationists for Illerance, balance and equality of
treatment' using means which, whatever their weaknesses, still have the
potential to assert these values. If the state is becoming ever more
powerful, if choices of action are more constrained and the efficacy of the
action of individuals and groups more sharply limited, is this not an
argument for the reassertion, rcr,italisation and extension of the critical
challenge the liberal method embodies? A time when individuals feel
helpless before powerful impersonal social forces is, surely, a tink. of
opportunity for an education which helps citizens to understand, control
and change their lives.

Harries-Jenkins is certainly con ect in arguing that UAE has seized this
opportunity inadequately. It would be difficult to disagree with much of
what he has to say about the alienating and outmoded nature of parts of
the extramural programme. However, by making his target almost
exclusively the, admittedly important, traditional tutorial class. Harries-
Jenkins fails to do adequate justice to .,ttempts to utilise the liberal
methods and fuse them with t he concerns of students.3 The long tutorial
class was not simply an attempt to impcse the outmoded traditions of 19th
century Oxbridge upon a gullible British public. It was, rather, an
attempt to adapt the best aspects of the universities to the needs of the
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working class. Hence the insistence on length based on the argument that
given the past educational experience of students time was of the essence,
hence also the stress on social-science subjects, discussion methods and
democratic organisation.

Moreover, successive generations of adult educators did not simply say
'What was good enough for Tawney is good enough for me'. The history
of UAE is studded with attempts, some successful, some not successful,
by tutors to adapt the product of the social and political ferment of the
Nirly years of the century to new conditions. Abybody who reads the
volumes of The Ilighwat , The Tutors' Bulletin-Idult Education for the
1940s and 50s will find a rigorous analysis of the problems of the tutorial
class and a variety of attempts to relate it to new conditions and new
audiences. Interestingly, analysis of this struggle is absent not only from
essays like Harries-Jenkins's but from-very different critiques of UAE
such as Adult Education for A change.'s It would surely be difficult to
argue that the long day release courses for trade unionists particularly in
the 1950s and 60s, the experimental work with the unemployed in the
1970s and 80s, or the exciting recent developme,its with women students
demonstrated 'preocLupation with a predominantly literary culture' or
made UAE 'an alien experience' for adults.5

Of course such work has never constituted anything like the majority of
UAE provision. What the social purpose component has demonstrated
through its persistence over the years is the possibilities inherent in the
liberal approach for an education relevant to the predicament of those
who lead limited lives. UAE is, undoubtedly, biased in favour of the
economically and educationally privileged. Undoubtedly, it fails to touch
most people's consciousness. It would be wrong to overestimate its
success in operationali.,ing and popularising the liberal approach. This
relative failure means that approach must be perceived rather as an
agenda of possibilities whose concrete application requires constant re-
examination, review and realisation in new contexts. Nevertheless, we
can assert against Harries-Jenkins that there have been success stories.
UAE has produced education which has ten issue based, problem
centred, interdisciplinary, critical and subversive, active in its method-
ology and democratic in its o:ganisation, embodying a marriage of
scholastic rigour and practical experience.

What has been achieved illuminates the possibilities. If we accept the
argument that, rather than redeveloping liberalism, we should write it off
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are we not reinforcing Harries-Jenkins's problem, the irrelevance of the
university to the majority of the population? It is difficult to see how
universities limiting themselves to part-time degrees and professional
education can make them more relevant and less exclusive. For much of
the social purpose education Harries-Jenkins wishes to write off involves
the universities" only teal connection with the working class on their own
terms, in their own world.

Some of the criticisms of the social purpose component in UAE involve
a more explicit assault. The traditional working class, it is contended. is in
a state of decomposition and,,inmanywns. convergence with the middle
classes. This renders much earlier analysis and prescription redundant.
More specifically, it is asserted that increased educational standards and a
greater diffusion of educational opportunities hav e undermined or
severely circumscribed the rationale for working-class adult education
and its delivery by the universities. The essential structural characteristic
of the working class remains its being compelled to sell its labour power,
although any analysis needs to take account of a range of more specific
factors such as function in the process of production and inwine levels.
Changes in the nature of the working class have indeed been emensive
and important. We cannot explore them here!' But it is important to note
that even if we discount those professional managtrial and administrative
employees who occup-j ,:ontradictory class locations, the groupings which
have been termed the 'new middle class', the working class, far from
decreasing, has in fact expanded.

The traditional manual working class is indeed in decline, even if at 55%
of male workers and around 35% of female employeos it remains a sub-
stantial social force. But if we can crudely register the changes by observing
that Sainsbury's today employ more people than Fords, the woman behind
the till in Sainsbury's is every bit as working class as the man on the line at
Dagenham, just as the majority of those who work for the NHS are as
working class as the majority of those who are employed by British Coal.
Of course, material changes the growth of clerical and service
occupations, the large scale entry of women into the workforce, the growth
of a black under class also represent important cultural and ideological
shifts. We do need to update analysis ant prescription to take account of
these developments. !mprtant differences do exist between these differ-
ent groups and these will have educational implications. But the working
class is changing as it has riroughout its history. it is not disappearing.
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The basic divisions in the UK remain those of class. Within that
primary c:eavage specific inequalities affect specific groups, particularly
women, black people, and, of course, the unemployed. And as we shall
argue in the next chapter. the correlation between class and educational
deprivation remains a strong one, particularly for those doubly dis-
advantaged groups. Britiin's black citizens, for example, have been
badly served by the educational system. And the universities and UAE
have done precious little to cater for their educational needs.

If educational disadvantage is enduring, so is the role that UAE can
play in metting the educational needs of disadvantaged groups. For its
commitment, limited as it has been, to a critical social education,
distinguishes it from other educational agencies. If the requirements of
black citizens or women or manual workers in the 1980s are different
hon.' those of the working class of ye' teryear, there is nothing to suggest
that they ,an be satisfied by MSC training courses, while the numbers of
students from educationally disadvantaged groups enrolling on Open
University couises remain small. If universities are se:ious about serving
their local communities, they will see involvement %./ith the large and
variegated sections of those communities that have minimal experience
of education after the age of 15 or 16 as the touchstone of success.

In this context there are three underlying problems with Harries-
Jenkins' prescriptions. Firstly, they do not, as he appears to believe,
eschew social purpose and polities. To move from today's UAE to part-
time degrees and professional education. presumably recruiting the same
social mix as internal undergraduatps, is simply to trade ii. one social
purpose for another. If we accept the proffered argument and pull up the
university drawbridge we will be limiting our audience and our concerns.
We will be directly involved in social engineering. Only this time we will
be engineering the maintenance or acce.pting an extension of educational
and therefoie social inequality. We will be taking a political decision.

Secondly, the opportunities for the involvement of UAE at least at an
organisational level in the main component of the strategy zirged here,
part-time degrees, appears, as we have noted, to be limited.' Thirdly, the
argument seems both to overestimate and misunderstand the external
management strategies. The discussion of such strategies is both cogent
and critical. The rationale for accepting their inevitable impact on adult
education is left inexplicit and seems to rest on force majeure: it

is impossible for educators to resist successfully political pressures.
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However, present-day strategies are the product of political change and
can themselves be replaced, at least to some degree, by political change.
What is in contention here is a certain fatalism which informs much of the
leadership of adult education. Educators are not just helpless playthings
of political fate. Whilst their bargaining power is severely limited they do
have some ability to influence political decisions about education.
Finally, the corrosive impact of manpower strategies on UAE is here
severely underestimated. As the author recently pointed out the impera-
tives embodied in the recent DES regulations are so drastic 'that it no
longer behoves us to provide courses of university quality'.8

A related critique by Crombie also demands approbation for its
trenchancy and its imaginative elaboration of alternatives to the liberal
tradition.9 That tradition, he argues, has lost its vitality and its relevance.
UAE's well adumbrated characteristics are, in fact, secondary. Its basic
principles are the same as those of the internal academy: subject-based,
rational, premised upon belief in our ability to know the truth of a world
'out there'. These principles, in turn, derive from the dominance of
empiricism: it has dominated science and hence western educationai
systems. Today, insights f-om fields as diverse as philosophy, ecology,
eastern religion, human awareness and physics, denying the distinction
between the individual and the world, provide the basis for an alternative
epistemology and, therefore, an alternative learning. In this new
paradigm knowledge is simply continuous with common sense. The
teacher. therefore, becomes a facilitator and creator of learning settings.
The new holistic, non-reductionist epistemology is proposed as the model
for a transformative educational practice. Crombie's specific conclusions
relevant to our discussion require the extramural department to move
into the university to stimulate a greaser utilisation of its resources for
adult education. They chime with official prescription in their advocacy of
a firmer entrepreneurial role for the UAE lecturer. Commitments to a
ceaception of the extramural department or the university as a vehicle
for social engineering are, it is argued, politically naive. The main thrust
of extramural work should involve continuing education with profes-
sional organisations and community groups. 'Continuing education
should become the essential distinguishing feature of university adult
education '. 1"

Much of Crombie's argument against present day UAE is well
sustained and hits its target with precision. As with Harries-Jenkins, we
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find ourselves in disagreement with his conclusions. The assault on social
engineering, for example, contains two main related prongs. It hasn't
worked: education, he claims, is an ineffective means of stimulat-
ing socio-economic change. Moreuver,_ the educationally deprived are
casualties who do not want a F.,.!cond chance to return to the fray, '... the
facts of the matter are in stark contrast to much of ,he rhetoric about
second chance and working class education'."

It is certainly true that attempts to use the educational systems
to engineer progressive change have been relatively unsuccessful.
However, it is surely importaat to inquire why this has been su, rather
than simply to write off the endeavour, a reaction which will simply
reinforce the elitism of universities. In reality,, attempts to use education
as a means towards greater opportunity and great equality have been ill-
thought through, limited and faint-hearted. They have, crucially, been
inadequately synchronised with what is an essential precondition for any
success in the educational sphei e. a primary assault on the economic
roots of inequality. In that context, education can make a limited
contribution. But we have to accept that educational reforms by
themselves as a substitute for a wider political strategy will falter. They
must constitute an integrated component within such a strategy. . Against
this background an awareness of past failure may spur not a writing-off
but a renewed effort.

Similarly, it would be wrong to underestimate the di,illusion and
cynicism that an unsatisfactory experience of initial cduc.tion can breed.
Crombie'sToint is an important one. Many of the changes within the
working class such as the attenuation of traditional bonds of community
and solidarity, the debilitation of independent culture and institutions
and a loss of faith in education, changes which take place within an
increasingly potent socialisation for subordination, require recognition
by educators. But it would also be wrong both to underestimate the
demand for a second chance orientation that does already existr? and the
degree to which a well resourced, imaginative cwnpaign, designed to
bring the existence of extended educational opportunities to the attention
of the educationally deprived and apathetic, could galvanise the existing
position. This is a key point: the gross under-resourcing of 'JAE by
universities and state has inhibited its role as astimalator of education and
reinforced both its marginalisa: on and the apathy amongst its con-
stituency. A campaigning approach is a sine qua non for any real
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extension of educational opportunities. One feels that the passive
-recognition by educators of demoralisation amongst the educationally
depri-ed found in some recent analyses can, in contrast, only strengthen
the view amongst working class people that the education system is not
relevant to their pre(Iicament.

One critic has asked what is the relationship between Crombie's
epistemology and his conclusions that universities should move to
activities geared to the needs of professional groups and organisations."
It is indeed this relationship between epistemology and education which
is at the heart of Crombie's analysis and its limits. The assc.rtion that
empiricism has dominated science is, in itself, simplistic, ignoring the
progress that hits been made through theory construction. Moreover, a
whole range of influences have determined educational systems. The
emphasis on epistemology is highly selective. Centrally, where in
Crombie's essay is the alleged correspondence between epistemology
and educational practice traced and justified" Presumably, the author
would agree that there is no necassary c4-,rrespondence between the
conditions under which knowledge is acquired in the scientific project and
the way it is acquired in an educational system. We cannot simply read off
an educational practice from an epistemology. UAE in Britain, for
example, has involved a variety of conflicting ideological frameworks and
learning methodologies. We wouldtherefore, aigue that there is a nGn
sequitur in the jump bemeen Crombie's discussion of epistemology and
his educational recommendations.

If we examine the latter, then, despite their careful language
Crombie argues that liberal adult education should continue alongside
new developments, that the turn to income genet ation can help subsidise
less lucrative work and that lectures have a place within the new
facilitative methodology it is difficult to disagree with the judgment
that their main thrust 'would lead to a UAE structure both more similar
to that which predominates in the USA and more congruent with current
government policies towards UAE'."

In America, thinking similar to Crombie's has developed in responsc to
problems encountered within professional practice mid education) TIv.:
kind of 'progressive' educational methodology hdvocated for British
UAE is applied in the USA with groups of the already well-educated in
professional or leisure settings. Rockhill vividly evokes the ethos of this
kind of provision, ta:geted at the young urban professionals as part
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leisure consumption-good, part therapy. Designed to please, it is all
process, no content. She observes that in the USA, '... the method-
ologies of adult education are becoming very inappropriate for work with
people who are not highly educated, for work oriented towards the
development of critical skills or social transformation

Crombie's methodological emphasis is integrated with the ,hrust of his
prescription, the turn towards continuing education for professional
groups. The facilitative methods of andragogy may make sense for those
who already posses!-..i stock of knowledge and a grounding in educational
process. Working-class students, in contrast, will lack the existing
knowledv-culture that opens so many doors in our society, , not least the
doors to further and more exciting eduwt ion. Crombie's approach could
generate a revitalised, more worldly, but stiP rigorously class-based
university. This is because the view that science is common sense, that the
acquisition of established knowledge is not important and/or sometimes
difficult, carries dangers for working-class students o, potential students.
As against epistemological relativ ism applied to education we would
agree with Stuart Hall that 'there is no escape into nature from the tough
and dricult business ot designing a cuniculum for a specific set of social
purposes. There is nothing simple about the disciplines which are
required really te know anything and no easy escape from them."7

This has to be our starting point. We also need a critique of the way in
which the University. Jn the whole, has systematically devalued the
experience and, in the widest sense, the cultural production of the
working class. We have to address both the limited kind of knowledge
offered by the university, its fragmentation, and the inadequacy of its
learning methods. Any coherent emphasis on a pedagogy which stresses
the self-activity of the student, the %alue of his or her experience, the
utility of breaking down barriers bct Neen different su f. lect areas, must
also stress the necessity o, bringing experience intt, collision with
established knowledge. We must insist that that experience requires
critical scrutiny, that, in itself, it is inadequate. Students must read books,
write essays, absorb research methods if the limitations of existing
knowledge are to be critically confronted and overcome.

There are things to be learnt. There is a need to acquire not only a stock
of knowledge but the values and the methods necessary for its deepening
and development. The working-class student r :quiret this basic educa-
tion that those who have studied to i8 or 23 have already acquired. A
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pedagogy which took for granted the pre-existing decor iplishment of tile
latter group would only in the end patronise and penall,e the former. And
if we believe with proponents of recent change tha! 'there is a social duty
to ensure that the university serves al: sections of the regional com-
munity'18 then we cannot avoid tae problem of the pre-existing educa-
tional experience of the working class and its severe limitations, and a
consideration of how working-class students can find entry nto the
cultural gains of the past and the emelt, I basis for future educational
development the established knowk:dge. In making this point we
cannot, however, ignore the ideological stractures in which the 'es,ab-
fished knowledge base' is acquired. The traditional conservative univer-
sity generated 41 knowledge related broadly to the radical and ideological
concerns of the ruling elites. not the majority of citizens. Within those
ideological boundaries there existed degree of intcllectud autonomy
and the possibilities of o free and hheral higher education for a tiny
minority. Now there is an Itternl'1 to relate universities more narrowly to
the material and ideological priorities of capitalism.

Today's struggle to bring the universities into the utiarian terrain
inhabited by the public education bodies can. if successful. by limiting the
iiberal tradition of eduemion. further close down that vital space.

A fareit.ell to academe

This position seems to Le questioned by at least some amongst another
group of educators %% ho have criticised UAE i explicitly Marxist terms.
drawing on Althusser and Gramsei to locate it as a component in the
structure of bourgeois hegemony ." We are indebted to this group for
their analysis of the way adult education operates in a class society.
However, as has been pointed out, much of this writing is at a
generalised. abstract ley ern and tends to reduce thc educational to the
political. Specific prescription is generally only hinted at but the broad
approach appears to inv oh c an attempt to tr.msform the university into a
powerhouse of Marxism. As Tay lor and his colleagues argue. this analysis
ev en ithin its own terms tends to pay little attention to the real balance
of forces both in education and the %ider society. nor to the contradic-
tions that exist %% ithin a UAE which is far from monolithic and indeeL'
provides opportunities for many of its critics to do extremely useful
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work.21 Wit :lin this broad radical socialist perspective there are different
vkws. For example, Yarnit22 and Lovett23 both give attention to the
importance of content, curriculum. basic information and indeed instruc-
tion as against a concentration on method and a celebration of the direct
experience of the st udent.

It is, therefore, surprising to find Jackson, a strong influence on this
school, demonstrating a fair measure of agreement with Cromoie on
philosophy and on pedagogy.24 Crombie's sprcific proposals. however,
arc criticised on the grounds that they stop thort of their logical
conclusion. Crombie and Harries-Jenkins are both crit;cised for mount-
ing a 'trade unionist' defence of jobs in the universities.

Jackson claims that what Crombie wants is better achieved in new
iastitutional networks 'of which thi material base is often the more
imagina:ive local authorities, than in traditional institutions of higher
learning'.2s This approach is echoed by others associated with UAE who
question the relevance of higher education to the needs of the working
class in terms of the supposed tensions between education for individual
or collective advancement, education for gulting in and getting on and

education for radical social change. This discussion has taken place
particularly amongst those involved in 'Second Chance'. .ew Horizons'
and similar courses. It has found a much fainter echo with tutors who
sometimes counterpose traditional. uncertifkatd. open-ended liberal
adult education against a system of access courses, credit transfer and
part-time degree provision.

There are problems with the argument that working-cla,s education
should be sited outside the university and the explicit assertion that its
purpose should be the training of a Marxist cadre who will politically
transform education.26 In periods of social 'normality' the proponents of
these views can end up selling short the very people they wis:i to help.
This is because, taken to its logical conclusion, this emphasis gives up on a
struggle to open up education which is actually taking place now, which
has possibilities, which in the past has achieved, admittedly small.
successes and which will contii,ue to be conducted by working-class
people whatever the views of committed educators. The 'withdrawal'
position with its echoes of the National Council of Labour Colleges, to
the degree it gains influence can on1), We die pressure off universities to
change and weaken demands for greater access for workiNg-class people.
a more relevant curriculum and more effective learn:ng methods. Such an
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approach may strengthen existing patterns of inequality, turn valuable
resources over to the middle-class, deny working-class people a valuable
learning experience and strengthen the conservatism and elitism of the
university. Ultimately, it perceives the universities in simplistic over-
determined fashion as purely agenciz, for bourgeois control and assimila-
tion. For despite its radical discourse, such a stance fails to grasp that 'the
resistance to the expansion of higher education, particularly to increasing
the access of the working class, reflects the defencz of the privileges of the
classes who presently dominate the control of production and appropri-
ate the largest share of its product'.27 Any coherent attack on political and
economic privilege in our society requires an attempt to change the
universities as well as othcr key institutions. The roots of this abstention-
ism lie in a failure to see the contradictions and the opportunities in the
unive rrities, the freedom still offerca to staff and to students, certainly in
comparison with other educational institutions. If adult education radicals
survived the danger of being incorporated by a university education into
the existing bourgeois structure why cannot others emulate them?

Tutors in UAE should obviously attempt to forge links with many of
the initiatives coming from local authorities. The collaboration between
such authorities and several UAE departments illustrates the fact that
there is no need to evacuate the university to ensure that this work is
fruitful.28There are clearly const raints on radical work within universities.
It would be naive to suppose that no such restraints operated on those
working directly for local authorities. We are now seeing the nationalisa-
tion of the polytechnics. One of the justifications of this is local authority
Interference'. But the further education ector as a whole is far more
characterised by the dead hand of vocational utilitarianism than its higher
educat ion counterpart. To build an imaginative and enduring adult educa-
tion we need to tuild on many fronts, in the local authorities, in the colleges
ofadult education, in the WEA, in Ruskin and the Northern College, ir the
trade unions and also in the I.. iversities. To exclude the latter would be
.3ectarian ;n all senses of the word. It would be particularly mistaken at a
time when specialist working-class education is marginal and insecure.7g

There are other considerations. It is surely questionable for those who
are themselves products of the groves of academe, who are, indeed, still
enjoying its fruits, advise working-class students that they should
remain at their posts in the collective struggle in office, factory ar dole
queue excluded from the higher earnings, greater job secur,t, and higher
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status a university education has given their tutors. In fact it can be
downright undemocratic and workerist. There are, after all, struggles
going on in education. Moreover this position betrays that cardinal
principle of adult educatioa: people are capable of making up their own
minds. If tutors argue for a right to education then, whilst urging its
exercise, they should leave the specific choice of provision to those
intended to benefit from it. Similarly, in the universities we need both
greater access to traditional extramural provision and greater access to
qualification provision. We should advise and inform students of the
alternatives but support them whatever their choice.

It is particularly surprisine to find voices within this Marxist-influenced
school supporting contextualism and 'progressivism' in learning
methods. It was, after all. Gramsci.cngt:nually cited by the radicals, who
powerfully criticised the progressivi..m* of his day and emphasised the
need for the working class to be initiated into existing knuwledge, to
critically assimilate the dominant culture and to master the art of
thinking:1' And it was Lenin who insisted on the existen:e of the external
world as a reality independent of human beings and . hq asserted that
Marxism 'did not cast aside the valuable gains of the bourgeois epoch but
on the contrary, assimilated and digestcd all that was valuable in more
than 2,000 years of development of human thought or culture'.31 It is
difficult to believe that either would have embraced contextualism or a
simplistic and fatalistic view of the university cis incapable of producing
any useful education for the working class.

The university, in the context of the project for changing the university,
is still relevant to working-class concerns. In that context, the case of the
critics is a mistaken one. We must agree with Crombie and Harries-
Jenkins and other critics who have pointed up the opportunism,
flabbiness and political paralysis of UAE. But we must also agree with
Taylor and his colleagues wha have delineated the enduring pot,mtial of
the liberal tradition if revitalised and reapplied. As Professor Jennings
argues, in the face of today's challenges rather than becoming redundant,
'adult education of the liberal kind becomes ever more relevant'.12

The challenge from without

What, then, of the challenge to 'adult education of the liberal kind'
stimulated by a state obsessed with the need for industrial training. It is,
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first of all, worth repeating that in the context of a close relationship to
capitalist priorities, links between industrialists and universities in Britain
are nothing new and that at times they have excited public interest and
discussion. The traditional red-brick universities were built in intimate
collaboration with local employers. The controversy surrounaing
Warwick University and the concept of the 'Business University', a
decade and a half ago, will still be fresh in many memories, as will be more
recent arguments about defence contracts.33 In the USA, however, the
market activities of universities have been far more extensive. Their
powerful impact on the academic community as long ago as the 1950s and
60s was described by one observer as .. the single most powerful agent
of change that we can find in the universities' long history ... Professors
and scholars were thrust into the unwanted position of entrepreneurs in
incessant search for new sources of capital, of new revenue and taking the
word in its larger sense, of profits'.34 In Britain, however, the universities
hae not faced such intense pressures from the state to move them into
the market on the lines pioneered in America. They are facing them now.

Secondly, in examining recent prescriptions for the active involvement
of universities in economic reconstruction, it is important to note at the
beginning the reification of recent discourse: there is, of cot', se, no such
th ing as 'industry' or 'the economy', only plant, machinery, people,
producing, managing, buy-lag, selling, financing, people standing in
different economic and social relationships to each other. Wolds such as
lEdustry' or 'the economy' may, however, serve to cloak or muffle
real conflictual social and economic relationships between employers,
employees, shareholders, consumers, government and so forth
groupings which in a 'mixed economy', based on capital accumulation
and profitability, stand in antagonism to each other.

On being thoughtlessly partisan

An ob ious danger with this evasive reification which peppers recent
official prescriptions on education as we have seen it is nothing new,
simply more explicit and extended that it shields and facilitates a drift
towards support for those who, for example, formally own and control
'industry' and who possess the power to implement strategies hr
industrial and educational change.
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Support for the needs' of industry' or the economy' or even 'the
labour movement' might involve uncritically embracing the goals of
government against cpposition, employers against employees, r-ganisa-
tional controllers a., against activists and labour elites against the tk and
file. For example, we quoted earlier a university statement on change in
extramural work which perceived the rationale for change in terms of the
argument that the regional economy must move further tovvards a high
technology base to jurviv e, that it must be supported by a higniy trained
labm, force constantly updated and, that it is the social duty of higher
edLcation to commit part of ;ts resources to these ends'.'" 1 he problem
here is that t,iese ends may themselves be contentious. The regional
economy' referred to, at the time of the statement, had just experienced
the year-long miners' strike. This strike could be analysed as manage-
ment, backed by the state, attempting to modernise the industry against
the forcible opposition of a workforce which saw such modernisation as
being carried out not only against their wishes but at their expense. The
controversies conctrning the relationship of academk T?search to the
social, economic and industrial issues involved in .he rliners' strike
illustrate the point.36

How are the universities to carry out their dm!: to 'the regional
economy'9 By providing management with scientific, technological and
economic know-how which wili strengthen their abihty to implement
contentious strategies? By advising the workforce on ways and means of
foiling such strategies? By attempting to place the problems under
critically dispassionate scrutiny ? In such situations structured by oppos-
ing interests knowledge in the widest sense, or the lack of it, may, over
time, be expected to play an important role in power relationships. The
strong danger with a market approach to knowledge is that it increases
pressure on academics to support those with the greatest power and the
greatest resources. Attempts to implement statements concerning the
social duty of universities to support the transformation of their regional
economy to a high-technology base might, all too easily, elide into what
is, in practice, support for existing controllers of that economy and
conflict with other groups who oppose their strategies. Technology may
be taken as a brief eyzimple of what we are talking about.

The recent statements of the DES and the UGC, are permeated by the
`need' for technological change and the need for the workforce to 'adapt'
to it. As Armstrong has recently reminded us, drawing on Illich, 'needs'
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do not have an objective reality.3' They are created or manutaeturek' ,
interpreted or diagnosed according to subjective criteria and value
judgments made by those who themselves represent Lertain interest
groups. The value judgments embodied in the statements quoLd above
were not arrived at by. for example. researching the 'needs' of the
workforce involved in the industries that make up the national or regional
economy buZ by reading off the policies of government and employers.
The 'needs-meeting ideology', rather than meeting the requirements of
the majority of the producers in the economy, may answer the needs of
the DES, the UGC and the universities for clientele, filla3ejal resources
and influence. As McKnight argues, 'In a modernised society where the
major business is service, the political reality is that the central "need" is
an adequate income for professional services and the economic growth
they portend'.38

In the kind of statements which justify the now direction for univer-
sities, scientific a nd technological change is seen as incontestably
essential and des:rable, something which must benefit 'the general good'.
This underlying judgment is, however, open to question. For example,
one recent rescarcher argues that far from being in the interest of
everybody, new tech. llogy is Ling intioduced as a weapon against
labour, that 'Technology is at the very forefront of this strategy of
increasing competition and restoring profitability and it is a major reason
why unions and their "restrictive practices" must he broken since they
represent at least potential obstacles to smooth and rapid adjustmene.39
New information technclogy could, of course, play a valuable role in
educational development. Yet res,a rchers describe its implementation to
establish greater surveillance over employee, as part of the attempt by
management to weaken the trade unions and re-establish control over the
workforce.4° In the coal industry it is argued by the author of several
detailed studies that ... new technolcgy is used to serve the objectives of
the NCB alone'41 by the exercise of management prerogative with
employees denied the right to negotiate.

Many recent students argue that technology is not in itself neutral, nor
is it simply a matter of its impact being determined in practice by social
and political forces. Rather, research design and implementation are
decisively moulded by the needs of capital. The development and
in :oduction of specific new technol4es are, today, ultimately related
to political strategies pursued by government since 1979. Conflicts in
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high-change industries like printing underline the point: technology is
contested terrain. It will not do simply to characterise opposition to
change as Luddite. It may be rational and justifiable. The progressive
nature of new technology may not always be appreciated by those at the
receiving end. Rhetoric about 'the need for technological change can
obscure reality and disguise the central issues involved.

We need to examine specific technological change in specific circum-
stances but we need to do so within an overall framework. For example,
the introduction of new technology will, in many cases, be potentially
beneficial in increasing efficiency. But the question of who controls such
innovation and whose purposes it serves are quite crucial. Such control in
today's society is almost always in the hands of capital and the
introduction and operation of new technology is governed by capitalist
criteria. Without more, other things b,_ing equal, employees are likely to
suffer. This kind of starting point can help us tc illuminate real social and
economic process and come to a closer understandin1; of the conflicts that
leap out at us daily from the prm and television.

The task of the university teacher, in this context, the essence of liberal
adult education is surely to lay these conflicts bare, to assess critically the
questions invclved, to leave the taking of a ,)osition and perhaps
consequent course of action to the educated judgment of the students.
Yet the DES vim of continuing education as the servant of economic
growth and the UOC's Ozsire for continuing education to aid the creation
of an adaptable workforce appears to make a partisan orientation
inevitable. Research and education instrumentally and uncritically
geared to the perceived needs of the capitalist enterprise will partake of
propaganda.

In distinction to these views our job in our teaching is, surely, to
stirnul.te the arguments and address the concepts and tools required for
self-analysis and judgment, not to prescribe specific social purposes.
Whether or not citizens should accept or obstruct and challenge social
change is, for adult educators, a matter which cannot be assumed in
advance. It requires educational probing so that the alternatives posed by
various ideological perspectives which must be left tu our students to
decide between can be unmasked, scrutinised, assessed and, hopefully,
judged in relation to a series of alternative courses of action. Within this
framework the aspiration of liberal education has not been to help people
to adapt to giN en imperatives generated by others. It hasteen, rather, to
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stimulate amongst students action infused by educational experience to
control social and economic forces.

Yet much recent writing about continuing education when examined
from this standpoint is explicitly partisan ar.d committed. One essay, for
example, informs us that, 'from an economic point of view this lifelong
process would produce a labour force prepared and able to accept change
. .. A recurrent education system with this unified approach would help
individuals cope with change .. '42 The argument here is resolved before
it is opened. Education is seen as the handmaiden of particular strategies
intended to produce a preassumed result, a pliant workforce socialised in
the norms and practices of a given pre-ordained capitalist economic
system and an eternal bourgeois culture. In other statements the
potential of purposive action by citizens, so central to the liberal ethic, is
seen as virtually non-existent by advocates of continuing education: we
are apparently all the playthings of invincible economic process. Cata-
loguing recent social and economic development, one commentator
observes it is not a question of whether these changes are desirable or
otherwise (on some of them I am agnostic) rather it is that they are
apparently inevitable ... The argument for the philosophy of continuing
education does not have its origin in the imperialistic or expansionist
ambitions of the education service but in the dynamic of social change.'43

Again, this kind of functionalist, fatalist view is inherently supportive
of particular kinds of change introduced by the controllers of industry in
their own interest. It is essentially a call for continuing education to play a
role in seeking consent and agreement to such contentious change. The
liberal view that we should seek to stimulate an awareness of the issues
involved in such change, the arguments surrounding it and the possibili-
ties of acquiescing in it on the one hand, or opposing it and Oesenting
alternatives to it, on the other, are absent or residual. These kind of
satements clearly inhabit the propaganda/training paradigm urged on
universities by the government when it opens its Green Paper with the
bold directive Higher Education must contribute more effectively to the
improvement of the economy'. 44

The grave danger is that provision which answers this demand
will cease to be liberating education and become training for political
control and economic reproduction and that educators will become
manipulative technicians of a fixed, if soinetimes inexplicit, social
order.
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The uses of elision

These problems require explicit confrontation by all of those involved in
adult and continuing education. They should neither be evaded nor
glossed over by simplification or elision. It is argued for example that 'in a
sense all forms of education are a means to an end. In one form or another
they will all lead to the end of personal development, of an awareness of
oneself or .one's society:45 It is further claimed that 'we do not worry
much about the distinction between education and training'. As the MSC
remarked in a document on Training Acce: Points criteria 'seeking to
draw a clear distinction between training and education and indeed
between "vocational" and "continuing" education can be arbitrary and
unhelpful .. :46 Yet in reality there are different forms of education
informed by different interests and different philosophies. There is not
one unvariegated indiscrete education. Diffeient forms of education can
be means to different ends. The enduring reality of differences between
training and education has recently attracted attention.'" We can draw
distinctions between the two. The MSC's insistence that this is 'unhelpful'
invites the famous Mandy Rice-a.vies retort 'They would say that,
wouldn't theyT The philosophy of this body, after all, is that the purpose
of adult training is 'to raise the productivity and improve the flexibility
and motivation of the labour fora.; to enable Management and ether
employees to adjust quickly and effectively to new methods, p ocesses,
products, services and technologies'.48 The requirements and wishes of
students are absent from the MSC's anti-educational discourse. As one
critic points out much MSC training is fundamentally not an educational
form at all because its aim is precisely to block the development of
elaborated knowledge orientations.49 The MSC has sought to exclude
'political' discussion &cm the provision it sponsors, yet at the same time,
to insist that what may just as validly be viewed as political discussion,
'enterprise studies' must be included in all courses."

a would be wrong to assert that training aimed at inducting students
into the efficient practice of skills and means, without interrogating ends
which are implicitly accepted as given, cannot break the bounds of its
initial format. It is clear, however, that if this slippage process occurs, it
will be viewed as 'unhelpful by those who designed the original course.
Just as from an educationa: viewpoint it is ineffective and unsatisfactory
for broader issues to be addressed only as a result of such slippage. When
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the MSC, which is now 'invading the university campus', writes to
pluviders stating that 'inclusion in the course of political and related
activities could be regarded as a breach of your agreement with the MSC
and could result in the immediate closure of ycur course',5I it is drawing
our attention to the difference between training kind eduotion and to the
fact that in the universities we certainly should worry about the
distinction.

We are not advocates of an abstract and arid academicism. Particularly
in the context of increasing access to the universities we need to relate
education to the practical activities of life. But we need to do this in a
broad and critical fashion. Universities ale educational bodies. The
distinction surely is between for example a university law course which
aims at probing critical open-ended analysis and attempts to relate the
subject to its social background and the more direct 'What the law is'
courses mounted for the Law Society examinations. And relating
education to social and economic factors or the problems students will
encounter in life means something very diffelent frem training students
to increase productivity or accept new technology. It is quite simply trot
the job of the university to subordinate itself ;is the UGC has done to the
view of the employers that 'education and training' is essentially
characterised by the contribution it can make to the success of employeis
as one means of improving their competitiveness and productivity and as

part of national economic recovery'.52
One receives some reassurance from the view that in mounting

vocational courses universities will start from a concern for the loq term
development of the individual and give priority to 'learning how to learn'
and insist on discipline based knowledge." One means of ensuring that
this is th approach impi,emented in relation to education and training is
to stand aside from 'the nnidious attempt by politicians and bureaucrats
to amalgamat,: these words, to make them slide into Lach other, to make
them referentially synonymous'.54 Perhaps the conceptually distinct
education-and training should, in practice, be brought closer together.
Such a project requires us to start from the real differences, not ignore or
evade them. How is the marriage between the two to be achieved? On
what specific basis. .aming to be integrated with education? For bodies
like the MSC the uses of elision are clear: if education' denotes
something superior to 'training why not appropriate th,: first term into a
portmanteau 'education and training"? The term educa: Jit is used as a
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stalking horse. It lulls th, critical faculties, obfuscates crucial changes and
facilitates the implantation of training in institutions dedicated to
education. Education used in this way becomes .qmply a semantic
instrument in the expansion of training and the decline of education. In
today's climate it is essential for the universities to apply distinctions long
recognised in educational theory to new developments rather than
liquidating them into the view that everything that happens in the
classroom, no matter how limited and externally controlled, is edacation.
This latter approach can only obscure prevailing tendencies until perhaps
it is too late.

VIII PEVE and PICKUP work?

Further problems arise if we turn to attempts to implement official
scenarios, attempts which illustrate more precisely the pitfalls involved.
The projected partnership between industry and academy may be an
uneasy and tense one. A .recent analysis of continuing professional
education comments, 'For employers time and money are strongly linked
and to send a member of staff on a course to update or upgrade his/her
krnwledge implies a decision on the value of that training to the health of
the business against the salary and overheads paid'. Education, if it is to
be paid for by thc employer, must be the sinews of profitability. It must be
'sharply targeted to the requirements of the business', courses should L;
short, have instant impact, use 'teaching methods which do not waste
time'.55 This confirms earlier analysis of employers' perceptions: `...
courses shall partake of the nature of training and development rather
than education because of the resources available ... [education] is seen
to be too wide, too costly and not directly related to the job ... [training]
is not a separate function but integral to the industrial and retailing
process and as such is aimed at increasing productivity'. Of further
interest to adult educators is the fact that requests for paid educational
leave were granted 'onl) if they are in the interest of the firm'. Companies
examined 'distrust courses leading to qualifications'.56 Two recent
surveys from the Institute of Personnel Management and from a
univ ersity consortium reinforce this profile. Employers, they state, want
work-based short courses, 'practical' rather than 'theoretical'. Where
possible, courses should take place in the employees' own time, whilst
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employers judged the success of the provision largely on the basis of the
operational benefits to the organisation.'"

In general, this approach can also apply to professional and public
bodies: wider education, an attempt to develop beyond or be critical of
internally established institutional objectives may be perceived as
dysfunctional." In the market the DES wishes to create, courses will be
designed, as Moos has argued regarding the MSC, 'to present knowledge
in a codified, a mechanical form, they do not encourage widening outlook
... The MSC's control of what is taught and how is not nominal. Many
colleges have storips of MSC funds being suddenly withdrawn because of
ill-defined dissaOaction'.59

Alternatively, as Castagnos and Echevin state of French continuing
education, clients will refuse to place courses snot specifically tchnical,
with an organisation whose ideology does not align with theirs'.°

One or two small problems, from academic freedom to the question of
the.moulding of teaching, research and knowledge in the interests and
image of the new paymasters, appear to have been overlooked in the rush
of the universities to demonstrate responsiveness to 'national needs' and
just as importantly generate income in speedy fashion. One might add to
the agenda of concern the evidence that employer, often do not know
what their long tem 'needs' are in the fields of retraining and updating,
do not want to pay 'high costs' and are reluctant to provide paid leave.6i
Information about 'employers' attitudes to Open University study
indicates that the majority do not feel that general education is their
responsibility'.62

One university provides more specific evidence of this truth. It reports
that only two out of twelve local education authorities in its catchment
area were prepared to pay fees for students on its pat t-time degree
programme, ao matter how occupationally specific the courses were.°

This is hardly surprising. Despite the view of the government and many
in the universities that big killings are in prospect, that the universities
possess an expertise in education and training which entrepreneurs, after
a little persuasion and skilful marketing, will be :mxious to purchase,
there is more than a little evidence to .the contrary. For example,
preliminary results from a recent survey carried out at Bath University
and covering 2,500 companies show that employers are extremely
reluctant to finance even directly functional management education. An
estimated fifth of the country's hugest employers prov idc no training
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whatsoever in management skills. Company spending overall on such
training amounted to around 1600 a year in the early 1980s. One company
chair was quoted as stating. 'In the highly competitive sphere in which we
trade. time is not available for formal management training. Managers
are paid to successfully manage and if that cannot be achieved then they
must be replaced;64 These findings are consistent with a 1985 report.
Adult Training in Britain. which showed that a quarter of a sample of
500 firms had provided no training during tIL prev ious twelv c months and
69% of the employees of these organisations had had no training at

Given this context. employers Opposition to resourcing wider provi-
sion with less obvious and direct benefits to the organisation appeals
logical. The view of the Confederation of British Industry appears to be
that industrial finance should not be u. ad to make up for educational
deficits created by government cutbacks. 'Higher education'. they
believe. 'is the government's business.''' The Council for Higher
Eduwtion and Industry established in 1985 with Jim Prior as chair felt
some six later that their ambitious hopes for new development
could not be justified." Warning voices counsel the universities not to
expect too much from new links with industry. Judging by the US
experience. '1; universities really want to make money they should
concentrate on racehorses not research' .6:4 Others. howevei argue that
the developed inter-penetration between academy and business in the
USA was vital and successful!'

At a deeper level there is no consensus on the impact of higher
education on economics. On t facing pages of one issue o; The Times
Higher Education Supplement the Vice-Chancellor of York University
was quoted as claiming that 'Universities have had little direct influence
on the economic life of Britain and are not to bl me for the failures of
British induary ... there was no correlation between educational
experience and economic growth'. While opposite. the Principal of
Glasgow University asserted that 'The only hope for Britain's industrial
future is an immediate reversal of the government's policy of higher
education cuts'.7" More detailed essays have left the exact relation-
ship between education and the economic prosperity of capitalism
undelineated and unresolved:7' The cautious voice of the UCACE
sounds 't convincing note when it argues the necessity of recognising 'the
complexity of the relationship betweell national eLonomic performance
and the shape of hibher education. thcrc is no conclusive ev idence either
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from this country or from our economic rivals to support the view that
increased vocational academic specialism in the sciences and the tech-
nologies will lead to economic revival.'''

In this situation Mere is no guarantee that existing scenarios are
rational or that they will be successful. Nonetheless, as we have seen, they
are being pursued with vigour by government and universities." They are
strenuously auempting w change the auitude of both potemial cliems
and potential teachers and researchers. Attitudes can be changed and
perhaps the tit iversities will bc successful. Btit it is wise to consider the
barriers to a major expansion aad the dangers for the unit ersities in the
views and requkements of those who will pay for it.

The dangers for the universities

Nevertheless. in UAE we are already w'tnessing a limited growth of
PEVE, a transfer of resources into vocationally-based continuing educa-
tion and a related reduction of liberal adult education. If present trends
continue and employer resistance is punctured, we saall see universities
increasingly concerned with the former I. id of provision. whilst the latter
will constitute a residual high-cost sector not for those who necessarily
'need', 'demand' or 'want' it but for those who are willing and able to pq
for it. Such developments, in all likelihood, will reinforce the socially
regressive nature of the liberal 'leisure' sector. Certain sections of the
middle class already socialised into higher education are more attracted
to this provision, know what they want and have the wherewithal to pay
for it. Continuing education will be skewed in the same direction. That
the updating conception and the bent towards the professional leads, at
least minally, to more e lotion for the already educated, has long been
observed. These trends will interact with the impact of the cuts, and the
fee Increases, which are already excluding the less well qualified potential
students who tend to come from the working class, to intensify the elite
nattre of British universities.

But it is not simply a matter of access, important as this is_ Working-
class students will appear .n this scenario on programmes sponsored by
agencies of social concern, government bodies such as the MSC, and
labour movement bodies. For a rounded picture we need to examine not
only the questIon of accesi. to university programmeb but also the content
and the approach of those programmes and ask. access to wliat Lad of
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education? As we approach the l'490s it seems, certainly if present trends
.:ominue, that the democratic dialogue, the critical probing method , the
rigorous pursuit of the argument and the other qualities of liberal adult
education, which will he ever more relornt, will be ever more chal-
lenged. The sponsors, given the attitude we have outlined, may well eek
to tailor syllabus and methods to their own utilitarian eon( !rns.

It is noteworthy in this context that while the recent manifestos from
the DES, the NAB or the UGC, all tage widespread change in higher
education, a qualit.itiv e increase in continuing education and a major
transformation in terms of access, not a single one of them urges a legal
right to paid educational leave. If PEL is laigely a 'means' question. it
takes us a little closer to the heart of the matter. If potential students do
not have clear guaranteed legislativ e rights to choose courses to meet
their min educational requirements and the right to paid leave to attend
such courses, the matter remains one of empio.Ier discrLaen. As we liave
seen, the objectives of the majority of employees are far from educa-
tional. If individuals lack kgal guaranked educational rights, they w ill be
under an obligation to employers who do them a favour by agreeing to
release them and to p4 them. In today's world 'there is no such thing as a
free lunch . The danger is that employers, in return for the fay ourable
exercise of their discretion, will attempt to influence course curricula
which could then come to eine ly the requirement- of the sponsors not
the students.

To see PEL solving all the probk is simplistic for two reasons. Of
itself, such a right would not achieve too much. For example, as we hav e
noted, many potential students, particularly from educationally deprived
groups, a e apathetic and cynical tow,uds e.aeation. Others are social-
ised into thinking about education in narrovly instrumental terms. Thur.;
would be a need for a new well-resourced education counselling servii
sited in working-class areas. rtere are, more. .er, those in the univer-
shies quite prepared to accept curricula designed by spk.nsoring organisa-
tions on the basis of their self interested diagnosis of students' needs.
There is a mesh between certain components of univ ersity culture and the
new utilitarianism. The right to eltuo.u. would require articulation as one
part of a wider programme and campaign to change educational
institutions and embed education within popular consciousness.

In the absence of such an approach there is every likelihood that the
syllabus of PEVE courses will i. creasingiy bc focused on the techniques
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and skills required for externally set purposes rather than the tools and
concepts citizens require to address issues, take educated action and
control the society in which they live. If the flew policies are successfully
implemented, knowledge will increasingly become a commodity and the
criterion for academic success will become profitability. There is, for
example, good reason in terms of the new educational logic for a
university facing cuts to urge an extramural department, which already
generates one third of its finance, to increase that figure to 50% and then,
perhaps even more. Yet the dependence on external organisations that
such self-financing generates can lead to subservience, erosion of
academic freedom and the shaping of research and teaching by the pound
notes of those who have the resources to pay for it.

These points go unremarked by the DES and the UGC. Many in our
field simply accept their analyses and recommendations, as one director
of continuing education concludes, 'because we all know the essential, if
exaggerated, truth of what has been said and we all know that we do need
to face reality."' If we are to face reality then we should make it explicit
that the supporters of this strategy are 'urging in effect that an even
greater proportion of scarce educational resources should be devoted to
that small minority which has already benefited from tertiary educa-
tion"5 and that, for all the criticisms of education as an instrument of
social engineering, the success of this strategy will engineer a small but
important increment to social inequality. It will limit the autonomy of the
university and move its teachers further in the direction of the US
system: "Scratch a faculty member today" observed one industrial vice-
president "and you almost always find a businessman" '.76

If monopoly capitalism has long dreamt 'of a particular kind of
specialised technician, identifiable by thz. co-existence in one and the
sarne.person of zest for his job and indifference to its purpose,
professional enterprise and social submission, power and responsibility
over technical questions and irresponsibility over questions of economic
and social management'," so it has increasingly demanded a stratum of
academic technicians who will justify existing power relations and
theorise their maintenance. Existing policies, if successful, will strike a
blow for this conception.

The much repeated call for the synthesis of training and education and
vocationalisfn and liberalism is resolved in this discourse in favour of the
first duality. The Liberal Tradition is weakened, but fzx from dead. It is
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more important and more relevant than ever before. Yet present
strategies connive at its demise. If successful they will strike at the heart of
that tradition whose supporters aim through a very different marriage

to assist in the birth among a group of people of those cultural and political
and technical sensibilities which would make them members of a genuinely
liberal public. This is at once a training in skills and an education in values.
It includes a sort of therapy in the ancient sense of clarifying ones
knowledge of one's self, it includes the imparting of all- those skills of
controversy with one's self which we call thinking; and with others which we
call debate. And the end product of such liberal education of sensibilities is
simply the self education, self cultivating man and woman.78

These are the values adult educators have to defend, the synthesis we
must seek to achieve. And that requires, in the end, oppisition to what is
speedily becoming the conventional wisdom

The organisational question

We have documented in some detail the way in which the traditional idea
of a separate university department of adult education or extramural
studies dedicated to the pursuit of liberal adult education, its staff partly
financed by the state, has come under increasing threat. We have also
raised questions as to whether this form of organisation, certainly as it
developed in the post-war period, was ever adequate to answer the
challenge of extending and deepening UAE. At a time when its very
existence is threatened, it is important for those who see a continued
relevance for UAE to explore some of the problems involved in the
organisational form adopted for its prosecution. Has the grouping of
special subject tutors with diverse responsibilities in a separate specialist
department any continuing justification?

The role of the tutor

An exanunation of the literature over the last four decades discloses a
certain shift in the view of the role and responsibilities of the extramural
tutor. In the immediate post-war period, the most penetrating argument
suggests the need to shield the full-time staff from the organisational and
administrative duties which are seen as potentially eroding the time and
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space required for the essential core achy, ities of teaching and research.
Raybould, that distinguished custodian of adult education values, saw
these core activities themselves as more demanding for extramural than
for internal staff.19 He based the distinction on the nature of the students
each taught. Whilst the scientific detached method, developing the art of
thinking in the student, was essential to both internal and exterm I staff,
compared with degree students the clientele of adult education possessed
a stronger possibility of measuring iueas against experience and translat-
ing the results into action. Because the problem-centred approach
of adult students there was a strong impetus in UAE towards inter-
disciplinary education. Because of the students' limited ir.tial education,
however, time was of the essence. There was a need, moreover, for closer
attention to the techniques and disciplines of study. Because of this
'different methods of presentation and teaching are usually needed for
adult and undergraduate students respectively'." Whilst Raybould
argued that extramural staff needed to be better teachers than internal
lecturers, have sympathy with working-class students and strive to relate
theory to practice, in his writings he gave little consideration to the details
of an alternative methodology. Indeed, apart from his urging of the need
to establish research into and teaching about the theory and organisation
of adult education, there is clear continuity between the model of the
adult teacher he offered and that embodied in the Oxford and Headlam
and Hobhouse Reports. The former report sought to guard against the
dangers of a tutor under the pressures of an appreciative and unacademic
audience falling into 'slipshod and unacademic habits of thought and
expression ... dropping behind the work that is done in his subject and
in short, from losing the scholar in the lecturer'81 by prescribing regular
internal teaching. Raybould, in contrast, felt specialisation was essential.
A certain amount of internal work might bt. undertaken but the objective
of maintaining university standards could be at.hieved througI.- the tutor
regularly discussing and planning the work with internal colleagues.

Nonetheless, Raybould stressed that the staff tutor was a scholar or he
or she was nothing, he emphasised the need to undertake original
research to the extent that he questioned the employment of non-
university staff as part-time tutors. The focus on the teaching scholar
required, as Harrison put it, that in the model extramural department,

the burden of organising work which, in the past, had often interfered with
the teaching and academic work of tutors was strictly limited every
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facility and encouragement for research and writing was given . every
aspect of the work was argued and discussed providing an t Acellent
introduction to the probl2ms of adult education for the many young tutors
who had but recently come into the work ... staff combined academic
excellenc with a sense of vocation for adult education.82

By the 1960s, however, there were warnings against pressures froin the
university on tutors to undertake organising and administrative work so
that the full-time staff could not give adequate time to academic work.
Despite the fact that universities such as Durham or Leeds excluded full-
timers from organising duties, this burden grew. By that time iess than
one in three full-time tutors were frec of organising responsibilities ar at
seven of the sixteen RB universities, no tutor was in that position."3 A
decade later almost all tutors were expected to undertake such duties.
This was obviously the product of the changes in the patiern of work as
the tutor devoting his or herself to two- or three-year tutorials over two
terms with a limited amount of summer school work gave way to the tutor
with an increasing involvement in courses for organisations and speualist
groups. This work inevitably bred more adininistrative tasks and, given
the tutors' educational involvement and the absence of expansion in
administrative grades, this often fell to the tutor. These chant s can be
observed in the annual reports of Raybould's own department through
the post-war decades.

The impact of changes from the 1940s and 50s to the 1960s and 70s on
the staff tutor action can be gleaned from a more recent consideration
of the role of full-time staff. This added to the model of teacher and
researcher liaising with full-time staff, an extended and full-blown
organising role in finding and briefing part-time tutors and linking up
with, according to subject specialism, training officers in industry or local
government, education officers and staffs, the WEA, local societies, arts
associations, and trade union officers. 'In dealing with this range of
people he will need diplomatic skills that would have made for a
successful career in the foreign service'." Greater stress was now laid on
adapting one's subject to the practical concerns of specialist groups 'not
only in teaching but in writing so that the books that he will have found
time to write will capture the interest of the layman'.86 However, a sense
of how far the scholar had moved into organising was provided by the
comment on the new demands emanating from the state: 'The kinds of
entrepreneurial work described in the [DES] discussion paper are, of
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course, what many of the staff of extra-mural departments have been
doing for many years'.87

A later examination provides an exhaustive description of existing
expectations of the role of the tutor in UAE.88 As well as carrying out to
the full the role of university lecturers teaching adults and carrying out
research in their own academic discipline, attending faculty boards,
university committees, examining, 'many do some undergraduate or
postgraduate teaching'." In addition, they are responsible for external
liaison with educational and chew_ organisations and internal liaison and
collaboration with other departments and administrative units within the
university. The job involves continuing examination of provision for the
community in order to stop gaps, take advantage of opportunities,
analyse demands and establish the organisational means to fulfil them.
This is not simply an administrative but also a pedagogic task which 'may
include the establishment of innovatory subject areas, multi-disciplinary
approaches and the devising of new methods of teaching appropriate to
particular adult groups'.9° This in turn ieqnires an intimate knowledge of
the university as well as the community ia order to make the former
available to the latter. At one end of the st.ale it involves contact work
with organisations; at the other, counselling of individual students on
educational opportunities. This practice Amid be accompanied by
research into the theory of adult education to identify and disseminate
through publicanon and teaching what is specific in the teaching of adults.
Extramural work, if it is to deliver provision of university standard,
cannot be managed by pure administrators: to be at its best and most
effective it demands 'that blend of research, teaching and organisation
which is the hallmark the full-time extra-mural lecturer'."

This authoritative statement, the fruit of the labours of ten senior
extramural staff from nine departments reaffirms the emphasis on the
scholar, on work suitable to the university, and on adult education as a
specialist area requiring specialist staff. These are themes to be found in
Raybould's early elaborations. However, the role it requires of the UAE
lecturer is a broader one than Raybould conceived of in the 1950s and
contains functions that he questioned in the 1960s. Nonetheless, this
statement appeared to reflect the realities of extrim...., al work in the
early 1980s.

However, by 1986, financial and organisational pressures whose effect
'may well be to emphasise the entrepreneurial deve!opmental role of
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academic staff' had led a number of directors to 'note with alarm that in
present circumstances staff, however willing, are finding it difficult to
fulfil three roles'.92 The impact of the cuts and the new formula produced
a further UCACE working party involving the HMIs. The eventual
report suggested that there were no simple solutions. It emphasised the
contractual identity of extramural and internal staff. Research could not
be sacrificed: the advancement of knowledge and publication 'are not
properly seen merely as required by the terms of appointment, they are a
natural manifestation of an academic life'." Similarly the working party
'would deplore any tendency for full-time staff to be so occupied by other
responsibilities (which are bound to become more demanding as financial
pressures increase) that their teaching role was seriously diminished'."4 It
was the job of the director to ensure that pressures for income generation
did not de-aciidemicise the tutor. Heads of department had a special
responsibility to see 'that members of staff are not prevented from
engaging in research by unreasonable expectations in regard to other
responsibilities and are positively encouragLd in their research activ i-
ties'.95

This report was an articulate and cogent defence of the tripartite role.
In the deterioiting conditions of the late 1980s such a defence might be
seen as far more easily stated on paper than implemented in practice.
Nonetheless discussion of the 1. VACE statements at at least olic
university concluded that '... most staff already uncle; take most, if not
all, of the roles involved in these models and that the cmisequent "state of
creative tension" had advantages in stimulation, as well as disadvantages
in excessive workloads in some areas of the department."

A labour of Sis;p,us?

However, it may be questioned whether excessive workloads make for
Aicient education and whether this model is the optimal one. To take
one example, well represented in UAE, lecturers i, industrial relaCons
or more correctly industrial studies, may be expected to keep up w ith the
state of the art in academic industrial idations, famili !rising themselves
with recent books and articles in the learned journals. I3ut often their
teaching to groups of trade unionists. management or piofessionals % ill
require a greater input from eLonomks or law than would be neLessary on
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an internal course. Morcover. a fair proportion of their w ork may imoke
a knowledge of what may be termed 'practical industrial relations',
requiring a detailed know ledge of techniques from job ev aluation to
negotiating skills. Both of these dimensions, the multi-disciplinary
and the practical. will apply to many extramural lecturers, whether
in. for example. history geography or the sciences. In many cases as
well as giv ing extramural lecturers a more difficult orief than their
internal colleagues, these additional responsibilities can militate against
the sustained specialisation that moulds research in many academic
disciplines and which it is possible to undertake internally . Further, the
nature of acceptable publication is structured by the concerns of internal
departments. There. w hat is seen as legitimate research tends to be
directly linked. in perhaps the majority of cases, to the lecturer's
teaching. The kind of publication arising from extramural teaching.
()Ben b.1sed on the sy nthesis, popularisation or operationalisation of
original reseal ch. is sometimes vicwed as less acceptable and, therefore.
less helpful in career terms.

But the extramural lecturer is expected. in addition, to take an interest
in teaching methods appropriate to adults. Indeed, this will be essential.
given the aric4ated groups contrasting with the relatively homo-
geneous internal ,tudent body he or she w i encounter. And the ext.a-
mural lecturer will also be expected to have at least a nodding
acquaintance vvith recent development; and controv ersies in the theory
and organisation of adult education. Unlike internal lecturers they can
expect their pros ision to be scrutinised, from time to time, by educational
specialists from the DES. Compared Iv ith internal colleagues extramural
teachers hay e a more direct retention problem. on many courses it is

easier for their students to vote with then feet. er. the days of
minimal examining and marking for many tutors have long since
departed. invok ed as the) now are in a variety of certificate or diploma
pros ision. So. too. are the days w hen class teaching ended at Easter.
Indeed. with summer campus programmes added to summer schools. it
can easily stretch into ten or eleven months of the y ear. And, of course. on
top of all this may be a limited amount of internal teaching felt essential
both to keep up ,h one's subject and for career progression. and
undertaken, unlike extramural work by internal staff, for no pay ment.

It is reasonable to argue. particularly in the context of the
resources available and the development of must extramural lecturers'
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organisational and administrant e responsibilities in the List two decades.
that the amount of work involved het e is too much for one person. That
is, if it is to be performed effectively, if teaching is to be of a high
standard, directly tailored to the students' needs. if there is to be enough
of it to meet the ESH requirements, if articles and books to the si.ndard
of those produced in internal departments and, as is increasingly
demanded, reflecting the concerns of one's discipline. are to be pub-
lished. It is also highly arguable that the different aspects of the work

,demanded by the multi-faceted role often do not sit happily together and
that t he tension bctween them is often far from creative. Successful
research, for example. requires long, undisturbed periods for thinking.
for worrying away at problems. for travel. inter% iews. discussion with
colleagues in other educational institutions. attendance at conferences
and sustained writing. As the day -to-day organising role has de% eloped it
has become increasingly d1fficult to secure these conditions.

Again, there is surely not the same relationship betw een teaching and
research and organising as that w hich exists between the first tw o and
w hat is increasingly termed the 'entrepreneurial role'. A good teacher
does not necessarily make a good researcher but the two are. perhaps.
interlinked in a w ay that the scholarly pursuits and organising work are
not. This is surely true with the kind of organisational skills that are
increasingly being dempnil. -' from lecturers. Good scholars will often
make bad diplomats anu _ntrcpreneurs. Many w ho see themselt es
called to the scholarly ocanon w ill see the whit ation of the techniques
of the diplomat as antipathetic to w hat the) are about. And the; may see
the need to bargain over the price of their product as corrosite of the
allies of their calling. We may find staff w ho excel in all three functions.

We are more likely to find staff w ho are gotAl at one. particularly in the
present demanding environment.

Isolation, resources and excellence

The problems inherent in the tripartite role might at least b.. softened if
the environment w as highly resourced. In reality, the resouices. from
salaries and secretaries to buildings and time and back-up staff. hat e been
diminishing as fast as administratite and organisational demands hate
been added to the tutors' load. Of course. in most departments there
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were always administratis e demands. Despite them, scholars in LIAE
produced a number of classics w hich from Taw ney's Agrarian Ret olulion
in the Simeenth Centhry t,, Thompson's The Making of the English
Working Class specifically acknowledged debts to tutorial class students.
Moreover, the w ritings of Richard I loggart and Ray mond Williams, as
well as the dev elopment of a range of pros ision from local history to social
work education and industrial ,tudies. illustrated the potential of 12AE
for fruitful!) fusing theory and practice and for utilising an interdisciplin-
ary approach to illuminate new problems. But the period prior to the
mid-1-Y70s was far less demanding and more tranquil. If one cou'd make
disciplined use of the regime outlined, for example, by Will, ms. one
could make an effective c ntribution because the organisint, !unction
remained limited and contiolled. The days of entrepicneurs and dipk
mats, at least for the majority of tutors, lay in the tuture.97

Nonetheless, the terrain w as pure but bleak ... purc because you were
able to set your own questions .... bleak because of th, e lack of
intellectual exchange with colleagues'." A further problem with the
extramural fonn is that it has always ieprescntcd an atomisation. Instead
of a mini-department of economists, thetc were one, perhaps two,
economists. Instead of a mini-derartment of philosophy , one, maybe
two, philosophers. Even w hen many tutors ceased to have area responsi-
Hides and 'live in the sticks', this fragmentation could make for
intellectual isolation, particularly as directors w ho lacked the background
to relate to staff through their various diseip!ines tended to emphasise
even more their natural concern w ith 'the programme'. Some, like
Raybould. consciously and coherently attempted to control drift. Others
were increasingly satisfied w ith their tut annual completion of a
satisfactory programme. But the limited resources which decreed that in
most departments a handful of tutors handled the programme for
extensive subject areas, also constrained the des elopment of that
programme. Sometimes, departments did build up teams to des clop
certain areas. This was, how es er, at the expense of appointments and
work in other areas. Yet the opportunities that existed, particularly in the
field of working-class education, often required economies of scale. realm
of speciaksis, not the isolated, microcosmic, one or two tutors. In most
cases w hcre the latter model pertained opportunities were lost, oppor-
tunities hich in the case of. say , trade union education were nes er to
come again.
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As the pressures for pros ision from the numerically Nmall band of
extramural brethren intensified. research and the essential time for
thinking and educational exchange was often further minimised. By the
1980s many departments found themselves at a great distance from the
Raybouldian model. Whilst departments differed, tutors could report
that, as pressures for more courses escalated, they were never questioned
about then- research by heads of department, let alone encourage:1 to
pursue it or make time for its completion. Others were informed that
secretariai time could not be taken up with typing research papers and
that publication of resee.;ch w as a priv ate matter not a requirement of a
university lect ureship.

Questions were also being raised about the quality of extramural
teaching. It w as stated that 'I ler Majesty's Inspectorate regard I the
level LI' education offered in some arcas as being extremely low, with too
little demanded of students and not enough subjeu know ledge displayed
by the t utor." The report of an inyect ion of v.:le department argued that
there w as a hick of coherence in the programme as a whole, that there was
little progression between different parts of the programme, that there
was a need for a more 'systematic and professional approach' to the
community's educational requirements, that opportunities to explore
relationships between subject areas were underdeveloped, that there
were no clear objecthes involved in iminy courses. Also of particular
concern to the I IM Is was the lack of liaison between different full-time
tutors and between full-time and part-time staff. The use of teaching aids
was limited, students w ere often passive and were rarely. required to
produce written work or pursue other assignments between rneeting. "

These comments may be partial and exaggerated. They certainly do
not apply to a great deal of extramural work. Yet, few can be unaware of
grow ing problems. These hay e less to do with the calibre of staff than the
deteriorating situation whit.h has placed tremendous demands on what
was always an inadequate means for bringing the university to :he
community. In the ultimate, the problem is not one of form hut one of
re. aurceL. But the two are interlinked. The Ray bould model faltered
ultimately because of Lick of recognition and reso :ces. In 1962/3, the
entire 'JAE service in England, Scotland and Wales was resourced by 279
staff tutors Inv olv ed in mainstream work. By the turn of the decade there
were 402 full-time teachers. This compltnt represehted a tiny fraction
of the total number of university lecturers. The increase was, in relatkin
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to the expansio,, of internal staff in the sante period, derisory one." It
is difficult to avoid the conclusion that any perceptive outside observer
would regard the university's attitude to adult education as grudging and
its contribution as little more than a token.

This problem was. of course, compounded by the negligible contribu-
tion to adult education of the LEAs which Russell estimated at little more
than one per cent of their overall expenditure. Most of this went on
practical provision. The lack t,f support for liberal adult education in the
LEAs often went hand in ham! with elitism in the uni..ersities to nnnimise
any joint agency provision w hich could p,..thance have garnered more
resources. If UAE was thus marginalised, it was only one part of an ill-
considered and ill-provided-for adult education.

The problem and today's solution

The problems that have occurred in UAE are, therefore, not the
responsibility of its staff but of the state and az parent univ ersity. Had
these partners been willing to create ten lecturers in economics, ten
lecturers in history, ten lecturers in science and so on, with adequate
bui:dings and an organisational and administrative apparattm, matters
might have been very different. As it is, this brief review leads us to
conclude that the historic organisation of UAE has been an inadequate
and unsatisfactory one. As early as the 1950s there was criticism of both
its relationship with external bodies, such as LEAs, as well as the
voluntary groups and of its failure to achieve purchase on the internal
university. It was clearly recognised that a broader and bigger organisa-
tional base was required, that in striving for this UAE could act as an
integrative focus for the diffeient kinds of adult educatiou but that the
university constituted a barrier to essential developments. Ili=

The most pervasive argument for the marginality of UAE, for its lack
of resources, for its limited horizons, has focused on its spedal funding bv
the DES and argued that this gave the work a protected natu. ,,eating a
divide w hich militated against acceptance of aduk education 41b an
intrinsic aspect of the universities' activity .' However. it would appear
that rather than creating a division. separate funding simply waffirmed
and acted as justification for a div ision betw...en normal university
functions and UAE which dread) awed in the minds of university
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hierarchies and indeed a majority of their staff. lt was, moreover, not
simply sepal ate funding but, to some extent, the separate existence of the
small scale extramural departments themselves. as Taw ney noted,"
which allowed universities to avoid more extensive respons;bilities to the
community . Unit ersity leaders could point out that something was being
done: UAE was the job of the extramural department separately funded
by the state. not the job of the rest of the unit ersity . Demands for deeper
involvement of the internal unit ersity were deflected as *attention
concentrated on de% eloping an extra-mural form of further and higher
education regarded as complete in itsell.""'

Since the war there hat e been many who have argued that the only w
that UAE could overLomL its crippling marginality was by terminating
special funding so that the total responsibility for resources would lie with
the unit ersities. In the abstract. there Lan be little doubt of the strength of
this argument. The problem was that if implemented it would have
represented a deciaraiwn that adult cdu Ation was the responsibility of
the university . But it would not, of itself. hat e made adult education a
university responsibility. . At least not to the degree that the unit crsities
would hat e been prepared to place equal. still less greater resources at its
disposal than those forLgone by set ering the link with the Mini.ary. The
majority view through the years that we are not Lon' inced that in a time
of financial stringency unit ci silks ould rctzard adult education as no less
important than rcse irch and undergraduate teaching."' was a diplomatic
understatement w hich correctly located the problem. not in thc second
ary factor of funding but, primarily . in the dominant conception, of
unit ersity function and purlosc held inside thc academy and tolcratcd by
the state.

The state is now. . however. challenging that conception of purpose. It is
now assuting th fhe unit ersity must be more responsive to -social
needs* and that adult education must form a llne trinity with degree
teaching and with rqearLh. The government's desire to break down the
elitism and cloistered introversion of the .% ory tower is a healthy one.
However, as we hat e argued, 'social needs' boil down to making
capitalism more efficient, more applied science and tecl Iano.ogy . MOIL
management education. more applied social studies and so forth. This
strategy requires a partit ular kind of audiencc and a particular kind of
education. The question of organisational form in L'AE intertwines
inextr icably ith concepts of curriculum, methodology and studcnt body .
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Structure is a function of purpose. The replacement of the all round tutor-
organiser. custodian of the values of the liberal trad;tion by an entrepre-
neurial cadre. directly resourcing intern..! staff. is innately related to
changes in the education to be provided and in the student body. In this
model UAE is finally fixed as a duopoly. a high cost liberal education for
the middle classes and a much expanded provision for an ruready
reasonably educated % ocational audience. deli% ered largely by organisa-
tional bureaucracies. In this scenario for the qualitati%e extension of
tenucncies already well leveloped in UAE. the need for the scholar w ho
sees adult education as a specialism evaporates.

Any body from the internal staff Lai: organise courses and teach adults
it is not mak% different from teaching uudergraduates or to be mor.

precise leauring to undergraduates. There is. therefore, little need for
the historkal ext ra,nural department. I iarrimin's academy.. excellence is
still required. His sense of vocation for adult education is dissolved.
Because the answer to the perennial problem of how to integrate
adult education into the university is now resolved by, the dissolution of
historic adult education with a responsibility to the educationally
underpriileged. to the liberal approach and to a creathe participatory
pedagogy. In as much as the new provision is different from nminstream
university teaching. it requires an acquaintance with the training tech-
niques of the business school or department of management mudies.
rather than with those of the traditional department of adult education.
The end result of an acceptance of the DES's prescribed American model
is a department of university extension standing as a priNate enterprise
within the university . A dean of extension in the Cni% ersity of California
comments.

my educational mission is to contribute to the larger teaching research
and public sen ice role of the umcersny not to procule educational
alternative for adults ... Wifc decided to go after an elite population our
faculty can relate to. I"'

The stick for moving departments in this direction is. of course.
the overall politicaHinancial situation. The argument as we haw
documented it is that CAE must generate more and more income. there
is no alternative. In this monetarist crusade the aLademic model is far
from optimal. Despite the UCACE's spirited defence af this model, there
are those in Llit E who welcome or who are prepared to accept change
in an entrepreneurial direction for a variety of reasons. We have
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documented in some detail the te. dencies pointing in this di, eetion
within posi-war UAE. Today new carrots such as promotion of staff
being rela,,t1 to 'development'. ie profits are being dangled.

The end results are clear. A small number of de-academictsed they
have little time for rigorous research. they do little teaching. they initiate
and administrate sod a ariet :. of courses that they know a little bit about
a lot of things but they cease to has e any dep or up-to-date underst.ahl-
ing of any specific discipline entrepreneurs organise and resource
provision for internal lecturers and p.at-time tutors to teaelh

We have noted that several extramural departments has e already
moved significantly in this dirmion. Others are foHow init. The process is
often gradual. informal and inAdious. Thc issues arc often not Lunt rowed
and argued through. Explicit declarations of a most: to a new model are
limited Staff are simply encouraged to cies ate income generation to the
apex of their Mons. Teaching and research are phi) ed doss n. The more
specific shape of university -wide developments remains difficult lo
predict. So much depends on the .iegree to which internal departmelts
take up continuing education. Ithcsoric about the elevation of ootinumg
education to an equal place with research and degree teaching leaves a
mountain to climb if that objectis e is to be realised. The problems are
obvious ones. A recent report states

Cominning edocadon and training des elopmem iii maliel how necessary
in order to bring our n.dional professiona; combacrcial and industrial skills
up-to-date is nol seen as likely io help a (internal) department to survive
and maintain adequate staffing for its cinrcnt responsibilities in teaching
and research. As long as undergraduate numbers and research contract
income are the primary parameters gins:sung the credibility f a depart-
mem and research is seen to be the main factor in the promotion of
individuals. there is no incentise for significant organised CD des elnp-
mem no matter how desirable this nay be.""

Nevertheless it is clear that a failure to create inure resources and
organisation for continuing educadon v. ithin internal departments kads
many unis ersiticS to place an es _ iaeater emphasis on mos: productis e
entrepreneurial de-academicised UAL. In tnese circumstances it is clear
that those who wish to see the unhershies serse mote than an eine
population both inside and outside the walls must urge a greater
involvement of internal university finance and resources. apphed not only
to PEVE and PICKUP but also to part-time degrees and crucially. here .
to liberM adult education. This, in turn. requires us to defend the UAL:
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department as an academic body which like any other university
department should be a centre of teaching and scholarship. But we must
do this with a clear understanding that what they are defending. far from

being perfe.ct. embodied and embodies serious pr-blems. In other words.
it is simply not sufficient to defend the status quo. We must be aware of
the historical inadequacy of the extra-mural form in terms of its
marginalisation, its atomisation, isolation and lack of resources, its

failure in breaking universities from their elitism and in deliverine a
sufficiently powerful adult education to its potential clientele. If, in
defending the need for a body of adult education specialists, we look
critically at the extramural departments they must not limit our horizons.
We must increasingly focus on the university. That is where the power to
influence decisions has always lain and we must take advantage of recent
developments to think increasingly in university-wide terms. If UAE is to
reverse the present disintegrative tendencies, it will have to settle
accounts with its parent bu ,es.
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5
The Future of University Adult Education

Certain clear signals emerged from this conference. Continuing Education and
Training is here to stay. The universities. s evidenced by the seniority of the
conference delevitali: making a fundamental extension to their perceived
responsibilities. There is no suggcstion thc ;dieral adult education provision should
he reduced ...

Report on PICKUP in Universities National Conference. November I986

First it was Dirkbeck no% it is London University's Extra-mural Department that is
under threat. The %orst possible scenario is closure. T1 at is highly speculative but
firmly written Into the budgets is a IO per cent cut this year and a 73 per cent cut in
UGC funding over the following three years.

Education Guardiwt, November Ith. [986

To recapitulate briefly. we have examined the changes in UAE over the
past two decades settin2 them in their historical background and relating
them to wider cducational and political factors. In the last chapter we
discussed in some detail the issues of philwophy. method and organisa-
tion which these developments have pushed to the folk.. We concluded
that what we are witnessing is the replacement of the traditional
university approach to adult education by a narrower emphasis on
training. This has been placed at the centre of the new continuing
education because of the centrality successive governments. particularly
since 1979, have given to the idea that education's basic purpose is to
provide induAry with adequately skilled labour and technological and
scientific know-how.

In this context PEVE and PICKUP have attracted attention and
resources at the expense of part-time degree provision, liberal adult
education and work with the educationally disadvantaged. The con-
tinuing education that has developed in Britain in the 1980s is far
removed from the integrated and diverse constellation of oppor,anities to
study throughout life envisaged by proponarts of lifelong and recurrent
education.

These developments hav e been reflected in organisational change in
the urf versity. The reaction to political pressures to devote more
university resources to professional, scientific and technological training
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has led to the establishment of central arrangements for the provision of
continwng education and a run down of extramural departments. The
preferred model seems to be a small tei...t of co-ordinators linking
internal university resources w ith ...lie needs for high level training
imputed to industrial sponsors. The terrain of educational decision
making and debate on UAE ha., progressively shifted from the UAE
sector to the university and the state.

In this concluding section w ... turn to briefly examine the nature of the
university as we approach thc 1990s. We then scrutinise recent develop-
ments in the patterns of proN ision of UAE before suggesting changes
which could go some way to facilitating a serious move by universities into
a broader continuing education. Finally, , proposals from the political
parties and the 1987 White Paper are discussed. It is argued that unless
the questions of resources and philosophy are explicitly addressed, talk of
serious changes in unk ersity provision ma) remain exactly that. There
will be mor.: training and consultancy and more fund raisint; but
no fundamental qualitatie transformation. Assertion that continuing
education is just as iil.portant as the education of 18-21-year-olds and
academic research will require a switch of resourLes from those activities
into the new field.

British universities today

The turmo!! of the past twenty-five years, from Robbins to the UGC cuts,
has wrought important changes in Britain's univermt., system. It has left
the essentials of that system surprisingly intact. Ir fact the series of
reforms from the establishment of extramural departments to the
creation of ihe poly technic sector and the forging of he Open Unix ersity
largely the product of demands that the universities should change, has, e
taken the heat out of those demands and enabled the uniersities to
continue much as before. The OU, for example, can be perceived as 'a
token by which a highly selected elite system defends itself by accepting in
principle the existence of a different kind of university') This is not to
minimise the value of these reforms, simply to acknowledge their
limitations the majority of OU entrants, for example, have two 'A'
levels or more. They did not succeed in creating an expanded system of
higher education w hich seri, es all sections of society. The key fact is that
they did not directly touch in transformatie fashion the unie :inks
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which in diverse ways from their credentialling of recruitment to elite
professions, to their domination of research and their influence on
examinations, play an important role in structuring all education in
Britain today.

The conservative resilience of the universities is striking. Access to
higher education as a whole remains almost totally restricted to those who
are successful in the specialised and academic 'A level examination. The
age participation rate the number of entrants into higher education
expressed as a proportion of the relevant 18 year old age group was, in the
mid seventies, 43% in the USA. 39% in Japan, 28% in France and 21% in
Great Britain. In international terms, the UK provides higher education
for a relatively small number of students.2 Entrance to British universities
m comparison with other countries requires full-time study until the age
of eighteen and then ,nolves a further three years of intensive full-time
wc-k. Those who wish to study part-time and those who decide to enter
university later in life have been minimally catered for.3

Participation in higher education, particularly in the universities, re-
mains, moreoer, powerfully structured by social class origin. By the end
of the 1970s one estimate suggested that 70% of the stude ats in
universities were from the middle classes and only 20% from the working
class in the further education sector the figu.-es were 64% and 26%.4
Edwards argues that the proportion of working class students in the
universities had fallen from 30% in 1970, to 23% a decade later.5 It is
claimed that if there is no change in um% ersity entrance requ:rements the
number of working-class entrants will be !educed through the 'squeezing
out' process working-class applicants tend to have inferior A' level
qualifications to their middle class counterparts from 18,000in 1979, to
less than 9.000 in 1990. Entrant., from professional and managerial
families will increase from 43,000 to 46,000.'

One recent survey concludes that in the 1980s, '... studeras entering
university ar e. drawn overwhelmingly from the higher occupational
groups of this society ... the relative clan ..es of yonng people from
different backgrounds gaining access havc changed only slightly and then
in favour of those groups already well off': Another detailed examina-
tion concludes that thro.tghout this century changes in class inputs to
universities have been minima1.8

The bias against oldcr people ,:nd working-class people is replicated in
relation to gender and ethnicit: . uttle and Robbins hae pointed to the
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exclusion of blacks from higher eduLationg and Spender and Farrant have
noted the continuing bias against women, the latter arguing that the
proportion of female entrants to university from working-class back-
nreands has declined."' In the perpetuation of the conservative ivory
tower, 'bias', as Tyrell Burgess has argued, Is of the essence'. I

Restricted access is only the most obvious dimension of university
conservatism Despite the intensifying integration of universities with
employers, highlighted by the existence of the natir.nal network of
business schools, accusations against 'he Industrial Relations -.-,search
Unit at Warwick University of bias in favour of the trade ..nions could still
produce widespread aLadelnic and political concern, culminating in an
SSRC inquiry.I2 The hue and cry over peace studies has produced little
comment on the relationship of British universities with the UK and US
military establishment, most recently in the 'Star Wars' programme.I1
The knowledge produced and disseminated in the universities is shaped
1-)y the requirements of its patrons and the future needs of its clientele. It
would be difficult to sustain the argument that trade unions or women's
groups or black organisations receive lccess to univ ersity resources
related to their relative weight in society, or that their problems or
concerns, still less those of a mass social movement like CND are
reflected in curriculum and research. The present facultysubject divide
imposed on learning is related to this, as is the arcane approach of the
rigid lectureseminar system. Those areas of the higher eoucation system
which have attempted to respond to the concerns of new approaches such
as laboui or [oda! history, , develupments in educational technology and
distance learning and the needs oi environmental or minority groups
stand out in an increasingly archaic landscape.

The university and the local community

UAE has, itself, been part of this problem. The token compromise by
which extramural departments would serve the interests of those the
university had excluded has not been honoured. The ev idence that we
have shows extramural prov ision following broadly the same contours as
the internal university. This is hardly surprising, given the general k It:IN of
extramural leaders since the 1940s and recently reiterated in a UCAE
report that 'in a real sense the adult education arm of a university must be
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that university in miniature'.14 This view has increasingly inhibited
UAE's initial mission to compensate for the inadequacies of the
universities, not miniaturise those inadequacies and has led in practice to
a reproduction of the parent bodies' distortion in relation to students and
to su bject areas.

UCACE statistics tend to give only a broad and sometimes inaccurate
picture. However, a backward glance over the last decade strongly
confirms the move away from the serious rigorous, lengthy provision
aimed specifically at compensating for the educational deficiencies of
working-class studnts. The most obvious measure is the continued
erosion of the three year tutorial classes (see Table 3). These appear now
to be in terminal decline. If one subtracts from the 198415 figure of 472
such courses, the 251 mounted by London and the twenty or thirty
mountA by Leeds, Sheffieknd Cardiff, there is precious little left.This

decline, however, is only the sharp end of a continued move between
1975/6 and 1984/5 from longer to shorter prmision reinforcing t!,e trend
of the 1960s.

Table 3 University Eura-Mural Courses The Last Molly-Five Years

1962/63 1%8169 1975/76 1984185* 1985/86*

Three Year Courses 800 642 803 566 545

All Sessional and
Tutorial Courses 2.708 3 569 3,654 3.529 3,324

Courses of 10-1S Meetings 1.288 1.702 2.155 3.312 3.472

Courses of 3-9 Meetings 977 1.536 2.141 2.880 3,196

Refers only to courses involving non consecutive attendance.
Source. UCACE Annual Reports. R. Dyson. Determining Priorities for Unit amt.% Extra-

Mural Education.

Table 4 Universal, EAtra-Mural Courses Involt Consecutit e Attendance

1979/80 1984185 1985186

Courses of 15 Days and Over 124 130 119

Courses 8-14 Days 81 89 109

Courses 4-7 Days 643 827 869

Courses 2-3 Days 785 1,127 1,193

Courses 1 Day 752 1,334 1352

Source: UCACEAnnual Reports.
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That trend traced by Dyson was itself simply a continuation of
programme development in the 1940s and 1950s. From the end of the war
to 1961/2 the number of three year courses rose by under 20%. the
number of one year courses by 156% and the number of shorter courses
by more than 250%. The figures for contact hours in 1984/5 confirm the
pattern showing substantial decreases of 7.2% ..nd 7.1% in both three
year and sessional courses. The other side of the coin is ihe increase in the
very short provssion. the explosit e growth of courses of 3-9 sessions in
the 1960s and 1970s has been ot ershadowed by the phenomenon of
et en shorter ine day schools w hose numbers hat e almost doubled in the
1980s increasing by 17.7% in 1982/3 and by almost 19% in 198314.
Such de% elopments must raise once more concern about the quantty
and quality of work students carry out on such courses and the
recu:ring question. w here is the distinctite nature of the university
provision?

The emphasis on a more ephemeral. consumerist approach embodied
in this pat:ern of prot ision is reflected in changes in the subject mix of the
extramural progralimi. (Tables 5 and 6). Here. again, the underlying
tendencies noted by Dyson for the sixties and early seventies have
continued with some modifications. In some ways. th, rank order at ::.e
top represents a stronger entrenchment today than a decade ago for the

e' middle-class leisure subjects. Social Studies has fallen to
fifth. whilst History. English Language and Literature. the N;istml Arts.
Modern Languages and Literature and Music hate all mot ed up the
table. Archaeology dropping only one place. The apparent stabili:y and
protected nature of the place in the sun these subjects gained at the
expense of the more working-class oriented soLial and politkal provision
of the immediate post-w ar period is illustrated by tin_ f ict that the existing
top ten remains the same as three years ago only the positions have
changed.

Nonetheless. new pressures are being felt. Mathematics and Comput-
ing. having entered at No. 10 in 1982/3. advanced to ninth the following
year and eighth on the current chart. the grow th reflecting to some degree
the strength of short instrumental pros ision. In 1982/3. Management
Studies and Town and Country Planning entered the picture. registering
increases of 40% and 28%. The push to professional courses was
witnessLd by a no doubt ex-ggerated 86% increase under the Education
heading. Engineering and Technology now appear in the listings. But
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Table 5 The Number of Aduli Courses provided by Umverstues Npresented
within the UCACE by subjeci group. 1962163-1985186

1962/63 1968169 1975/76 1984185 1985186

Adult Education
Education

127
347

138

388
Archaeology 219 437 724 717 688
Celtic Studies oo 70 190 277 298
History 647 759 1036 1340 144.1

Geography 147 179 167 197 205
International Relations etc. 355 737 169 148 171

Sociology/Social Studies 965 910 1058 782 862
Economics/1 n dust rial

Relations 624 533
Economics 110 110

Management Studies 118 132

Industrial Studies 3f 8 378
Law 61 115 192 346 362
Psychology 246 437 396 516 540
Philosophy 185 197 727 256 730
Religion 250 318 334 363 739
Physical Sciences 298 418 539 711 695
Biological Sciences 379 521 765 755 833
Other Sciences (Maths and

Computing) ()13 281 260 575 560
English Language and

Literature 556 711 893 1139 1177
Ancient Language and

Literature 41 37 37 65 75
Modern Language and

Literature 233 307 276 521 573
Music 392 467 577 787 750
Visual Arts 501 737 841 943 1012

Drama/Film Studies 146 181

Engineering 35 35
Technology 74 84

Source. UCA E. UCACC Annual Repora. R. DyNon. Determining Pnaraws far Una ersa)
Extra-Aland Provision.

courses in these areas together fail to account for one per cent of the total.
Science subjects taken together, at nearly 16% of total programme
provision appear to be answering the government's call. We must,
however, look before we leap. It is a sobering tribute to he conservatism
of extramural work to discover that as long ago as 1966/7 science subjects
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Table 6- Extra-Mural Top Twenty
Subject expressed as percentage of total provision

/974/75 1984/85 1985186

1 Social Studies 11.19 Ilistory 10.80 Ilistory 11.04

1 History 11.17 English 1.ang. & Lit. 8.60 English Lang. & Lit. 8.63

3 English Lang. & Lit. 9.09 Visual Arts 7.10 Visual Arts 7.40

4 Visual Arts 8.19 Music 5.95 Social Studies 6.00

5 Biological Sciences 7.65 Social Studies 5.90 Music 5.50

6 Archaeology 7.11 Biological Sciences 5.71 Biological Sciences 5.09

7 Economics & Ind. Relations 6.44 Physical Sciences 5.67 Archaeology & Anc. I listory 5.05

8 Physical Sciences 6.11 Archaeology & Anc. Hist()) y 5.42 Modern Lang. & Lit. 4.20

9 Music 5.90 Maths & Computing 4.35 Maths & Computing 4.11

10 Unclassified 4.46 Modern Lang. & Lit. 3.94 Psychology 3.96

11 Psychology 4.41 Psychology 3.90
11 Religion

Modern Lang. & Lit.
3.19
3.19

Unclassified 3.40 Unclassified 2.911

13 Religion 2.74 Education 1.85

11 Other Science Subjects 2.36 Industrial Studies 2.71 Industrial Studies 2.77

15 Philosophy 1,21
Education
Law

2.62
1.62

Law
Religion

2.66
2.49

16 International Relations 1.91

7 Gwgraphy 1.82 Celtic Studies 2.09 Other Professional Studies 2 38

18 Law 1.72 Philosophy 1.94 Celtic Studies 2.19

19 Celtic Studies 1.52 Other Professional Studies 1.90 Philosophy 1.69

20 Ancient Lang. & Lit 0.35 Town & Country Planning 1.82 Town & Country Planning 1.45

Source: UCACE Reports.
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amounted to 14'!0 of provision. To the enduring stability of the
participative leisure subjects and the sprouting of PEVE in the 19b0s
must be added a continuation of the move aw ay from the WEA joint
provision is now well under 20 of the extramural programme compaNd
with well over 40% in the early 1960s and in 198415 a halt to overall
growth. After an increase in the pattern of the pre% ions y ears of almost
6% in the total extramural programme in 190/4. ov erall grow th was only
I% twelve months later.

UAE has remained like its parent a formation in oh ing a small elite.
Table 7 is taken from the most extensive surv ey conducted in recent
times. The sample was too small for great significance to be attached to it.
Nonetheless, it giv es some support to other small scale sun eys and to
impressionistic evidence. It can be seen that classes organised and
provided directly by unit ersities in this sample drew 90",, of their students
from the A- B CI social categories 'high class' and a 1;ny proportion from
C2/D-E 'lower class'. The situation was not dramatically better in WEA
provision or in LEA classes. In v kw of the trends traced in this essay one
would expect the situation, if any thint..., to hay e worsened. A more recent
survey w hich found that one in four extramural students possessed tl
degree and that only 29% lacked any formal qualification may on the
latter point overestimate the position."'

Despite the role of UAE in allegedly briaging the benefits of adv anced
knowledge to wide sections of the community it has been estimat,A1 that
only 16% of the population are in oh ed in any post-school pros ision.'"

Table 7 San ial-t lass (Ompositiani Lmadments iu tduli Ldotation
Expressed as percentages within in 05 'ding agencies

LEAs Responsible Bodies
Social Evening Major
Class Institutes Establishments link ersi4 Uno ersavVEA WEA
AB 13 20 39 30 19

CI 63 60 53 58 43

C2DE 24 20 8 11 18

tiorm Naturadl i nq i 1 u IL ol Ai/nit IttIrk.nrun. Ida/ / dm anRor ,Idt gain t or Phoirwn.
I"'0. p I2ti I or .1 Lk r Loorirmarron or ilk., mink in ttontinunig A.mIu..nrm

gc ncr,als .ec. ,1( ACE_ Walt% I ht u 1 dm anond I. tp, )temh, anal 1cedm.ItIN2
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One extramural director many years ago w rote that ... t rsity extra-
mural work is developing into a public service provided for the benefit not
of the educationally underprivileged section of the population but
increasingly for those who have received the adv antages of a full-time
education increasingly the emphasis is on the further education of the
products of thc grammar schools, technical colleges and univ
Today, that development has reached fruition.

What kind of ,iumge?

Against this background the case for change in the univ ersity sector as a
whole is au overwhelming one. Change in UAE is in this context
contingent and symbolic. But the attention now being devoted to UAE
provides perhaps some potential for change L. c. to act as a spearhead for
wider action. The div oree between the univ ersity and the liv es and work
of the majority of Britain's citizens. its remoteness from their problems
and cjncerns. has L.urely become unacceptable. There is nothing new
about this. A similar Ca could hay e been :custifiably argued at any time in
the la;,t twenty-five year.. The indictment possesses partkular force today
in tit,: context of the failure of the post-w or expansion of the univ ersities
and the fact that political pressures on the uith ersities arc far greater than
in 1960 or 1970. The status quo in higher education is unacceptable, on
this, if on nothing else, all the politkal parties are in agreement although.
naturally, their remedies differ.

But the real power of the case for Lhange comes from the persistenLe of
the social ills that the adult eduLatiun MON ement and the mov.:ment for
university reform were called into being to answer in a period of social
change unparalleled this century.

Those in UAE two and half decades ago looking at the faltering of 'The
Great Tradition' and searching for a new sense of mission noted
fundamentai ckinges between their world and the heroic past enumerat-
ing, in particular, the emergefte of full employ ment, inueased Ntandards
of living and a greater degree of equality. . The limitations of %hat had
been achiet ed were acknowledged. But reform was 104ed as hay ing
decisively transformed Britain's economy and society . The growth of tlw
Welfare State, the erosion of poverty, a grow th of trade unionism and a
more favourabli: Mame of forLes betw een Lapital and labour were all
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seen as directing UAE away from its earlier comer is towards the task of
criticat:y examining and developing commercial mass culture.'"

Every single one of these changes regarded as fundamental and
enduring in the 1950s and 1960s has been reversed. The comments from
that period on the unpreLedented pat.e of soLial and teLhnological change
also appear to come from a distant, comfortable and slow moving
world.20 The 1980s have already witnessed the re-emergence of mass
unemployment on the scale of the pre-war years, changes in the labour
force, particularly those involving women and black workers, more
transforinative than any this century linked to technological changes
which dwarf those of the 1950s, a growth of inequality with 8 million
estimakd as living bclow the social security poverty line, what is,
perhaps, a final destruction of British manufaLturing industry linked to a
dissolution of traditional working-class communities, and a se% ,:re
weakening of the trade union [no% ement. he riots in the inner cities, the
miners' strike, the Falklands W.tr and the emergence of a three party
system are only the most obv ious symptoms of important upheavals
taking place in British society . In the eduLational sphere, we must
confront the failure of the post-war reforms, the 1944 Education Act,
university expansion, the creation of the polytechnics and the Open
Univ ersit to make eduLation more democratk and relevant to the w hole
community.

In the face of increased unemployment, violent..e, soLial conflict and
economic decline, the case of the government and the 'ES that
un.lversities must go out into the world ,ind make i wntribution to soLial
problems is unassailable. A Lonsemitive response is unaLLeptable.

One sometimes detects at least hints of retreat in some statements.
There are, for example, defensiv e overtones in one authoritativ e oice.

The search for truth %as %s hat the unRersities %rere LonLerned with ntn the
trainIng of nlanagers or Ltilsemuns and e %souId not be abk to get nun h
benefit from that in the nhtrket plat.e. That %s as t ht. maul or onl) thing that
mattered at umersmes .tnd if that %sas not Lonsistent %% fl h Lonlinumg
education then the MP% ersittes should not I mu: Lommutng eduLat ton."

There is, however, no necessary collision between truth and eduLation
for managers or civil servants. There may be in praLtit.e. But truth can be
effectiv ely pursued in the teat.hirig of managers or civil servants if, as in
the teaching of eighteen year old students, the right conditions are
present.
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The problem with the present strategies is that the right conditions are
not present. The state's projected journey into society should still be
supported. But we must combine firm support for the journey with
energetic attempts to transform the itinerary. Universities must attempt
to provide education and research which can illuminate and perhaps
point to possible solutions to a ;slick rwrge of suchd problem as they are
perceived by a ;thole range of soctalgoup. !f the univ ersities arc not to
turn more to the economic problems perceived by an elite then access
must be widened beyond predominantly middle- and upper-class
eighteen year olds and beyond managers and civil servants. The
university walls must be demolished, but not simply to ervt: the interests
of the outside world's pow erhoPers and the already 1.riv ileged. Unfortu-
nately, that ra the direction in Nhich the newly emergg eontinuing
educatiun points. It can only produce a different brand of elitism. As
such, it is an unsatisfactory strategy for the university and for its
department of adult education.

In relation to access we must enter one caveat. We are not arguing for
the liquidation of excellence, or saying that anybody should be able to
enter ev ery univ ersity course, or that the unix ersities should devote
then,selves exclusively the %% %irking class. A simplistic egalitarianism or
wos kerism can in the end only be corrosive of true education. We are
merely urging that existing criteria foi exclusion are unjustifiable and
must be revised.

We have argued that the question of w ho gets access to edation is
bound up with the question of w hat do the) get access to? The drift of
present policy is to subordinate the content and the quality of education
to the external purpose of greater industrial cliii iency and productiv ity .
Education should not start from these purposes. Even if one accepts the
desirability of an economic model of education its utilisation is plagued

ith problems. nobody quite See Ms to know w hat the impact of education
on economit performance is or how it takes place. Ey idence is sometimes
adduced of a link between economic grow th and higher education in the
advanced nations." Initialb the manpower planners identified educa
lion with the residual element in post war grow th that could not be
related to increases in physical capital or the flow of labour time." I3ut the
exponents of the human capital approaeh' have gra% c problems explain
ing the sluggishness of productivity growth during and after the years of
educational expansion ev en if we accept long lags be;ore increased
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educational expenditure affects economic performance. It is possible
that Britain's neb'ect of education taken along w ith numerous other
factors has nlayed a role in its c.:onomic decline. However. the specific
linkage is unresolved.

The role that education can play in economic success or failure would
seem to be severely contingent on wider political and social factors. The
position of the underdeveloped countries in the world market, for
example. dependent as it is on al. zdetermined economic specialisation.
its maintenance underpinned by political power can be little changed by
the production of more graduates. The same point is made by noting that
at a time w hen the age participation rate in higher educat:on in Britain
was very low compared w ith its economic competitors, the rate of
graduate employment reached threc times the lev el of unemployment. If
economists find tremendous difficulties in this area in establishing
linkage. performance targets and success measures. many would still
agree with the argument. 'What then has education as a publicly
pros ided good to Wilt tibute to industry 'MLR; is a long standing view
that the answer is -very little.24

A more balanced assessment would state 'something' but it would go
On to assert unequivocally that all of this is at best secondary . Even if we
cordd show that education did produce greater economic efficiency, this
slivald no er be allowed to detract from its prope. central purposes of
do doping the pow ers of the mind. adv ancing human knowledge and
promoting a critical. ct.Ituied citizenry. Educatitn. must no er become
subordinated to the alleged needs of a particular system of economic and
industrial organisation. When, in its recent White Paper. the Gov ali-
ment argues that unit ersities must 'foster the positiv e attitudes to
enterprise w hich are crucial for both institutions and their students they
are advocating such subordination. Not to put too fine a point on it w hat
they are advocatmg is brainwashing not educati.m. The incukation of
positive. or for that matter negativ e. attitudes to w ork. enterprise, the
licensing laws or artificial insemination is not part of the province of
universities.

In any society the educatitid system has to perform a v ariety of roles.
The education and the continuing education of scientists. technologists.
managers and economists is essential to an) society. But so too is the
education of teachers. architects and social w orkers. It is also clear that
such education sht ,tld be related in part to the kind o:practical work to be
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undertaken. But its thrust requires a Lritka/ and analytkalexamination of
the practice and values of these occupations. Society requires people who
can think, who can think critically, who are adept at problem-solving at
a general level, who have a eritical knowledge of tht organisation of our
society and its history and culture. Any healthy society requires scientists.
social workers, managers or economists who understand not merely the
technical aspects of their profession but the social meaning of w hat they
do. It requires scientists and managers who have a critical awareness of
their rights and responsibilities as citizens. And it requires citizens who
understand their potential for social activit} and social change and are
confident in their ability to rontrol and develop their own lives.

In other words, we are arguing for higher education to provide as broad
and balanced a range of education as possible from the arts to
technological subjects, from scienLe to the humanities, but to make each
area of provision as broad and as interlinked as possible. The teaching of
scientific or technological subjects requires a genuine critical liberal
format as much as the teaching of any other subject. That is what 'a
university training' as distiact from 'vocational training' is all about. A
central problem in today's eduLational politics is the deliberate confusion
of these two quite different things. It is arguable that far too many
scientists and technologists has e never had an adequately critical social
training. And despite the immense importance of this, their chances of
gettli4 it in today's increasingly instrumental higher education diminish
by the minute. We have to reassert the necet,sity to start from the
requirements of education not from the requirements of specific practical
pay-off, either control of the money supply or, for that matter, the
planning of a future revolution. University education may stimulate
personal growth or different forms of social action. It may help students
to acquire a superior job. A dedication to M3 or Bolsho ism may be an
indirect side etle.ct. Its inspiration should never constitute the objective of
higher education.

What concerns us is that just as the new Lontinuing eduLation is a blunt
w capon for increasing aLcess. so its emphasis on vocational training at the
expense of other kinds of education can produce more conformist, less
thoughtful, less socially responsible managers or scientists or trade
unionists. By dominatii.g resource allocation at the expense of liberal,
open-ended, academiLally rigorous education, it Lan contribute to a less
aware and critical population and, therefore, to a debilitated democracy.
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If-renovated elitism and vocational training are emphases in present
strategies that require confrontation, a third is the stress on the market.
Education as somebody once. remarked is not d commodity like cabbages
to be sold to the highest bidder. A policy whieh treats it as such not only
stimulates elitism and training, it increases inequality. driving out
provision for those who cannot pay the price.

Russell said of adult education 'It must be a public service drawing
ttpon public funds. The needs are such as few of our citizens could meet by
their own efforts and large sectiuns of the population could not afford to
meet them at full cost or through commercial provision. 1 he service must
be available to all according to need and interest and irrespective of
means .-NtThe same reasoningshoulcapply to highereducation a., a whole.

We have argued through this essay that adult educators must increas-
ingly think in terms of higher education as d whole. UAE initially
embodied a tradition of university extension ind reform. Its whole
history exemplified the fact that UAE is dependent on its parent body.
Certainly today, the staL's insistence thdt the education of adults should
become a central function of the university pro% ides UAE with great
opportunities as well ds grave dangers and emphasises again thdt the key
loci of decision making lie in the DES and the vice-chancellof_. office.
not in the extramural department. The cosy insulation the years of
neglect and marginality gave UAE are gone i'orever. The fu.ure of the
extramural department is essentially bound up with the kind of changes
taking place in the whole function of the university.. It is in the debate
about those changes and that function that adult educators stand tlu.
only chance of revitalising and extending their still intensely relo ant
tradition. This debate on purpose and function is also increasingly 1

political debate. It is on the terrain of state and university that futu.e
struggles will take place. University adult educators. therefore. need to
direct themselves not only to strategies to protect and develop their own
provision such specific strategies are essential but also to issues of
access, pedagogy and finance in relation to the parent body. . In a very real
sense UAE's future depends on democratising the university.

One sometimes detects a certain ambivalence in UAE towards
proposals for the expansion of internal unkersity edueation through an
extended system of access facilitation. credit transfer and part-time
degrees. This is, perhaps, understandable if such d dev elopment is to take
place at the expense of liberal adult edueation. We have already eriticised
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argui, nts that extramural departments should attempt moves into this
field, torsaking existing provision. But there is no need for this to happen
and indeed across the universities little pressure for it to happen. If the
attempt to open up the uhiversity requires apolitical fight to change the
nature of the university, not into a Marxist monolith but into a genuinely
pluralist institution, so does the struggle to maintain any meaningful
UAE. Unless the universities and their present policies are changed
liberal adult education will end up more marginal than ever before. On
the other hand, an attempt to change the unix ersities in terms of access to
internal courses can dynamise the attempt to extend UAE. Whatever the
truth of the battle o, the projections of the future of the eighteen-year-old
age group it Is clear that we possess a golden opportunity to rethstribute
the university. UAE can be a beneficiary of such redistribution. A more
democratic and responsible university catering in new ways in its
qualification programmes for previously excluded sections of society
could alsois part of the proeess of cLange, stimulate and interrelate with
a large non-credential adult education projamme. One of the most
crucial canons in the adult education ciedo is the belief that the numbers
involved in UAE have been a small fraction of those who might be
involved were the proper resources and organisation provided and
utilised with vigour and imagination.

The pool of potential students who can benefit from UAE courses
alone is a large one. There are others who may go from UAE courses to
qualification courses and then back to inv olvement with UAE. As long as
UAE staff do not stand aloof from arguments about access and as hng as
they assert the specific case for UAE, there is no reason why more
education for the presently deprived should not mean more education of
all kinds. We have to think of UAE as an essential integrated part of a
comprehensive university wide constellation of courses qualification
and no n-qualificAtion. That means seeing changes in all al cas of pros ision
as our interest and our concern. For if UAE is to overcome its present
crisis then we need to change the univ ersity . And we need to change
present policies for changing the university.

What kind of strategy?

It is useful to start from three bask principles. First, a strategy for the
future of UAE eannot and should not be construeted outside the eonfines
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of a broader strategy for the future of the unix ersities. It requires its own
specificity but it needs to be intimately related to other aspects of
university reform. Secondly, the future of the universities cannot be
considered in isolation from the future of higher educatn generally.
Thirdly, there is a need to consider short term measuro rekited to the
present situation we find ourselv es in. But this should not Liibit us from
envisaging broad reforms for the future as long as we uo not lose all
purchase on reality. . Immediate practicality should be tempt:red by ision
and vice versa.

In this context adult educators need to think not only in terms of a
comprehensive university prov ision but of a future comprehensix e
system of post,school education. The goal of lifelong education and the
strategy of recurrent education have, in fact, as yet only produced a
limited and conservative continuing location. The aspiration of radic,
supporters of this philosophy for a transformation uf the entire educa-
tional spectrum, so that the expansion of recurrent opportunities later in
life in turn changes %hat happens educationally in childhood, have not
met with success Neitu;-r have the more limited hopes of thosc. who
focused on a greater s)ste.natisation of post-school prov ision as a first
step. In present circumstar.ces the possibilities for any major planned
integration are limited. Nc netheless, the ideas of lifelong/recurrent
education, whatever one's le% of their provenance and particular
theorising and prescription, remain intensely relevant. They reprcsent a
framework in which adult educators Lan think beyond traditional adult
education. And their emphasi. on the necessit) of thinking in terms of the
whole education system and their insistence on the dv mimic interrelation-
ship of its particular sectors is an important one:'

The logic of cha nge in the unit ersities certainly requires the stimulation
of related changes in other parts of the educational system. The argument
that universities should recruit students from a w ider social and ability
range, studying a wider range of subjects, directs attLntion to 'A' level
and GCSE examinations. Because of the hierarchical nature of British
education any consideration of the univ ersities must lead us to examine
the schools. In this context discussion in university circles on the need for
a major review of all edu,:ation between the ages of 13 and 22 and the
move, the CVCP to hold such a review flL important ones.2'' But there
is a necd to go further. Much of the litaature see.-is to suggest that factors
related to educational adv antage, such as domestic background are at
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their strongest prior to the age of 13ind that initial hoohng is a major
determinant in future educational and hence life chanLes.29

Similarly, discossion of a changed educatiomil role for the universities
almost automatically raises the question of the poly technics. lt suggests a
closing of the divide between polytechnics and universities. lt is perhaps
premature to think of the ending of that division. ['here is a need Lertainly
to think about bridging measures. For example, the establishment of a
body with overall responsibility for higher education would help to
overcome fragmentation and gne a framework to greater collaboration.
A transbmary standing committee on Lontinumg education formed in the
wake of the UGC and NAB reports and chaired by La -d Perry represents
the first formal administrative spanning of the div ide. A development of
links is, in all probability in essential precursor of final integration at this
ley& The development of emb ryonic systems of credit transfer across
instautiom combined with a modularisation of qualifiLation pi oLgammes
suggested as long ago as the Robbins Report, would proide another
organic means of breaking down the boundaries. This is also a :aluable
means of increlsing access to universities, particularly for mature
students and for those who do not wish to study in a once and for all block
of two or three years. The Open College Scheme in Lancashire inv oh, ine,
Nelson and Colne College and Lancaster Unive;-sity provides a useful
example of collaboration across educational divisio 's which merits
emulation elsewhere."

The demand that already exists for greater access to universities can
be seen from the fact that for every applicant to the OU there is at least
one unsuccessful applicant and two additional written enquiries "
Applications for entry to the Joint Matliculation Board Universities,
through :he mature entry scheme for thost, who do not hae 'A leels or
comparable qualifications, hae more than doubled and the increase is
greater than that amongst imy other group seeking entry .12 Whilst many
of the suReys )n the performanLe of mature students find the evidence
inconclusive," the most recent research concludes that

Unqualified adults admitted through the mature L.,tr Alit:Mt; Lu: found
Ii axerage to do rather betti-r tkin other um% ersit students in ter ms of

the qualLa.ation aLhiel, ed. e peL kIII in arca, when. experieni.e plas ui
important part. Pt niL uL nI n eduLatam and thi. soLial suenLes and also
law. mature entrants tended to Come out on top."
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This gives support to those whose experience tells them that there is a
large untapped pool of students who want university education and who
can benefit from that education but who lack the formal qualification for
entry. The significant expansion of access courses, particularly those
aimed at women and ethnic minorities, is a healthy development.'" We
need more specifically tailored part-time degree courses to meet the
special needs of mature students. But most of all we need to use recent
research to overcome the strong reservations that exist in universities
about the mature student without formal qualifications. The statement in
the Green Paper that universities should be open to all who can benefit
from them is hastily qualified by the statement that the benefit must
justify the cost and worries about intellectual standards and the rigour of
selection procedures.16 If university recruitment is to be broken from the
class based procedure of 'A' level results then the nettle of formal
qualifications will have to be grasped.

If these innovations are important, what could be cruchil in transform-
ing the university is the emphasis now being laid on the so called 'third
tier of continuing education with opportunities for provision recurring
throughout life. Its development provides an essential point of insertion
for liberal adult educators. We hake to argue, as suggested throughout
this essay that continuing education should not be simply professional
and ocational ed.,ation, still s professional and ocational training.
This does not require, we have ari,ued, that universities ref se to mount
pros ision for managers or cik it serv ants, nor refuse to r elate such prov ision
to the work and role concerns of such groupings. What it dues require is for
the University to insist that consideration of the mechanics of work roles
does not negate examination of the broader issues inv ()Ned in work, nor
the wi,ler social and political context which influences those roles. It also
requires an insistence that continuing education must not only be open'to
professional groupings and to those who can afford to pay for it, but to
trade unionists, to the unemployed, to wonm's groups, to black workeis
and to the educationally and socially deprived in general. This is far from
the present purpose of the state and the university hierarchies.

UAE and the extramural departments

Yet the specific attacks on UAE as well as the fact that it as along
with the rest of the university from the general state offensg,.. combine
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with its historical weaknesses to make an atteinp, at infusing the
expansion of continuing education with the liberal spirit a difficult one.
Even where extramural tutors are convinced, their numbers ilU small and
getting smaller and they are already over-committed. Nonetheless, it
would be tragic if existing tendencies come to fruition leaving a rump
liberal sector as a slim adjunct to a vigorous PEVE based continuing
education. The choice lies between the development of PEVE as the
mainstream of university extension seR ing limited sections of society ir. a
limited fashion or a phirah.suc continuing education in which PEVE will
be only one component integrated with adult education in an approach

hich can win greater resources than ever before for the education of
diverse groups without sacrificing the best aspects of the traditions of
scholarship and autonomy.

In our view this necessitates the rehabilitation and the flagging up of
working-class aihdt eduLation. It requires an understanding too that the
term 'community' is an evasive one. 'Education for the community' can
mean all things to all men and women. If universities are to serve thcir
local communities in any halfway adequate fashion they must make
conscious planned efforts with specifically earmarked resources and a
catefully worked out approach to reach the majority of their community

the working class as we have broadly defined it. Working-class adult
education, education for the majority of the community, , education for
those who most need it, requires just as much a specific and well
resourced approach as PE`., E. Them is happi,y s, me k-ccognitiori of this.
Yet on the other hand there are univ.:rsities which turn a blind eye to ihis
and cater in their adult and continuing education Js much as in their
internal activities not for the Lommumty but for a pi iv ileged section of it
the already educated.

It is of course value judgments about desirable ends whia influence
means. The predominant view in a university whether conscious and
articulated or semi-consuous and Lloaked in rhetoric on w hich sections
of the community it should be eduLating and with what kind of education
will have a strong influence on method aud organisation. As we have
seen, the work uf many university adult eduwtion departments Oka the
years beLame a pallid reflection of what happened inside the walls. The
routinist programme was dominated by the eduLated middle class and the
learning methods were all too often those which had eduLated that
clientele in the first place. Any rev italisatioli has to accept the truth of
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much of the criticism made over these years. But even in such
departments there were exceptions and important exceptions.

The best examples of UAE have met the objective of catering for
groups excluded from mainstream university education without sacri-
ficing scholarship. They have been based, however, on a belief in the
need to adapt scholarship. At it,. "'Jest L1AE has differed fiom main-
stream university education because it has taken account of the specific
characteristics of adult learners and it has, therefore, prescribed spec*
learning methods. It has accepted that the dbcouraging experience of
education as well as the rich experience of life of adult students has to be
recognised. So has their standing as volunteers. It has, therefore,
encouraged collective participation in the determination of what is to be
learned and in ways of learning. There are important variations in both
internal and external Rol, ision in universities and it w ould be as wrong to
minimise pedagogic adv ances achieved internally as it would he to ignore
deficiencies in UAE provision.

But often adult educators have involved themseh es in trying to enter
into the world of the community., the local group, the organisation they
are working with, in order to understand the experience of participants
and to diagnose together with those participants how university educa-
tion can help. The class which emerges has, in turn, decided together
immediate educa.onal objectives. The endeavour then has been to
provide the group with the tools they felt that they required thrc ugh
attempting to relate scholarship and specialist knowledge to their
aspirations and experience. This has contrasted with the internal
university's transmission approach embodied in Icctures and seminars, as
has the UAE pedagogy of study skills, discovery work, small group
discussion, case-study work, role-play and self-directed learning. In other
words, university adult educators have argued that their v-t.rk kis specific
principles and a distinctiv e methodology .1' Adult educators have argued
against the idea that anybody can do it and asserted that the education of
adults does not involve a simple flow of specialist knowledge from the
University to external recipients but a struggle to find a we.y in' to that
knowledge by the students, a struggle w hich can, in turn, transform that
knowledge.

Provision on these lines has represented the distinctive contribution of
the university to adult education. Where its striving for a dialectit.al
relationship between scholarship and experience, between rigour and
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relevam c has been successful, it has unquestionably met the ighest
standards. However, there has always been a danger that university
standards' which UAE must undoubtedly meet would bwome a received
and frozen category by-passing the issues of educational disadvantage
and life experience and based on emulation outside the walls of what was
happening inside at a particular time. On the contrary, uMversity
standards cannot be acceptably defined as doing what the internal
university does and doing it in the same way. What happened outside, if it
was to be successful, had to be different from what happened inside.
Rigour and quality, a dealing in advanced knowledge and its extension,
can obviously be achieved by other means than the kcture and the
seminar and the rigidly-drawn subject. boundary. Yet, r, n the whole
there have been notablc exceptiors UAE tutors who did not emulate
internal teaching by iaclination. as many did, felt pressure to do so.
Williams, for example, records that:

... all the time there was constant pressure from the University. you must
improve academic standards, you must get written work, there must be no
crossing of subject boundaries ... My syllabuses were constantly criticised
on these grounds. of course a class in English Literature but what is this
other including the first class in which I started discussing di,: themes of
'Culture and Society?' 'What sort of class is this?'38

The point is made. there must be leeway because in adult education
there must be experimentation, there must be novelty, there must be
adaptation, there must be development. Academic integrity can be
sustained via a variety of approaches. The university must appoint staff
equipped for the task. And it must trust them. If these fundamental
assumptions, widely accepted in UAE, held good a decade ago then it is
difficult to see how, , in principle, they have been made edundant by the
univeisity cuts and the emergence of PE E. Rather the re-emergence of
eeonomic, social and political problem., rt.quit es that education based on
this approach be given greater pror. .-nce and be extended to new
groups as a central part of continuing education.

If this objective is to be argued for and to any degree implemented. a
swe qua non is the necessity for a strong, aware core of specialist tutors
committed not only to the 1;be ral tradition but also to its implantation and
cultiv ation within the developing continuing education. This, in turn, will
require the building of close links with those appointed with purely PEVE
and PICKUP briefs and close contaet with those in internal departments
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who are becoming involv ed in continuing education. If this essential
specialist function is allowed to wither and the department of adult
education is replaced by an administrative bureau, then this integration is
unlikely to occur and we will certainly face the demise of the liberal
tradition.

This is the problem with simply saying 'we must turn the resources of
internal departments out towards the local comimmity'. We must aim. ays
ask wlwm precisely we are writing to, for what purpose, and with It hat
kind of education. If the university is to set ve all sectors of its local
community it simply cannot do without a spt..,:ialist educational body
which cammediate between the univ ersity duld trade unions, unemployed
groups, black organisations, women's groups, historical and archaeo-
logical associations, employers and other diverse groups. It is in this
context extramural educators must stake out their conceptions of
contmumg education. a continuing education which will be based on the
revitalisation of the liberal tradition not on its aquidation. This is the
danger of the entrepreneurial models which, seeing ittic need for
personal growth, the development of social diction or positiv e

for the underprivileged see no need for any pedagogic interpolation
between internal departments and already acculturated clients w ho
simply require 'catalysts' and 'brokers' to match them up.

Nonetheless, the existing extramural form has itself been inadequate
to the potential of UAE, today, it is ever more so. There can surely be no
going bak to the under-resourced peripheral extramural department
where increasingly in the 1960s and 1970s the demands placed on staff in
terms of organisation, teaching and research made for ineffincy. In the
mid-1980s extramural departments are not up to the job required of
them. To overcome its problems UAE requires more tutors, more
administrators with a knowledge of educd.tion, more backup staff. There
will be a need for larger teams of tutors, researchers and administrators to
work together and a degree of speualisation between the three functions
interknit at the level of the project, the team and the department. This
can work if there is a redefinition of UAE's purposes and of what adult
education departments are about.

Over the last decades the majority of tutors have been appointed
purely on the basis of their proficiency as subject specialists. This has
been related to the development of spet.ialist and educated audiences.
These tutors could not be expeued to have a sense or know ledge of adult
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education on appointmnt and many were not Inducted into its 'Astory
and purposes. The withering of links between tutors in certain depart-
mems and the WEA is, per'..aps, symbolised by the failure to find any
replacement for the Association of Tutors in Adult Education. Instead,
tutors tended to be involved in a variety of organisations and learned
societies, discipline- rather than adult-education-based. Again, this
process has been uneven. This is, perhaps, summed up by the fact that in
one of the writers' departments every tutor and administrator receives a
copy of the journal Adult Education. In the other even the library does
not take it on the grounds that it is available elsewhere in the university.

The present situation in some universities emphasises the need not only
for greater resources but for a change in educational direction. This is
particularly urgent giveu today's chz.u_nges and possibilities. For
example, the growth of ..oluntary organisations of the unemployed,
blacks and women pro% ides an opportunity for adult education to re-
discover, at least to some degree, its earlier sense of itself as a movement
not a consumption good. Those of us familiar with WEA branches
providing limited programmes with limited numbers of ageing voluntary
workers can be inspired by examples of vibrant branches relating to the
concerns of community groups and succeeding in involving them in
forging their own prov ision." The changing chiss structure provides new
opportunities. For ,xample, if one of the small success stories of UAE in
the past was the ability of its proponents to get inside the experience of
the miners communities and facilitate links between the NUM and the
miners then in a different way the 1980s ploy ide similar opportunities
with a union such as NUPE.

Moreover, the discussion about continuing edueation prov ides an
opportunity to argue against the passive. service 'delivery of provision'
conception of edueation inherent ii muen offieial formulation and argue
for the eontinued tele% max of oluntary ism If adult edueation is to be
successful then as much as ever it reqc s the stimulation of self-
organisation by the low! community. . The exing attention to continuing
education also gives adult educators a forum to explain what they want to
do and what they need to do it. It creates a platform on which to argue
that valuable work will require patient, tin.e consuming, pioneer work
within the local community, to find out what is goine on, to discuss
conflicting v iews of what is goinb ,,a and different conceptions of what
education is required a process very different, fur example, from the
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meeting between high ranking raanagement univ crsity personnel to
decide for employees what their 'needs are,

Of course this kind of valuable work is resource-intensive and brings us
back to the central question of fundinb. If UAE is to become what it has
never been, an intrinsic part of the university work then it is clear that the
funding for UAE must become an intrinsic part of university funding.
Moreover, U 1E. imist be seen as a subsidised not as a self-financing
sector. The upposing argument is that di% erse funding for UAE reflects
its diverse structure and that the DES component embodies the state's
commitment to the community at large. DES funding is an essential
protection for UAE. In a situation w here the UGC is hopekssly and
blindly infatuated with PEVE i mov e from dual to single resourcing
would mean that liberal adult eduLation would disappear withtmt trace.4"
Perhaps the best view is that a change from DES to UGC funding,
justified in principle, must take aLLount of unpalatable re,ility and must
be regarded as a loag term objective, contirr6t:nt on the progress of
changs. .iithin the UM% crsitic.. More immediately . adult educators must
make every effort to argue against the anti-eduLational Lonsequences of
the DES formula even as revised and the lack of concern for quality
embodied in the notion of 'EffeLtiv c Student I lours'. Meanw hue, extra
reso, ices may be garnered from present upheavals within the univ ersity
,ind the focus on Lontinumg eduLation. hat is why adult eduLators must
involve themselves in what is happening internally.

In this context there i i need to consider a series of possibilities
.-k:les.ant to the differen. positions of different extramural departments.
tor example. univ ersity adult edu4.,nors may have to examine serious!)
proposals such a' secondment or halftinic posts in both extiamural and
the relevant intei nal department in order to ensure that .1 turning of the
university outwards does, in occur, that that turn outwards is an
educational turn w hiLh widens the university audientx, ti.at still relev ant
liberal approaches sustain it and that adequate resourc,:s fuel it.
Alternatively, financial arrangements could be dev eloped to second
interested internal staff on, say . a half-time basis for a ) ear or two tu
develop particular areas of work. Of COMM: the arteries iirc best
stimulated from the heart. And suLh arrangements arc best resourced
from a powerful Institute or Centre for Adult and Continuing EduLation
which subsumes existing extramural staff, those involved in PEVE
projects and others who might be seLonded or transferied from internal
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departments. This appears preferable to the fragmented situation in
some universities where the extramural department is separate from
PEVE and part-time degree offices.

Such a centre would seek to develop all forms of adult and continuing
education within the rnhersity whilst providing the unitary framework
for cross-fertilisation and integration. It virould commit itself to study and
researeh in the teaching of adult and continuing education, seeking to link
itself tc every internal department as well as the external bodies in the
field. It would pro% ide a genuine test of the university's commitment to
ensuring that adult and continuing education is as normal as research or
degree tea;hing. It would, of course, represent a real beginning not an
ending to the prcsent chapter. For the challenges arc numerous and
difficult to overcome. It hits been argued, fur example, that if continuing
education is to become intrinsic to the university

... there must be an appreciatitut at all le% 's !hat continuing education and
training is a legitimate rok for a university lecturer deserving of signdkant
commitment and so recognised in the assessment of an individual within a
department. the assessment of a department witlnn a university faculty ...
The system of incentives needs modification to favour CET.4'

But this modification should not be seen in a narrow fashion. Nor
should change be piecemeal and haphazard. If universities are serious
about continuing education, its development w ill require not only a
bigg..t resource base, it will require an internal reallocation of resources.
There will be it need for some transfer ut resources away from teaching
18 21 y ear olds towards continuing educatior . v en if additional finance is
made available for the latter. Alread:, c,er-dep: yed internal staff arc
not likely to take up continuing education on any large scale unless they
are freed from other responsibilities. Fundamental change cannot be
attained on the cheap. Perhaps a pound or two of increased productivity
can be extracted from the existing workforu.. Any sigmficant progress in
making continuing education major inersity function will require
more resourees. If more resources 4re nut forthcoming then in the
unh ersities as a whole continuing c.ducation w ill continue to be a matter
of marginal importance.

The point about connecting with external bodies is also an important
.ne. For university adult educators must look outwards well as

irmards. If universities are serious about ser ng their loud communities
rather than simply sell, lung their local Laptains of industry . then we hay e
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argued they will give UAE a far higher p.ofile than they have accorded it
thus far. And they will give working-class adult education in the broadest
sense a far higher profile. If universities are to reach the even sizeable
minorities of the educationally deprived, then access provision will
require extensive outreach and counselling work in the context of an
advertising approach which relies on iocal radio and telet ision far more
than leaflets in librarks. This emphasis will, of course, revire extensive
resources. But if, as we are repeatedly iocolmed, UAE is to hat e equal
status wit'ain the universk with degree work and to research then in all
logic it shoull have equal purchase upon universily resources.

Outreach work is essential. Those in universities coming into this area
still talk as did many of their extramural predecessors of 'meeting
demand'. This conception of a clear cut pre-existing 'demand' for courses
is an intensely middle-class notion which has played its part in creating a
middle-class clientele for UAE. The unemployed worker in tl..; inner city
is highly unlikely to be aware of his or her educational want:. still less
formulate or articulate them on thc model of the doctor, lawyer or Indian
chief from the leafy suburbs, and still less relate them to the different
range of education available. Yet it is the latter middk-clas-, model
3f educational awareness on which ui asities still largely opentc.
Advertise an evening class, dayschool, part-time degree. r
thc right places and, hey presto, the punters w ill roll up. If onl: it were all
so simple!

The missing link is developmem work. In reality educational cds and
wants require stinutlation and assessment through educational a% arc ness
campaigns and a dialogue between eduutor and potential student.
Without campaigning and counselling, greater access w ill in all likelihood
mean more f r the middle class. Yet there tire many in the unit ersities
who still fight shy of outreach and pre-course det elopment work. It is, of
course, much messier and mon. difficult than a half an hour discussion
with a company tr3ining officer w ho knows exactly what 'his' employees
need. But without it no community education orthy of the itame w ill be
possible. To be effective, access and outreach work require close
colh.boration between the university and a ariety of educaGonal
oluntart and community organisations. Again elitism predisposes some

in the universities to limit collaboration with. for cxample, local Lolkges.
Again an effective contribution to the community demands such Lo-
opei ation. There is no reason why Open College systems int oh mg the
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univ ersity and the further education bodies should not blossom in every
locality. But. of course, in practice there are problems for which we nee'l
not look further than the responsible bodies themselves.

As long ago as the 1950s with the developing separation of the
unirsities and the WEA and the entry of the local education authoi:ties
into the field of liberal adult education, complaints of duplication and of
wasteful competition between the different bodies were rife. The
volununous ev idence given to both Ashby and to Russell was replete with
suggestions for rationalisation of the spheres of the different organisa-
tions. Indeed the former committee was said to have just stopped short of
recbmmending the dissolution of the WEA. It was suggested. for
example. that it should cease to provide grant-aided classes and should
become a stimulator and organiser of demand for courses to be provided
by the universities and the local education authorities:*

Today. . the need for rationalisation in the adult education field and for a
concentration of the forces of liberal adult education are more relevant
than ever. given the greater resources, efficiency and economies of scale
tt could bring. It is. therefore, tempting to address once more the issue of
a closer integration between the univ ersities and the WEA. The last rites
have been read over voluntaryism in each decade since the war. There
can be little doubt that the WEA. like the other adult education bodies.
has become professionalised. A basic problem in the List decade 'n some
districts has been the dev elopment of a gulf between the protessional staff
concentrating on various priority area projects w ith the unemploy ed or
ethnic minorities or involved in second chance work or trade union
studies and the voluntary branches.41 Attempts to bridge the gap for
example by the establishment of industrial branches intended to bring
students from the projects into the branch structure hay e not been
successful overall. Weakened but not yet moribund, voluntaryism has
limped along.

It would certainly be wrong to hasten the extinction of a 1 oluntary
organisation able even in the most limited fashion to voice the educa-
tional requirements of local communities and help to organise courses in
a democratic fashion. Nonetheless, at a time of crisis it is essential that all
those supportiv e of liberal adult education :,hould stand together. As we
hay e observ ed the 1980s have v, itnessed a new phase in the drifting apart
of extramural departments and the WEA. At a time w hen both are facing
what is essentially the same problem this fragmentation can only weaken
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both. The WEA is a body with its ov,n organisational ballast and intests
which have to be respected. Despite a movement to greater national
cohesion in the face of the new DES policies, its districts still possess great
autonomy. Accepting this we would like to see a change of direction in
adidt education policy requiring greater collaboration between depart-
ments and the WEA. The WEA's professional resources, complement-
ing those of thc university, could provide an augmentation to a university
Institute of Adult Education and avoid overlappini, and duplication. A
new marriage between universities and the WEA which joined the
professionals together by , for example, attaching WEA tutor organisers
to the universities, requires far more discussion but is surely w orthy of
consideration. We fej that it could only be consummated if it ensured the
maintenance of the voluntary movement and the student-organised and
controlled class.

More immediately , such official prescription on continuing education
as the UGC report forcefully urges cross institutional co-operation, and
the gauntlet has been picked up by the formation of bodies like Contact
and the Coventry Consortium financed by PICKUP. The adult education
mstitutions in cur trast have tended to react to crises by ploughing their
own furrow, a process to some degree induced by one of the numerous
contradictions of state policy, the adv mac) of co-opcsation within an
imposed framework of competition. Greater collaboration between
extramural departments in the same region would appear worth) of
greater consideration than it has received. In Lancashire, for example,
where one department possesses two industrial studies tutors and the
other one, joint work with trade unions has been sticngthened by more
than numerical aggregation by the specialised function economics,
law and history each tutor is able to bring to the teamwork. Access
work and distance learning would appear to be but two of the natural
areas for collaboration. Such co-operation, moreover, can increase
organically. , from below, , the sense of joint purpose required in UAE that
a UCAE composed largely of senior personnel can 1er achiev e in itself.

This is not to detract from the need outlined earlier for collaboration
across sectors. In the context of the universities' historic mov e away from
working-class adult education, the precedence given to PEVE the
unhelpful and unnecessary fragmentation of work w ith working-class
bodies and the challenges of ccess, it would be a step in the right
direction if in every area an adult education development committee w as
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established. This would provide a forum for considering jotat inivativ es
and minimising overlapping and competition. In particular, it could be
given a special brief to examine proposals for an extension of working-
class adult education and foster .1n...! co-ordinate their imp:ememation. It
would provide a means of focusing on the whole question of access and
credit transfer but crucially it could prov ide a means of linking together
liberal adult education undertaken with trade unions and community
groups with access and part-time degree opportunities. Such a focus
would go some way. at least. to redressing the present myopic concentra-
tion on industrial training.

None of this will be possible if adult educators shrink from taking up
the central education arguments in their own institutions. In tne
universities this means a rejection of the repressiv e tolerance which is all
too often the means of dealing with adult education.

'The Extra-mural Department is doing, and always ..:ts done, an
excellent job in providing liberal adult education for the local co a-
munity . It receives special f, ding from the DES to do this. We cannot, at
the foment, offer further resources, particularly dS the department is
answering the imperatives to become self-finan..ing. We. therefore, turn
to the main point, the burning need to expard continuing education.'
Discussion of fundamentals is often defused with ao. easy and ippaent
_wen-handedness. the extramural department must bear its share of
economies with good humour and equanimity just like any other
university department.

The extramural department is, of course, not like any other depart-
ment. It is sum.osed to be LOC univ ersity's arin into the community, , the
bridge across which education passes into that community. One could,
therefore, in all justice expect it to possess a specia. protected status at a
time when universities are stating their great c nmitment to their local
communities. The DES situation means, moreover, that the department
is in double jeopardy when it comes to cuts. One cGuld go on. Put the
point is clear. Unless the voice of UAE is firmly present at the internal
table, the arguments and the decisions will go by default.

Proposals and politics

The possibilities of success for such scenarios u ill appear severely limited
in mai.y universities. Aa intelligent pessimism about prospects is
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pertinent, it should not breed defeatism. The current is still running
strongly in favour of the technocratisa.ion of higher education. But
within an oppressive landscape, a new attention to mature students'
access courses, part-time education and the whole issue of disadvantage
provides some relief. The issues in contention in thc univ ersities today are
crucial ones. Their resolution even marginally in favour of genuine
education, will require 1110ie than activity insidc the university. external
political action is ultimately necessary to change both policies and
attitudes.

It is also incumbent on adult educators to develop political alternatives
to the present devastation if we are to even hold the present line. Before
turning to current proposals for dev elopment by the major political
parties let us briefly mention two examples of this. Any efficient system of
continuint; cducation will require pdrt-time study with employees leav ing
their job for short regular periods of, for example, day-release or longer
block periods of six months, a year, or cvcn longer. This is because in any
expanded provision, all employees taking access, degree or liberal
courses cannot be expected simply to leave their job, certainly not in
today's econumic conditions. And the difficulties of studying only in the
evenings and at weekends combined with the problems of a normal job
will deter thousands from re-entering education and severely limit the
experience of thousanas of those who are not so deterred.

A continuing education system which depends largely on this kind of
study will be a second-rate s}stem from the start. As with other areas of
public provision, initial shoddy resourcing can later bc utilised to
discredit the whole concept.

Reseorch and experience counsels against relian,,.: for release from
work for educational purposes on the goodwill of the employer.
Opportunities for paid educational leave will be granted by welfarist or
paternalist employers. The majority will refuse to allow release if the
provision is not work-related and many w;11 refuse release even if it is. It
is unacceptable that educational oppo;tunities hould be distributed
a:cording to the vagaries of one's emp.. ment, employment many will
have been consigned to :r: the first place because of limited educational
attainment. In iese circumstances the lacLof educational rights simply
reaffirms the ina,..,quacies of initial schooling which continuing education
should aim to redrcss. Of course opportunities for paid educational
leave can be negotiated. One recent statement is relevant.
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We are aware for example of the recent one-year adult residential
scholarships provided by Sheffield City Council and the two-year day-
releaw Lourses organised kn lowl authority employees by Derbyshire County
Council in coapinct, m with the University of Nottingham. To leave this
matter to the discretion of the employers, the attitude of trade unions and
the unevenness and disParities between the different bargaining situations
in which prospective students may be located is to leave many employees
who are interested in more than ephemeral Lourses ith little improvement
upon the situation w here they have to pursue their eduLation in their ov.n
time.44

It would seem that paid educational leave is an absolute necessity for
any qualitlith e stimulation of continuing education that is to progress
beyond employer-sponsored industrial training. It is, therefore, little
short of amazing that proposals for PEL are so conspicuous by their
absence in statement after statement on continuing education. Perhaps in
the context of the obsession with PEVE it is not so amazing. But if we are
to turn the present tide of instrumentalism and employer dominance of
pro.non we must look to the creation of a system of educational leave

olving legal rights to grant or payment from the employer, and
embracing a right to choosc from the whole range of educational
provision. degree courses, access courses, liberal adult education,
political or trade union cs.arses, what or the student wishes to choose.
The existence of such a right if accompanied by a campaign of education
around it could go some distance to unfettering continuing education
from the market, and from the training mould in which it is being
presently cast.

Indiv iduals would then have the right to choose their own provision for
their own purposes, to stimulate rzrsonal development or enhance the
effectiveness of sociat action. They would not be constrained, for
example, by the necessities of organisational development or work
efficiency. They would not have cho'ces made tor them. The introiuction
of such an entitlement could surely only stimulate liberal provision. Such
proposals are far from utopian. Not only are they broadly embraced in

conventions of the international Labour Organisation, they have
been introduced in other countries and have a great deal of support
amongst educators and politicians :n the UK. Whilst the comprehensive
introduction of such rights may not be on the immediate ,Igenda, the
publicising of the idea of minimum educational grant entitlements can
deepen interest and support. For as one advocate argues,
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There is no doubt t..at this country could afford the cost if It wanted to ,

We allow our governments to spend a Jeater percentage of GNP on
defence than any other European nation while at the same time we turn a
blind eye to the illegal refusal to pay taxes to the annual tune of £9,000
million. If we can afford these we can afford a rmninnim educational grant
for adults. The campaign must seek to persuade people lit] is worth making
a priority. It is a matter of choice.**

Turning to the micro level, one extramural department has made
spec:fic suggestions for changing the present constraints on UAE
provision.46 They assume that at least for the immediate future DES
funding of the departments should continue. Any severing of the tie,
given the present attitude within univ ers...,s, would be likely to produce
an accelerated immersion of staff in the professional and v, -ational pool.
The principles of DES funding should, however, be replaced by
alternative regulations. These would provide a bask re grant at level
funding so that the departments would have the nc. ,,sar) professional
establishment to undertake the task of providing aber,:l adult education,
including acce: courses, given the extensive groo ¶d wo7k such provision
requires. This core grant for each responsible body w Arid account for
two-thirds of the DES funding. Grant should be reisned to success in
attracting and keeping students nut there should, gven the existing,
pattern of university recruitment, be an element of pos:tiv e discrlizinaY
tion and the ESH points awarded for relevant students should be
particularly skewed towards those who left school at fifteen and other
disadvantaged groups. Whilst responsible bodies should be encouragJ
to maximise their income, it would be recognised that extramural work 1.,
nut rea.lit usceptible to crude measures of cost effectiveness, particu-
larly when .t is attempting to redress the balance of social :nequality.. This
modest proposal recognises the need for an increase in resources if UAE
is to continue to function efficient:4 but takc.s cognisance of the unpre-
msessing political economic s1tuation.

It therefore argues for a restoration of cuts and the WEA to
the level of 1983/4 in rea: terns. The war of attrition on universities :las
been suspended bn, this truce has been made specifically dependent on
continued collaboration with policies which are likely to damage UAE
further.47 DcNpite the revision of the DES regulations in March 1987, a
revision whkh may constitute only a brzathing space before 'le state
march to payment by results is resumed, these alternatiN e suggestions still
merit discussion.
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Obviously the success or otherwise of these kinds of proposals depends
ultimately on a e, rige in the political climate. The 1987 White Paper
Higher Education. Meeting the Challenge has been seen by some as
representing some shift in the Conservative Part) s attitude to higher
education. Others traced its provenance to the wider field uelectoral in-
fighting. Certainly the framework of policy remains intact from prey ious
prescription even if formulation is more mined. On the very first page
under Aim.s and Purposes it is stated that 'Higher education should. serve
the economy more effectively, pursue basic scit atific research and
scholarship in the arts and humanities. have closer links ith industry and
commerce, anj promote enterprise'.48 We are told that 'meeting the
needs of the economy is not the sole purpose of higher education-I( even
if it remains the number one priority. whilst the Robbins Committee's
multi-purpose definitiun is endorsed. 'The utilitarianism of the 1985
Green Paper is reaffirmed although in more considered language. that
offers fewer honest hostages to critical fortune'.5t)

The Universities Funding Council which will replace the UGC will
have broadly equal numbers of academic and non-academic members
whilst the Secretary of State will hav e a reserve power to issue directions
to the Council. The UFC will act to introduce competition between
universities and operate on a basis of selectiv It) ithin thc framework of
education and research being relevant to the 'needs o the economy'. It
will operate on the lines of a central bank. Universities w ill not receive
their grants automatically but will have to cuntraa ith the council for
specific funds. In assessing bids for funds the new central body will
examine the degree to which the bids meet the needs of thc economy and
the university's general performance against a range of indicators of
effectiveness. Serious failures to meet the terms of previous contracts vs, ill
result in revised terms o, .1 cut in funds to the recalc;trant univ ersity. The
UFC would have unprecedented powers over universities to direct how
allocated funds should be applied for particular purposes. The Croham
Report's proposals for an 'overarching' body to plan across higher
education are rejected. Of five paragraphs on continuing education.
three deal with PEVE and PICKUP and only one and an anodyne one
at that with 'other forms ot adult higher education'. And the
government reaffirms its determination to legislate on tenure and ensure
the 4nplementation of a range of ,11 ue for money' manageriA practices
in the universities.
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Thus far, the White Paper represents the mixture as before only
more so. As one supporter of its broad approach commented it will
'offend thoe who believe that higher education is in itself an essential
concomitant of a civilised nation. Academic excellence does in the end
depend upon the freedom of inquiring minds to follow wherev er ILarniag
may take them. The government does not show suffkient awareness of
this'.5I But there are important changes. There is a greater formal
acknowledgement of w hat the gov ernment practice had already exempli-
fied: changes in provision cannot be left entirely to indiv klual choice and
the market manpower planning receives a certain rehabilitation.
Starting from the eiplivalent of 693.000 full-time students in higher
education in 1985 the target for 1990 is revised upwards by around 4% to
726,000. A decline is then projected to 1996. in accordance with falling
numbers of 18 year olds, before rising again to 723.000 in the yea! 2000
a 14% increase on earlier planning. The merit of the White Paper is its
refusal to accept that numbers in higher education should bc related
purely_to demographic changes amongst teenagers. It goes on. however.
to tie targeted number of places available in different subjects to the
demands of employers and to achiev ement of a shift towards science.
engineering; voc.,iunal courses. better 'value for money' by the educa-
tional bodies, and 'commitment by LIIIR ersities .ioly technics and colleges
to opening up higher education to more mature entrants and to more w
do not possess traditional entry qualifications'.'2

This part of the Paper is like the Lurate's egg. the expansion of numbers
is welcome. But the conditions under w hich it is to take plaLe are highly
questionable. Nonetheless. the emphasis on widening access is to be
welcomed. Ono: an effective tin-opener is taken to the univ ersities, ho
knows what tL results will be. not least through the impact of the new
students themselves? It is pointed out, for example, that

not only will entry requirements ,ind procedures hake to be changed.
institutions of higher edueation v II ilakc to adapt their teaehing methods
am, the design of their courses to accommodate new types of student ...
increased paructpa Jon in higher edueation aced not be at the expense Of
aeademieexeellenee, indeed the stimulus of ehange should hdp to sharpen
awarent,s of the different types_ of aehioement that properly ft,int part of
the output of higher education,'

The White Paper goes on to urge univ ersities to take in students with
vocational qualifications such as the BTEC. It strLsses thL importance of
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access courses and singles out those intended to provide entry to a range
of institutions rather than to one receiv ing body. Valid..ting bodies
and the providers of access courses, it suggests. could look towards
the establishment of a comprehensive framework for this work. With
regard to criticism and concern over the admission of mature and
unconvennonally qualified students 'it sees no evidence in general that
standards are impaired by the admission of students through this route.
on the contrary the content and delivery of higher education courses
which they attend. can benefit from their presence'24 However, attenti
is drawn to the importance of 'eounselling students and supporting theii
motivation'.55

In a situation where more than 90(!tt of university entrants have two
'A' tev els or more, this gauntlet must be picked up. But it would not do to
k.xaggerate the strength of this welcome light in the encircling gloom. For

xample, the Council for Industry and Education, made up of vice-
chancellors ar,1 industrialists, described the White Paper's projections as
too unambitious and 'a convenient ticket for limiting entry to what is still
a y ,te small and privileged academic world'.56 Extra resources, w must
assume from the document's silence on this point, w ill not be pros ided to
underpin projected exp,tnsion. it must be paid for by increased produc-
tivity.

This question of resourc,ts remains crucial. It is difficult to see any real
progress unless .spaific additional resourLe.s are devoted to increasing
access and unless specific resources are transferred from the present 'Big
Two' of research and I &-2I teaching into continuing education. Yet in the
same week that the White Paper was published a further blow was dealt to
Birkbeck College which was informed by London University that
grant allocation for the coming year would be cut by £500,000. This again
cruelly underlines the distinction between rheuric and reality in the area
of increasing access for mature students. A further ex'ample is the la..k of
attention paid to student support. In recent years, cut-backs in travel
.illowances, in Vie right to social security benefits in vocations, AS well as
limitations on housing benefits, have intensified the problems of the
mature university entrant. The White Paper postpones decisions on
student support to a wider review . But it states that the importance of
maintaining access to highe edu..:ation by studems from all social and
economic backgrounds will be given full weight in such a rev iew . If 'for
some higher education professionals Mr Baker's aeeouncement will be a
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straw for a drowning man'" it is a straw that all those dedicated to
university education, particularly UAE, must grasp at.

Labour and the Alliance both condemned these proposals on _e same

grounds as the Council for Industry and Education. There is too little and
it is too late. What, then, of the proposals from the opposition parties
which might hold out some prospect for futui change? The Labour rarty
statement Education Throughout Life certainly oifers much that is
encouraging for adult educators. Its starting point is the need for a
comprehensive system e.f education oppt tunities after eighteen. This
will initially require repairing the severe damage inflicted by this
government's cuts, wid..ming ac...ess, diminishing educational inequalities
and expanding higher education'.8 The Labour Party points to a new
partnersh.p between itself, the academie community, , industry and the
trade unions as a means of progress.

It seeks to repla,:e the UGC criteria of . Ligher education for those who
can benefit from it, with the principles of provision available 'to those
who wish to take courses designed to meet their needs'.9This, in relation
to universities, does not simply mean, the s.. :ment argues, support for
conventional degree courses. 'Part-time courses, non degree wcrk and
continuing education as a whole must be given much higher status and a
greater share of resources','° while there must be access for applicants
without 'A' levels and for mature students. The decline in the 18 year old
population, it is argued, is a golden opportunity to open the unive. sities
to a wider ran,z of people, 'the forgotten majority'. The bias against
women and the black community is particularly remarked. Continuing
education must be made available to those without traditional qualifica
lions. This would necessitate a significant increase in resources. Specifi-
cally, all adults who have had no education after eighteen would be
entitled to the equiv alent of one year's education backed by adequate
financial support. Moreover, 'without a national presence continuing
education will still be regarded as an afterthought. A development
council for adult and coatinuing education must be established with status
equivalent to a reformed NAB and the new Universities Council (which
will replace the UGC)'.61 Local authorities will be given a statutory duty
to provide continuing education throughout their areas and they will be
given sufficient resources to do the job properly. . This, and much else in
the statement, is stimulating. Whilst the consultative document's mode is
broadly technocratic, its first listed aim for education contrasting with
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recent official kit:ANS is the promotion of persomd development and self
fulfilment within a broad educational experience',6- 4 hi 1st 'higher and
continuing eduLation must be aimed at meeting the needs of industry as
well as society in general ... it must av oid becoming narrow ly vocational
or job specific'.°

These are cheering sentiments and there are also some grounds for
optimism in the recent SDP documentWore Means Better. It, too, stars
with the question of access. It urges an increase in the Age Participation
rate to 20% by 1995 and a 30% increase in the number of students. It
urges modularisation and Lredit tr.msfer .ind a shift towards tw o-year
general degrees or diplomas. The paper argues that full-time higher
education should be funded n a fiftyififty basis, half from bloLk grant and
half from fees, in order to produce a consumel led boom. Part-time
higher education should be free for those undertaking first tioalifieations.
Priority for expansion, it argues, 'should be given to part-tim, ,ontinuing
educat kW."

While the SDP proposals are less developed and detailed than those of
Labour they w ere SCA e re ly criticised at the 1986 Party Conference for
lacking integration and v ision there are problems with both sets of
proposals. The Labour Part) doLument, for example, has been LritiLised
as 'often equivocal and sometimes its equiocations appear to be
studied'!'s lacking philosophical depth and being vague about the
changes required if ats proposals are to be implemented. As usual,
resources and time-sLale will be key questkms in any such implementa.
tion. Labour's senior ewnomiL spokesperson has told universities that
they will have more money 'But it will not be all that y ou need ev en less all
you ask for'!" It is of interest in the present Climate that .:te propos.d on
educational entitlement is not Losted and there are hints that it would be a
long term commi;:aent. How ev er, the Shadow Chancellor has pledged
himself to 'talk up higher eduLation and with other spokespersons has
insisted that 'demoLratiL (Jiang will be the priLe universities must pay for
restoration of realistic funding'.°

If there is a glimmer of hope in the dev eloping auation, %%e must not
delude ourselves that a change ia the politiLal position would solve all our
problems. However, it is increasingly clear that unier s w have to
adapt to existing politiLal parameters or seek to change dwm. And the
latter strategy will involve LI,anging themselv es. As one experienced
observer remar!ls,
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real security of income can only be provided either by taking Mr Baker's
(and Sir Keith's) advice and looking to other sources of cash apart from the
state or by rebuilding the political case for inure generous public support of
higher education. The latter course would invoke real reform to open up
universities, not skilful packaging and presentation. Priv atism or populism.
that is the universities' ultimate choice.'

Initiatives of the kind we have discussed are invaluabl. in the here and
now, both in adding weight to the cause of university reform and in
stimulating resistance and challenge to dominant educational trends
wluch have little to do w ith education but arc rather prompted by partisan
politics tricked out as economic necessity. Adult educators should
certainly lend themselv...s to discussion and development of these kinds of
proposals which Lou Id prov ide a spur for serious change in the univ ersity
and a future stimulus for its adult education.

It certainly appears that without such a stimulus L'AE may have little
future. But there is a task of educational as well as political regeneiation
to be undertaken. More resources. which can only be produced by
political action in the broad sense. are a sine qua non for a halt to the
retreat. By themselves, they are inadequate. We need, in addition, a
renewed and forceful acknowledgement that training is not education.
that the fundamental purpose of ,ducation is not to provide employers
with a supply of manpower tailored to their requirements. nor to
inculcate in students the values in free enterprise, that the market is not a
fit or efficient instrument for the distribution of educational opportunity. ,
th.t educational deprivation remains an enduring reality, , and that the
university has a responsibility to serv e the majority ot its local community
who suffer from educational disadvantage, rather than using its adult and
continuing education at s a fund-raising activ ity w hich largely serv es the
interests of a priv ileged minority. . Too much ground has already been
y hided. At this late hour only a ieturn to fundanKntals and a forthright
reassertion of the Lase for education w inch is also, in esscucc. the Lase
for adult education Lan stip the present rot and ensurc that university
adult edueation has a future.
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University Adult Education in Crisis is a history, a polemic and a prescription. It
traccs n dctail the proccss by which the statc's form Al commitir ;nt to incrcasing
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hand with sevcre cuts in cxtramural dcpartments, an insistencc on sclf-financing and
an cmphasis on vocational training for cconomic rcgcncration, at the cxpcnse of
libcral cducation lor personal development and citizcnship. This has lcd universitics
to play down thc importance of traditional extramural wort,. and thc rolc of adult
cducation departments, rcsourdng vocational cxpansion through ncw agencics
plcdged to entraprencurialmm and profit and sccking to ccplar-! thc adult educational
intclIcctual with ncw academic managers committed to training.

University Adult Education in Crisis asscrts that the rcsponsc of the universitics has
bccn inadequate. Increascd student fecs and thc turn to vocationaiism thrcatcii to
cut off wide scctions of thc community from rigorous, critical education and rcinforce
the univcrsities' historic ncgleet of thc cducationally underprivileged. It trenchantly
argues that attcmNs to subordinate universities in general, and thc education of
adults in particular, to thc state, cmployers and thc markct arc anti-educational
wrong in principle and problcmatic in practicc. If successful, they can subvcrt thc
free-thinking critical approach of university education but suc:css is far frem
guaranteed. The mcssage of this book is that thc cteation of a broad, popular,
continuing education is ccntingent upon adult educators resisting present attcmpts
to make post-I8 provision self-financing .'ocationalism and transform educato.s into
fund-raisers.
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